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AILSTILACT 

The aim of the work described in this dissertation was to 

gain an improved understanding of the basic factors controlling the 

nucleation, growth and stability of precipitates in age-hardening 

alloys. The stimulus for the work was provided by the current use of 

complex ageing heat treatments for modifying (normally with the object 

of improving) the mechanical properties of alloys. The research was 

confined to aluminium-base alloys, but it is believed that many of the 

ideas and concepts yielded by the work will be equally applicable to 

other alloy systems. 

Two aluminium-base alloys were studied in detail: one 

composition of aluminium-magnesium-silicon alloy and three 

compositions of aluminium-zinc alloy. The experimental heat treatments 

were carried out on thin foil samples 0.01 cm. thickness) and the 

result was Atudi, ed by means of thin foil transmission 

electron microscopy. 6 

The low temperature precipitation sequence of aluminium- 

zinc alloys has been investigated extensively by other workers and their 

results are reviewed in Chapter 3. During this investigation, some 

samples of aluminium-zinc, alloy were quenched rapidly to a high ageing 

temperature arid, under these special ageing conditions, a new typcof 

pi-ecipitate was observed. The morphology'and crystal structure of 

t1lis precipitate are described in Chapter 3. Also described in 

Ch. ipter 3 are the results obtained from an extensive electron 

diffraction investigation into the crystal structure of the small 

needle-shapcd precipitates which are formed, under suitable ageing 



conditions, in aluminiým-magnesium-silicon alloys. 
I 

The. types of beat treatment that were studied may be broadly 

classified into two categories: (1) single-step ageing trcatmentsý, 

and (2) two-step ageing treatments. A large'number of singlel-step and 

two-step ageing treatments were investigated, with the general objective 

of obtaining a comprehensive idea of the overall response of the two 

alloys to the heat treatments. These experimental results provided 

data, for the development of a theoretical model to explain the basic 

processes affecting the response of both alloys to two-step ageing 

treatments. It is emphasized that the basis of this model had already 

been detailed by Dr. D. W. Pashley, F. R. S. to explain the extensive 

microstructural observations obtained, at T. I. Research Laboratoriesq 

with an aluniinium-magnesium-silicon alloy, during an earlier research 

programme (the salient points of this model are discussed in Chapter 5 

of this dissertation). Many aspects of this model are extended and 

amplified in Chapters 4 to 7 and it is shown that there is an excellent 

qualitative agreement between the predictions of the model and the 

numerous experimental results which have been obtained. This applies 

not only to the aluminium-magnesium-s il icon system but also to the 

aluminium-zinc system. 

The model has been particularly successful for aiding the 

semi-quantitative explanation of the observed marked dependence on 

heat treatment conditions of the width of grain boundary. precipitate- 

free zones in aluminium-zinc alloys. A full account of this aspect 

of the work is presented in Chapter 6. The model also provides a new 

insight into the basic processes controlling the phenomenon of 

reversion in aluminium-zinc alloys, and this is described in Chapter 7 



together with in account of the experimental results obtained from 

"reversion" studies with this alloy. 

Finally, in Chapter 8, the theories and concepts developed 

in this dissertation are compared and contrasted critically with those 

of other workers. 

For breVity, the alloys are denoted throughout this 

dissertation by their chemical symbols. Except where otherwise 

state; all alloy compositions are, given in weight per cent. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSION OF PREVIOUS'WORK 

lot AIMS OF THE RESEARCH 

Since'almost the beginning of this, century the process of 

precipitation hardening has been use'd'as a method for improving the 

strength of some alloys'and the process'has had considerable I impact In 

the light-alloy indus , try, particularly with aluminium-base alloys. 

Much of the early progress in the development of stronger and. more useful 

alloys was empirical in nature, although there has been a constant effort 

to understand the process scientifically. 

The work described in this dissertation was aimed at improving 

the understanding of the factors controlling the formation, growth and,,, 

stability ofthe precipitates which are formedAuring age-hardening heat 

treatments., Electron microscopy was used throughout the work as the 

technique for, studying the precipitation. Experimentally, the research 

involved examining, the effect. of different. ageing conditions on the type, 

size and distribution, of the precipitates which were, formed in high 
,, 

purity alloy., samples. ,ý. ýýIýrý, - ,, Iý, ý I 

Two aluminium-base alloys were studied in detail; one 

composition of Al-Mg-Si alloy, and three compositions of Al-Zn alloy. ý 

The former alloy is of considerable-industrial interestj as it is used as 

the basis for a, number of commercially, important alloys. The, latter. , 

alloy has-little direct commercial importance but was chosen for study for 

a number or reasons: 
0, 

it is, a relatively simple binary alloy system that'exhibits 

considerable solubility of zinc in aluminium at high 

temperatures and an extensive two-phase region at low 

temperatures; 
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the alloy has been studied by many workers, using X-ray and 

electrical resistivity techniquesl and the ageing sequence and 

ageing characteristics are well documented; 

(3) the initial G. P. zones that are formed by-low-temperature 

ageing are spherical in shape and give rise to only small 

coherency strains, two 
-facts 

which it'was hoped would make 

",, easier, the development of a semi-quantitative model to explain 

Z the precipitation behaviour., 1,1, : 11 'I'll ý' -I"I 

The original aim of the work was to study the response of the 

alloys to'two-step ageing treatments in which a sample is first quenched 

and aged isothermally at one temperature, T1, and then given a second 

ageing treatment at some higher temperature, T2 Conventional ageing 

treatments are often a special case of this type of heat treatment, where 

T1 is room temperature and T2 is often referred to as the "artificial 

ageing temperature". In order to derive a satisfactory model to explain 

the precipitate distribution at the end of such a two-step ageing 

treatment it was found necessary to study separately the factors 

influencing _ihe formation of precipit - ates, the growth of precipitates at 

TIai nd the s'tabiliiy'of I 
precipitates when the temperature was, raised from 

TI to T 

The remaining sections in this chapter are devoted to brief 

surveys of certain topics which have been discussed in the literature 

and which form necessary background information to the subject matter of 

later chapters* 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The history of precipitation hardening goes back about sixty 
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years, to the discovery, by Wilm") in 19069 that the hardness of a 

quenched Al-CU-Mg alloy initially increased with time at room temperature. 

Ile was unable to detect, by optical microscopy, any structural changes 

within the alloy which could account for, the increase in hardness and his 

observations remained unexplained for about a decadej until the work of 

Merica, Waltenberg and Scott 
(2) 

, in 1919. In their study of an Al-Cu 

alloyl, they demonstrated that the solid solubility of copper in aluminium 

decreases with, decreasing temperature. and this led them, to-propose that C. 

the, age-hardening was a consequence of extremely small precipitate 

particles. - -In a review paperi published in 1932, Merica 
(3 

1) suggested 

that liardening, in, Al-Cu-alloys resulted from the assembly of copper atoms 

into. a random array of small groups ("knots") and that these interfere 

with slipýwithin the grains. 

The--first direct evidence in support of Merica's "knots" was 

provided in-1938,, when-Guinier 
(4) 

and Preston(5) discovered, independently, 

the, diffuse X-ray., scattering from aged alloys, They interpreted these 

diffuseýeffects as,, being due to very small segregates of solute atoms 

within a supersaturated matrix and these solute clusters have since been 

called Guinier-Preston zones (G. P. zones). 

In the years following these early discoveries a large number of 

alloy systems were found to exhibit the precipitation-hardening behaviour$ 

particularly the aluminium-base alloys. The X-ray techniques used 

originally by Guinier and Preston were developed and became invaluable in 

the search to understand the precipitation process. Extensive use was 

also made of the changes which occur in different mechanical properties 

of an alloy during precipitation-hardening, as a means of following the 

decomposition process. The change in electrical resistivity of'an alloy 

during ageing was also found to be a useful way of following the process 
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and this, ' together with the X-ray and mechanical property techniques 

mentioned above, 'are still widely used today. The major drawback of 

these techniques-'is that no direcVknowledge of the distribution of 

precipitates in the alloy is readily available from the experimental 

measurements and it, wasýnot until recent years, when transmission 

electron microscopy became available as a research tool for investigating 

the., microstructure of. materials at high magnification (and resolution), 

that more'direct evidence'of'the changes taking place during precipitation- 

hardening became possible., 

A considerable amount of research effort has been aimed at 

improving; the'understanding of the basic processes controlling the 

precipitation and, in particular, the thermodynamics and kinetics of the 

(6) 
associated phase changes (see, for example, th9reviews by Hardy and Heal 

-(7) (8) (9) 00) Hard Newkirk Kelly and Niýholson and Christian 

It is now generally recognised that the precipitation can be 

divided into different categories, according to the mOde of the 

precipitation. The following modes can be distinguished(io) 

_Continuous precipitation 

(ii) Discontinuous precipiltation.; 
-. 

, 11'recipitation, of. metastable phases 

(iv) 
_Formation of segregates, or G. P. zones. 

-, The first, two modes distinguish between two main types'of 

diffusional-, process. "Continuous precipitation is applied, to-the, 

situation where solute atoms, are transported over (relatively) large- 

'distances in'the matrix, to growing precipitates and the'reaction proceeds 

simultaneouslyýaVa'number, of sitesAhroughout the matrix. " If the'sites 

are associated with crystal,, defects-(eog. -dialocationsv grain, boundaries) 
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the-precipitation is said to be heterogeneous; if not, it is said to be 

homogeneous. In the case of discontinuous precipitation, the 

distribution of precipitates is non-uniform and the reaction is confined 

to an advancing interface which. separates regions of crystal where the 

transformation is complete from regions"where the transformation has not 

been initiated., Discontinuous precipitation is always heterogeneous in 

nature, for example, lit is often confined to a-grain boundary. 

The -formation of G. P. zones and metastable phases often precedes 

the formation of the equilibrium precipitates, particularli if the ageing 

temperature-is, low and the initial solute supersaturation is high. A 

typical ageing sequence is 

G. P. zones metastable intermediate precipitates, --vpequilibrium precipitate* 

01) 
Two, early; theories of the ageing sequence can be attributed to Geisler 

and to Guinier 
(12).,,. 

Geisler'based his theory (the'llsequence theory") on 

the observed-changes in diffuse X-ray scattering from a number of alloys 

and concluded that there is a sequence of stages during the decomposition,,, 

which correspond to the progressive development of the intermediate'. 

precipitate in one, two and then three, dimensions. Guinier, interpreted 

the X-ray effects differently. In his "pre-precipitation" theory he 

considered that thOreaction proceeds in a number of distinct. stages, each 

of which can be associated with a characteristic type of intermediat e 

precipitate. lie suggested that the initial stage, the "pre-precipitation" 

stage, was associated with clustering of solute atoms into zones and that 

13) 
"these occur without the presence of two distinct. phases"(, Ke_lly,, and 

(9) 
Nicholson have refuted this idea and consider that G. P. zones should be 

treated as a second phase, with the general characteristic that the G. P. 

zone/matrix interface is coherent, and possibly diffuse, in nature. 
(see 
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section 1.3-3. ). 

1.3 THE FORMATION OF SOLUTE CLUSTERS 

1.3.1 The free energy ofthe solid solution 

Before discussing the possible mechanisms of cluster-formation it 

is useful to consider briefly the thermodynamic driving force for the 

decomposition of a supersaturated solid solution. 

A system at constant temperature T and pressure P is said to be 

in equilibrium when its Gibbs Free Energy (G) is a minimum; G is defined 

by the relation 

TS =U+ PV - TS 

where U and S are the internal energy and entropy of the system of volume 

V and 11 is the enthalpy. In a condensed system at atmospheric pressure, 

PV is very small compared with U and TS, thus G' U-TS and H U. 

The Helmholtz Free Energy (F) is defined by the relation 

TS (1.2) 

and this is a minimum for equilibrium with respect to changes at constant 

volume and temperature. For a condensed system at atmospheric pressure, 
I 

r=O 

In order to be able to deduce the equilibrium state of a 

condensed system of two components, of a given composition and at a 

given temperature, one needs to know how the free energy varies wiih 

these two parameters. Precise evaluations of the necessary thermo- 

dynamic quantities are, at present, prohibitively difficult and it is 

usual to make a number of simplifying assumptions in order to gain a 

qualitative idea of the behaviour 
(10,14,15) 

0 
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Pigure i. 1 The free energy of a binary solid solution as 
a function of composition. 
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Consider two pure metals, A and B, which have the same crystal 

structure and let their free energies per atom, at a temperature Tj 

be gA and gB respectively, measured with respect to some arbitrary zero. 

If we now take a. volume (1-x) of A and volume x of B and place them in 

contact but allow no diffusion to take place, then the mean free energy 

per atom of the whole system is given by 

('-X)gA + X9B (1.3) 

where x is the atomic fraction of B atoms in the system (see Figure 1.1)o 

If we now allow the A and B atoms to mix freely together to form a 

random, substitutionall solid solutions we must consider an additional 

free energy term - the Free Energy of Mixing (gm) - which may be 

expressed as 

gm =hm- Ts 
in 

(1.4) 

where hm and sM are the enthalpy and entropy of mixing. For a condensed 

system the enthalpy of mixing'is practically equal to the internalenergy 

of mixing$ uMI and a complete evaluation of uM would require the detailed 

knowledge of the interaction between A and B atoms, which is not feasible 

at present. An approximate method is to use the Ilquasichemical approach" 

in which only chemical effects are considered and these are confined to 

'nearest neighbour interactions 
(109 14,15). We may then define VAAt 

V 
BB , and VAB as the neighbouring bond energies between two A atomst two 

B atoms and an A and B atom, respectively. We will be inteirested In the 

special case where it is energetically favourable for like atoms t, o 

cluster together (i. e. 2V AB >v AA + VBB ). Thus, a random mixture 

of A and B atoms has a higher internal energy than the same number of A 

aiid B atoms separated into two volumes, each containing pure components* 



0 

0 

0 
C 

I. 
* 

A atomic fraction x of B atoms 

Figure 1.2. 'A diagram of free energy versus composition 

illustrating spinodal decomposition. 

0 

10 111 
Y4" X2 12 11 42 

2 
A atomic fraction x of B atoms- 

Figure 1-3 A diagram of free energy versus cOmPosition 
illustrating a nucleation and growth transformation. 
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The mixing of A an&B atoms willi however, increase the configurational 

entropy of the system and this is assumed, according to the "regular 

solution" modeli to, be'the only contribution to the entropy of mixings sM 

It is'assumed that the vibrational entropy of the components remain 

unchanged when atoms are'transferred from the pure state Into a random 

solid solution. '- -I11, - 

Since s is associated with the temperature in equation 194t 
M 

the second term on the-, right hand side dominates the free energy of 

mixing at a high temperature, and the equilibrium configuration of the 

system is a single phase, random, solid solution. At low temperatures the 

entropy term is less dominant and, in a solid solution where the clustering 

of like atoms is favourable, the total free energy curve g develops the 

shape shown in Figure I. I. 

Alloys outside the region of gcx which is limited by the 

compositions x and x (see Figure 1*2) are stable as random solid solutions, 
m P__ 

.I 
since these have a lower free energy than any other configuration. Alloys 

with compositions between x and x warrant more-careful consideration. mp 
Consider an alloy of composition x (Figure 1.2). If a solid 

solution of this composition decomposes into regions of compositions 

x1l and x", the mean free energy of the system is lowered from toýgl 19, 

where g, ' is given by the lever rule as 

1':, 
= -ll 

xi /» 
(1-5) 51 'z �( od 

0 
he - x# 

, 

where C and D are the individual free energies per atom of the two phases 

of compositions x and x". Even if the two phases have compositions which 
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are only infinitesimally different from x1 their formation will always 

lead to a lowering of the free energy of the system, so there is no 

barrier to decomposition. This mode of Phase separation is known as 

11spingdal decomposition". It is confined to alloy compositions which 

lie between the points of inflection of the free energy curve (I 
i and 12 

on Figure 1.2), that is, to the region of the free energy curve where 

ý) j 
01 , '::: ý 

Consider, next, -a solid solution of composition x (Figure 1.3). 2 

If such an alloy separates into regions of slightly different compositions, 

x2l-and x" , the mean free-energy of the system is increaged from 
2 g2 to 

Ig an d these compositional fluctuations will be unstable. A net decrease i 

in free energy can only be achieved by large compositional fluctuations, .,,, 

for example, into regions of composition x' and x"', when the mean free 
22 

energy is reduced from-g. to ". There is thus a free energy barrier to 9ý 

the formation of small solute fluctuations and the transformationFcannot 

begin until small regions*with a, sufficiently large fluctuation-in solute 

content-(nuclei) are formed. When this occursi the transformation is said. 

to proceed by a nucleation, and growth process and thist-and then spinodal 

decomposition, is discussed in more detail in the next two sections. 

1.3*2 Homogeneous nucleation 

The large solute fluctuation x"', discussed above, was not 2 

defined in terms of size or shape. , In the more general case of a phase 

change in a two component system the thermally activated solute 

fluctuýtions (embrycýs) may.,, also differ in, crystal, structure from the 
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parent phase and may be chemically non-uniform. Hence, before embarking 

upon any theory of nucleation for a two-component system, one must decide 

beforehand which of the embryo parameters are variables. The choice of 

different variables has led to a number of different nucleation modelsp 

each of which attempts to describe the initial decomposition of a super- 

saturated solid solution. These models were all inspired by the classical 
(16) (17) 

nucleation theory of Volmer and Weber and Becker and DUring (the 

V. W. B. D. theory), which was first formulated for the'case of condensation,, 

from supersaturated vapours. Before discussing nucleation in a two- 

component system it is instructive to present a brief outline of the 

V. W. B. D. theory, which seeks to-explain the difficul ty of forming liquid 

droplets in a supersaturated vapour. 

The formation of a liquid droplet, is -associated with a free energy 

change 
A G. - ---Intuitivelyl-, one-might expect that-the free energy of the 

system would be increased for two reasons: (1) energy is required to form 

a liquid/vapour'interface; and (2) energy may be expended in the form of, 

strain energy if the transformation involves a volume change. Strain 

energy may, be neglected in the case_, of a vapour -* li, quid tran. sformation, 

since any volume change is easily accommodated by vapour flow (it ist 

however, important in solid-state transformations). In the simple theory, 

the interfacial free energy is assumed to be-isotropic and also independent- 

of droplet size. The droplet is also assumed to have the structure of the 

. let 6f'rý_dius " r- bulk li4uid. Then, -for a sýherical drop 

A qV 

where 4G is the difference in free energy per unit volume between the 
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bulk vapour'and liqui&phases at the temperature considered and y is the 

interfacial free, energy'per unit area. For'a supersaturated vapour AGv 

ls, ýalways negative, whereas' y 'is always positive and in this situation 

the free energy'of. 'formation goes through a maximum at a critical radius 

rc Maximizing equation'1.6'gives 

VVt (1.7) 

from which 

A C, 
V 

A stable nucleus may, be formed if the, droplet achieves the critical radius 

rc_and this requires. an activation, energy, of formation of 

ir 4 - UPW 

If the vapour is treated as' an ideal gas it may be shown that 

(see reference 10', P. ý91 

qv, 
e 

where'Pr is the'vapour pressure'in equilibrium with"a droplet-of radius 

is the vapour pressure in equilibrium'with a flat' ltq'. uid surface, 

ý_M is the'atomic (molecular) volume'ofAhe liquid-and kT has its usual' 
Pr 

meaning. The ratio called the supersaturation' i. ' ýSubstitution 

of equation 1.10-into equation 1.8 gives 

kT 
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which is the Gibbs-Thomson equation for the critical nucleus. 

The next problem is to deduce the nucleation rate I*' Volmer 

and Weber assumed that the droplets change size by unit processes, that the 

concentration of embryos and nuclei is the equilibrium concentration and 

that the shrinkage of super critical nuclei is negligible. They were then 

able to derive the following expression for the initial nucleation rate 

A, 'Kt 
A CIC 

-kT 

where A, is a kinetic factor describing the collision frequency of single 

atoms (molecules) with a droplet of critical size. Becker and D*O'ring 

improved upon this result by allowing for the possible shrinkage of a 

critically sized droplet, but this only modified the value of the kinetic 

factor Ale From equations 1.9 and 1.11 the initial nucleation rate can be 

expressed in terms of the supersaturation i, as follows 

_ y3 2 

-a 0.13) 

(4 T)3 (Ale 

Thus, we'-obtain the important conclusion that the nucleation rate is 

extremely sensitive to the value of the supersaturation. 

Decker 
(18,19) 

extended the V. W. B. D. theory to a transformation in 

a solid-state two-component system in which the phase change only involves 

a composition change. Strain energy was neglected and so the theory only 

applies if the two solid phases have identical atomic volumes. A binary 

alloy system which conforms to this restriction would be an ideal alloy, 

composed of two pure components A and B which have identical crystal 

structures and atomic volumes. The phase diagram of such a system is 



T 

Figure 1.4 
_A 

schematic phase cliagram, for an icleal binary alloy 

illustrating the solubility and spinoaal curves. 

xm 1,12 Xp 
atomic fraction X of 6 atoms - 
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shown 
'schematically 

in Figure 1.4 and displays a miscibility gap at low 

temperatures. At the temperature T the free energy/composition diagram for 

iiiis alloy will be similar to that shown in Figure 1.3. Becker obtained 

the following expression for the initial nucleation rate in such a system: 

&At 
(- Q) 

4xp -AC, c 

-k"r A7) 

where A2 agaidis a kinetic factor and Q is the activation energy for 

(1.14) 

diffusion within the'solid solution. In order to obtain a value for the 

actiVation energy'fOr'nucleation AGC, Becker assumed that the composition 

of the nucleiiý was'that'of the'equilibrium phase (x 
p 

'in Figure Ile 

then used the thcory'of regular solutions and the qýasichemical approach 

(see'section 1.3ol)'to derive the following expression 

VIqA + V88 
A (1,15) 

Becker's assumption that the nucleus has the composition of the 

equilibrium phase-precludes the possibility of a compositional barrier to 

the nucleation. This possibility has been examined by Borelius 
(20921,22) 

who considered the stability of a cluster of atoms of fixed size as a 

function of-its composition, Strain energy and interfacial energy were 

. 
ignored. Ile found that the compositional barrier became zero for 

decomposition within the'spinodal region of the phase diagram (see 

Figure 1.4). Outside the spinodal, but still within the two-phase region, 

he found that a compositional barrier could exist, but one of the drawbacks 

of the theory is that the size of the cluster is left as an adjustable 

parameter and the theory requires the arbitrary assumption of a minimum 

sized cluster. Both lJobstetter 
(23) 

and Scheil 
(24) 

have attempted to, ' 
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overcome this difficulty by considering that the most probable nucleus 

will have a size and composition corresponding to the least activation 

energy for formation. They found that the composition of the initial 

precipitate decreased as the supersaturation was increased. 

1.3.3 Spinodaldecomposition 

During his classic work on thermodynamics, in the late nineteenth 

century, Willard Gibbs proposed two types of phase change: (a) a change 

that is small in degree but large'in extent, such as a small solute 

.., fluctuation spread over a large volume; (b) a change that is large in 

degree but small in extent,, which is familiar in nucleation theory as the 

super-critical nucleus. The first type of change was largely neglected. 
(25) (26) (27928,29,30) 

until recently, when Hillert , Cahn and Hilliard and Cahn 

have attempted to derive quantitatively a unified theory of homogeneous 

phase separation* 

Calin and Hilliard considered the Helmholtz free energy per unit 

volume Fv of an isotropic, incompressible, two-component fluid whose. 

composition differed only infinitesimally everywhere from the average 

composition@ They derived the free energy as 

Fv, 7x r ], d V (1,16) 

where Vx) is the free energy per unit volume for a homogeneous system 

of composition x and K(V x) 
2 is an additional free energy term (the 

"gradient energyll)q for which K is a positive constant, which arises if 

the volume element is in a region of non-constant composition. The 

gradient energy is the analogue of the surface energy term in. the localised 

fluctuations 
-of nucleation and_growth theory, although in, this case the 
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"surface" is diffuse. They then calculated the free energy change, jA 
Fv 

per unit volumes for a compositional fluctuation of infinitesimal a! nplitude 

in a system where the atomic volumes of solute and solvent atoms are 

identical: 

JK 

where x0, is the average composition. Since the gradient energy is 

always positive, the sign, of AF is determined by the sign of v 

They considered two possibilities 

>0 AF, is'positive and the solution is 

xz 
metastable to. all infinitesimal fluctuations in composition - 

the alloy is outside the spinodal region and a finite fluctuation 

(a nucleus) is required to render the solutioO unstable. 
ý (71- '-,, 

0F can be negative, but only if the 
'157 -3C-z v 

gradient energy is sufficiently small - the alloy is inside the 

spinodal region and is unstable with respect to fluctuations of 

sufficiently long wavelength (i. e. low gradient energy). 

Cahn 
(27) 

has extended this approach to an isotropic, solid, two-' 

I component system where the two equilibrium phases differ slightly in 

lattice parameter. ' This'introduces-an additional energy term (the 

elastic strain-energy) into equation 1.17,, which is, as follows 

' (x-Y0 
(1.18) 

where is the fractional change in lattice parameter per unit change 

in composition, E is Young's modulus and is'Poisson's ratio* 
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lie showed that inclusion of this energy term modifies the condition for 

spinodal decomposition, so that the limit of metastability is now defined 

by the locus of 

. 

2- 'Z 

ý): x 
't 1--.. ) 

(1.19) 

I 
which he called the "coherent spinodal". If 0, this reduces to the 

locus of the "chemical spinodal" (see Figure 1.5(b) 

Cahn tackled the problem of determining the permissible wavelengths 

of the fluctuations by expressing a three-dimensional composition 

fluctuation in terms of a Fourier series. This simplified the problem, 

since the total free energy change of an arbitrary composition fluctuation 

is the sum of the individual free energy changes of its Fouirier components. 

Ilis analysis concentrated on a single Fourier component and in this way he. 

was able to show that, within the coherent spinodal region, the alloy was 

unstable with respect to a sinusoidal fluctuation of wavelength A 

conforming to the following condition, 

T 
(1.20) 

KI- -ý 

I 

that ist the wavelength must be greater than a certain critical wavelength 

co 
In generalq a whole spectrum of wavelengths greater than 7A* 

c are 

p ossible, but Cahn showed that the most rapidly growing wavelength is given Cr 

by 
F2 

o 
"X 

C 
(28) 

In a further extension of this theory, Cahn considered spinodal 

decomposition in cubic crystals and examined the effect of elastic anisotropy 

on the compositional fluctuationo fie found that fluctuations formed 

preferentially along directions'where E is a minimumo In the case of most 
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cubir, crystals 
(31) 

E is a minitum along 4ý100> and in these systems Cahn 

suggested that the initial 
ý1001 

fluctuations will give rise to a cublic 

array of precipitate particles of spacing 
F2. 

This spacing is 
c 

expected to coarsen during prolonged ageing. 

1.3.4 The nucleation of metastable phases 

The discussion of precipitation from supersaturated solid 

solutions in section 1.3.1 was confined to the ideal case where the two 

equilibrium phases have identical crystal structures and atomic volumes. ' 

In the more general case the equilibrium precipitate has a different 

crystal structure from the matrix and it is useful to make a distinction 

between incoherent and coherent precipitation. 

An incoherent precipitate is one for which there is a lattice 

discontinuity at all points over the precipitate /matrix interface. The 

interface is 10calised (a few atomic diameters in thickness) and the 

crystal structure and composition are different on either side of the 

boundary. The interfacial energy y is similar in magnitude to that of 

a high-angle grain boundary ( ^-500-1000 erg/cm 
2 (15,32,33,34) 

)and the 

critical nucleus size and activation energy for nucleation are large. 

If the equilibrium phase is incoherent it becomes energetically 

favourable for the alloy-to decompose initially by the formation of 

coherent, or partially-o-roherent, metastable precipitates. A coherent 

precipitate has been defined by Kelly and Nicholson(9) as "one-in which 

all interfaces with the matrix are coherent and the Bravais lattices in 

the two crystal structures are identical if differences in chemical species 

and consequent small changes in atomic spacing are neglected". A partially 

coherent precipitate is defined as "one in which at least one interface 

with the matrix is coherent". Coherent precipitates are characterized 
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by a low value of interfacial energy, which means that their critical 

nucleus size and activation energy for nucleation are much smaller than 

for incoherent precipitates and they are therefore formed more readily. 

If the supersaturation is high enough, so that the alloy is within the 

coherent spinodal, the alloy may decompose spinodally and it is no longer 

useful to speak of an interfacial energy y during the early stages of 

decomposition when the interface is diffuse. 

Since a coherent precipitate is metastable with respect to an 

incoherent one 
(35,36) 

, the former will always eventually be replaced by 

the latter. Another important characteristic is that, since the free 

energy of a metastable coherent phase 01 is higher than the free energy of 

a stable incoherent phase 0, the solute concentration x" of the Cx phase 

in equilibrium with a large cpherent precipitate at a temperature TI 

is higher than that, x for a large P precipitate at the same 

temperature 
(14,37938) (see Figures 1.5(a) and (b) Thus, if an alloy 

of composition x11 is quenched to a temperature which lies between T0 and T1 

then only incoherent precipitates can be nucleated. If it is quenched 

to a temperature below TI then, in principle, both coherent and incoherent 

precipitates can nucleate, although in practice the former often nucleate' 

so much more readily than the latter that coherent precipitation may be 

considered as the only mode of initial decomposition. 

The curve A' BI of Figure 1.5(b) may be thought of as a solvus 

curve for coherent precipitates. This is important in the theory, of the 

nucleation of G. P. 'zones 
where it has been identified with the so-called 

11G. P. zone solvus", which has been the subject of much recent discussion 

and this topic is discussed ajain in Chapter 4e 

Metastable solvus curves may also be defined for intermediate' 

precipitates. An important example occurs in the Al-Zn system for the 
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incoherent at intermediate precipitate. The idea of a metastable 

m1scibility gal) has been developed by Gerold 
(39,40,41) 

and used by him 

to aid the interpretation of his X-ray results from Al-Zn alloys. lie 

proposed that the boundary of the high temperature, stable, a+ CO 

miscibility gap can be extrapolated down into the cx +0 region in the 

form of a metastable solvus line (see Figure 1.6). Gerold based his 

deductions on the version of the Al-Zn phase diagram as reproduced by 

(42)- (43,44) 
Hansen 0 More recent experimental work has indicated the 

presence of a peritectic reaction in the Al-Zn system and an associated 

(CL + a) --! P- (CL +" y)' transformation within the stable miscibility gap 

(see Figure 3.2'). The a, al and y phases are all face centred cubic but 

differ slightly in lattice parameter. Thus, Gerold's work must be slightly 

modified to take this effect into account, although the concept of a 

metastable miscibility gap remains unchanged. Metastable phase diagrams- 

have also been proposed for the Al-Ag 
(45t46) 

and Al-Cu 
(47948) 

systems* 

1.4 
,- THE GiZownj OF SOLUTE CLUSTERS 

1.4*1 The vacancy concentration and diffusion 

Precipitation from a supersaturated substitutional solid solution 

requires the diffusion of solute and solvent Atoms through the matrix and 

this is currently believed to take place by the migration of vacant lattice 

sites. 

The formation of vacancies in a pure metal crystal increases its 

internal energy and also its configurational entropy. The equilibrium 

situation is achieved when the vacancy concentration is sufficient to 

minimise the free energy of the system., The application of standard 
(49) 

statistical thermodynamics to this problem yields the, result that the 

concentration of single vacancies Cv in equilibrium in a pure metal at a 
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temperature TOK is given by 

cv 
-kT 

where E is the energy of formation of a single vacancy and S is the fIf 

entropy of formation of a single vacancy due to its effect on the 

vibrational frequencies of its surrounding atoms. The value of the 
S di 

, is. not known accurately but it is usually taken constant terml exy, -I 

to be between'l and'10. 'For pure aluminium, the value of F. f as determined 
(50,51) 

by resistivity measurements is 0.76 eV. 

The self-diffusion coefficient Dv in a pure metalq when diffusion 

occurs by the migration of single vacancies, is given by 

E bo Ax - I) 
-AT 

(1.22) 

where'D is a-constant'and E' is the activation energy for migration of a 0m 

single vacancy, '' 'The-activation energy for self-diffusion Q is defined by 

the equation' 

EEm 1 Os23) ý 

(32) 
Lomer has considered how the equilibrium vacancy concentration 

in a dilute alloy, Cs , may differ from that of a pure metal and has 
v 

derived the following equation for the vacancy concentration in a f*c*C* 

solvent with a concentration x of solute 

/ay + e; Kt (1.24) 

-hT 
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b 

where A is a constant and E 
13 

is known as the binding energy between a 

vacancy and a solute atom. The derivation of equation 1.24 supposes that 

there is a difference in the energy of formation of a vacancy surrounded 

by solvent atoms only and a vacancy adjacent to The 

value'of EB is usually a fraction of an electron-volt for aluminium alloys 

and the experimental methods for measuring it are many and varied 

1.4.2 The rate of cluster growth 
-1 (55,56,57) 

It is now well established that the rate of cluster 

growth in alloys, which have been quenched and then aged near to room 
7 

temperature, is many orders of magnitude 10 ) higher than can be 

explained in terms of equilibrium diffusion rates. There have been two 

basic mechanisms put forward to explain this observation. 

Turnbull 
(58,59) devised a mechanism whereby solute atoms migrate 

rapidly along moving dislocation lines and so enhance the diffusion rate, 

This mechanism, although plausible, does not readily explain the observed 

variation of cluster-growth-rate with changes in quenching-rate, solution 

treatment temperature or ageing temperature. It has now been superseded 

in favour of the second mechanism, the excess-vacancy theory. 
(GO) 

Seitz in 1952, suggested that the high diffusion rate observed 

during clustering could be due to a non-equilibrium vacancy concentration 

retained during the quench. Ilia idea was subsequently developed by 
(62) (63) 

Federighi de Sorbo et al and Turnbull et al According to 

this theory, for an ideal quench in which all vacancies are retained, the 

diffusion coefficient of the solute atoms during the initial stages of 

ageing is given by 

, )x (1.25) 
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where T is the solution treatment temperature and TA the ageing 

temperature. Thus, the alloy initiAlly contains a high supersaturation 

of'vacancies. During subsequent low temperature ageing the excess 

vacancies migrate to sinks (such as external surfaces, grain boundaries 

and dislocation lines) to become annihilated and the diffusion rate drops 

continuously towards its equilibrium value. For a -slow quench, or a step- 

quench, allowance has to be made for the decay of the excess-vacancy 

concentration during the quenching process* 

In the case of pure aluminium 
(51,64) 

, observations^of the change 

in electrical resistivitY of a sample quenched to and then annealed at room 

temperature indicated that the quenched-in excess-vacancy concentration 

decays to the equilibrium value in a few hours. Similar experiments 

carried out, with an Al-105 Zn alloy 
(65) 

indicated that the clustering 

reaction in this alloy virtually ceases within a few hours, which is 

satisfactorily' explained by the decay of the excess-vacancies. However, _ 

in the case of Al-Cu 
(62) 

, Al-Mg-Si 
(66) 

and Al-MgýGe 
(G7) 

the clustering 

process continues over a period of days or even weeks. Clustering in 

these alloys is characterized by an initial "fast reaction" which is 

subsequently followed by-a "slow reaction" during which the growth-rate 

is appreciably higher than can be accounted for by equilibrium diffusion 

ratese4 The "fast reaction" is. consistent with a high matrix excess- 

vacancy concentration which rapidly falls to a lower value, which is then 

maint4ined over a long period during the "slow reaction". 

Several hypotheses have been suggested to explain the slow 

reaction: (a) vacancies are trapped by solute clusters and escape 

slowly 
(68,69) 

; (b) excess-vacancies exist in equilibrium with the 

surface tension of small voids formed by the clustering of vacancies or 

the line tension of small dislocation loops formed by the collapse of the 
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voids 
(63) 

1 
(c) a long-range elastic interaction between a vacancy and a 

solute cluster retards the annealing-out of quenched-in excess vacancie 
170,71). 

Okamoto and Kimura 
(72) 

have recently obtained evidence that mechanism (b) 

operates during the slow reaction in Al-4/oCu alloys. Mechanism (a), as 

expounded by Federighi and Thomas generalizes the idea of a binding 

energy EB between a vacancy and a solute atom by suggesting that there may 

also be a binding energy 
0 between a vacancy and a cluster of solute EI; 

, small, excess-vacancies will not be trapped atoms. If Ej is 

significantly by solute clusters and will decay as in pure aluminium 

(as exemplified by Al-iMýZn)* If I is large, as appears to be the case 

in Al-Mg-Si and Al-Mg-Ge alloys, excess-vacancies will be temporarily 

trapped by solute clusters, which will initially contain a high vacancy 

concentration. - Evidence in support of this is discussed in detail in 

Chapter 3. 

Girifalco and Herman 
(73) 

have pointed out that, in order to explain 

th, e observed cluster growth quantitatively, each vacancy must transport 

about 103 solute atoms from the matrix to the clusters. They proposed a 

"vacancy-pump" mechanism whereby vacancy-solute atom complexes arriving 

at, a. spherical cluster interface can dissociate and the free vacancies 

set-up a concentration gradient which tends to drive vacancies back into 

the matrixg where, they can again combine with solute atoms. This process 

is repeated a large number of times by a vacancy before it eventually 

becomes annihilated at a sink. They found good agreement between, their 

model and the kinetics of clustering in AI-Zn alloys as determined by 

Panseri and Federighi 
(65) 

0 

The kinetics of clustering 

A complete description of the development of solute clusters 
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ýG. 11. zones) during age-hardening requires tile detailed knowledge of the 

variation with ageing time of parameters such as, 

the number of clusters per unit volume, 

the size distribution of the clusters, 

(iii) the composition of the clusters, 

(iv) tile volume fraction of solute precipitated. 

Three different models have been proposedi each of which attempts to 

describe the development of clusters during ageing. 

If the alloy is within the coherent spinodal region of the phase 

diagram then the early stages of decomposition can be treated rigorously 

(see section 1.3.3). The later stages of spinodal decomposition and the 

beginning I of particle coarsening have also been examined by Cahn(74). 

lie considered terms in the general diffusion equation that involve a 

diffusion coefficient which is dependent upon composition. By using a 

method of successive approximations he was able to show that these non- 

linear terms give rise to harmonic distortions of the composition 

fluctuations and that in dilute alloys these give rise to isolated 

particles 
I which resemble a conventional distribution of large G. P. zones 

in a depleted matrix. 

The two other models arose as a result of independent attempts 

to explain the observed variation of X-ray small angle scattering, with 

room temperature ageing, from samples containing spherical G. P. zones 

(either Al-Zn o'r Al-Ag alloys). Both models agree that, during and 

immediately after the quench to room temperature, a process of solute 

clustering occurs leading to the formation of G. P. zones. The two models 

differ, however, as to the mechanism describing the solute segregation and 

these are now discussed separately. 
(40,41) 

The Gerold model assumes that the segregation of the 
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excess solute atomst in the form of small solute clusters, is completed 

during the quench (or within a very short time after the quench) and the 

solute concentration in the matrix is reduced to the equilibrium value, as 

determined by the metastable miscibility gap. Thus, apart from a short 

initial transient, the volume fraction of solute precipitated is 

considered to remain constant during further growth of the solute clusters, 

which takes place by a coarsening mechanism. The growth process is then 

entirely one of competitive growth, with'the mean cluster size increasing 

as the density of clusters decreases. The model is based on the 

observation that, in Al-Zn and Al-Ag alloys, the total integrated X-ray 

intensity in-absolute units remains constant for all ageing times longer 

than a few minutes. The integrated intensity Q0 has been defined by 

-11 (40) 
Gerold as 

.z 

410 MAý 
( 

MA - fn, ý (ZA 
(1.26) 

v 

where mI and m2 are the solute concentrations inside and outside the zones, 

MA is the volume fra ction of solute in the alloy, ZA and Z,, are the atomic 

numbers of the solute and solvent respectively, V is the average atomic 

volume and p is the fraction of the alloy which has segregated into 

clusters. If MI and m2 are assumed to be constant (they are considered 

to be the equilibrium values as defined by the metastable miscibility gap) 

then the volume fractionýprecipitated (p) is constant if Q0 is constant, 

as was shown to be the case for alloys containing 15,20.1 and'24.5 wt. 7o'Zn a 

when aged at room temperature for times ranging between 24 and 10 5 
minutes 

after quenching. 
(13,75) 

According to the Guinier model a spherical G. P. 'zon6 is 

initially surrounded by a spherical region depleted in solute atoms. 
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During and immediately after the quench there is a period during which 

nucleation of clusters occurs, so that the cluster density initially 

increases. Each clusier is surrounded by a region depleted in solute 

atoms with the full matrix supersaturation remaining in between such 

regions. Subsequent cluster growth causes the depleted regions to overlap 

and the matrix supersaturation is then progressively reduced to a low 

value. At this stage, competitive growth starts to occur and the density 

of clusters progressively decreases, as is characteristic of coarsening 

reactions. 

1.4.4 
, 

Two-step ageing 

ýIany commercial age-hardening heat treatments involve an initial 

isothermal ageing treatment at some low temperature (often room temperature) 

which is subsequently followed by a second treatment at some higher 

temperature. In recent years, considerable attention has been paid to 

this type-of treatment since the final mechanical properties of the alloy 

may be varied over a wide range. Of particular interest are treatments 

which result, in, a marked improvement in properties. These results have 

stimulated a number of workers to examine the effects of two-step ageing 

treatments on the microstructure of the alloys and this has led to the 

proposal of several, models, all of which attempt to explain the observed, 

precipitation behaviour. - Two of, the models, those of Nicholson and 

co-workers, 
(76,77,78t79) 

and Pashley and co-workers 
(80,81,82) 

, have 

attempted an overall description-of the basic factors controlling the 

precipitation behaviour in the alloys that they studied and various aspects 

of these models are reviewed in Chapters 4 to 8, where they will be 

critically contrasted and compared. Contribut ions by other workers will 

also be examined. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

2.1 - INTRODUCTION 

All the heat treatments described In this dissertation were 

carried Out on thin-foil' samples, about 2 cm. x3 cm. in area, which wete 

c"t from 'rolled-strip of approximately 0.01 cm. in thickness. 

The initial stage of all beat treatments-was a "solution 

treatmentoo-during 
which the sample was annealed at a high temperature, In 

the single phase region of its equilibrium diagram, for a period of time 

wbicb-was I usually one hour. The purpose of this beat treatment was two 

fold; firstly, to produce a single solid solution (this protably occurred 

within the. first few minutes of the anneal) and secondly, to recrystallize 

the cold-rolled structure and so produce a uniform grain size. After 

sOlution- treatment the grains were equiaxed, with a diameter - 0.01 cm., 

approximately the thickness of the foil. The grains showed a marked 

tendency towards a preferred orientationg with a preference for 001 
1 

Planes to be parallel to the fail surface of AI-1.2%Mg Si samples and 110 
2 

plane's to be parallel to the foil surface of Al-Zn samples. 

After-solution treatment the sample was quenched and then-given 

its ageing heat treatment. Details of these processes are described 

fullY in'the following sections. At the completion of the heat treatment 

the sample was cooled in a b'eaker"of cold water. ýSpe-cimens suitable for 

transmission electron microscopy were then prepared from tile sample by an 

electropol'ishing technique* 
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2.2 TRE COMWOSITION OF Till'. ALLOYS 

Two different types of aluminium alloy were studied; one 

containing additions of magnesium and silicon and the other additions 

Of zinc. The alloys were prepared from high purity aluminium and high 

Purity additions. 

The aluminium-magne sium-silicon alloy studied was pseudo-binary, 

Of nominal composition Al-1.27ubIq2Si- The actual composition is given in 

Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 

L 
Actual Composition in wt. % 

Nominal composition Mg Si Mg 2 Si Excess Mg 

A Al_ 1.2 iit. %MgýSi '0.84 0.43 1- 1.16 0.10 

The concentration of impurities present in the alloy was very small, as 

can_be seen in Table 2.2* 

Table 2.2 

Concentration (wt. %) of impurities in Al-1.2% Mg 2 Si alloy 

Pe'' Mn Zn Cu 

0.01 e 0.005 < 0.005 C:: 0.005 

+ The alloys were supplied by British Aluminium Research Labor atories, 

Chalfont Park. 
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Three different compositions of aluminium-zinc alloy were studied. 

An analysis+ of the zinc concentration of these three alloys was carried out 

on samples cut directly from the strip in the "as-received" condition and 

also on samples that had been solution treated (annealed for I hour in the 

temperature range 5000C to 560 0 C). The results are shown in Table 2.3, 

where it will be seen that a very small loss of zinc may have occurred 

during the solution treatment of the two more concentrated alloys. 

Table 2.3 

Concentration (wt. %) of Zn 

Nominal composition I 
As received 

I. After solution treatment 

Al - 10% Zn 10.1 
lo.. l 

Al - 17.5% Zn 18.1 
17.8 

26.2 
Al - 26% Zn 26.3 

The impurity levels in the three alloys are shown in Table 2.4. 

Table 2.4 

Concentrati on (wt. 74) of impurities in the AI-Zn alloys 

si Fe 
Alloy Cu 

0.002 0.002 
Al - W/o Zn 0.0005 

0.0025 0.0035 
Al - /o Zn 0.0005 

0.0025 0.0055 
Al - 26% Zn 0.00, 

------------- 

+ This analysis was carried )ut by Mr. A Lacis, of 11inxton Hall. All 

othei analyses were carrie! out by Briiish Aluminium Research Wboratories, 

Chalfont Park. 
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Figure 2.1 A schematic cross-sectional diagram of the 

solution treatment furnace and quenching apparatus. 
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Figure 2.2 A diagram showing the method used for 

supporting a sample to be quenched into liquid Wood's metal* 
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2 ý. 3 IIE-AT TREATMENT (APPARATUS AND PROCEMURM) 

- Solution treatment 

The samples were solution treated in a "Wild-Barfield'' 

laboratory tube muffle furnace (type M 93). This was placed on-end so 

that a sample, suspended inside the vertical heating tube, could be easily 
I .' 

quenched by simply dropping it into a quenching bath. positioned immediately 

below the furnace (see Figure 2.1). The heating tube was 20 in. long and 

2 in. in diameter. A thin-walled copper tube, 20 in. long'and 11 in. in 

diameter was inserted inside the heating tube in an attempt to reduce the 

temperature gradient along the length of the heating tube. An asbestos 

Plug (2 in. long) was inserted at the top of the furnace to reduce heat loss 

by convection. 

The furnace temperature was regulated by means of an "Ether 

Transitrol" controller which was activated by a chromel-alumel thermo- 

couple, the hot-junction of which was located half-way down the furnace 

between the copper tube and the heating tube. Calibration experiments 

sh owed that the temperature was controlled to within +50C of the desired 

temperature over a distance of + 10 cm. above and below the middle of the 

heating tube. The samples were always placed in this region. 

The sample was suspended from the bottom end of a mild steel rod, 

100 cm. long and 0.3 cm. diameter, which passed vertically down the centre 

of the heating tube and projected up through a small hole in the asbestos 

plug at the top of the-furnace. During solution-treatment of-the, sample 

this rod was raised and clamped in the,, position shown, in Figure 2.1. In 

order, to quench the sample the clamp was removed and the rod allowed to 

fall until it was arrested by means of a stop, which was adjusted so that 

the sample became completely immersed within the quenching medium. For 

quenches into either water, oil'or molten salt the samples were attached 
I 
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to the mild steel rod by means of a short length of fine copper wire. 

A small brass nut, hung from tile bottom of the samplev was all that was. 

required to ensure complete and rapid immersion of the sample into the 

quenching medium. For quenches into liquid Wood's metal a modified 

arrangement was necessary because of the high density of this quenching 

medium. -In order to ensure efficient immersion the sample was held 

in the manner illustrated by Figure 2 2. Two lengths of 0.030 in. 
rigidly, 

diameter "Nichromell wire, about. 6 in., long, weroýspot-welded to the bottom 

endiof the steel, -rod so that they could be bent and passed. through holes 

puncl ied in the top and bottom, of the sample. , 
This arrangement was adopted 

80 that the cooling-rate--of the sampleyould not be significantly affected 

by tile support wires. 

The quenching bath, was placed immediately below the solution 

treatment furnace, so that, the air-gap between the bottom of the furnace 

and the surface of the quenching medium was no more than 5 cm. and, often 

less than, this. 

Quenclari 

I ing section, various quenching media 
As'iridicated in the preced 

were used and the c'hoice'for a particular experiment was governed by the, 

desired'valu'es of queriching-rate and ageing temperature. ý A list of the 

quenching media used is given'in Table 2.5 

Table Z. 3 

Remarks 
Quenching medium Temperature or 

e (see ents text for further comm 

, temperature rang 

Water 20 0C Fast quench 

Oil 00 C 50 C- 250 Fast quench at low temper- 

but less efficient at, 
(glycerol) " ature 

high 
s 
temperatures 

Molten Salt 1500C - 400 0C Fast quench 

(Cassel TS 150) _ _-- ý 
80oC - 250oc 

................... ýVery 
nch ft ýast fench 

Liquid Wood's _ 
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Two different quenching procedures were used during the course 

or this work and these will be referred to as direct-quenching and step- 

quenciling, respectively. 

Direct quenching In this case a sample, hold at a temperature T S 
the-solution treatment furnace, was dropped directly into the ageing 

bath held at the desired ageing temperature T1. 

(2) Step-quenching In this case the quench was interrupted for a 

short time at some intermediate temperature TQ between TS and Tjo This 

Was achieved experimentally by initially quenching the sample into a bath 

hold at TQ and then, a short time later, it was transferred into a second 

ageing bath held at TIa The purpose of the intermediate holding treatment 

at TQ ""as to allow the vacancy concentration to decay to almost its 

equilibrium value at TQ and then, provided that the temperature difference 

between TQ and TI was small, the excess-vacancy concentration present 

during the initial stages of ageing at T, was reduced to a low value. This 

'. r' dirIcussed in more detail in Chapter 4. 

The choice of quenching media for step-quenching was not critical, 

althougil in general molten salt was used for the intermediate treatment at 

TQ and oil for the ageing treatment T, 9 Whereas, in the case of direct-, 

quenching, the choice of quenching medium was very important, since changes 

in quench-rate were found to have a significant influence on the 

precipitation behaviour during ageing at T, * During the early experiments 

"th the Al-1.2VIg 
2 Si alloy(81) the samples were direct-quenched Into oil 

'at a, temperature within the range 1800C to 250*C. Poor reproducibility of 

Precipitation behaviour resulting from these experiments led to the 

eonelusiOn that localized vapourisation of the oil around the sample, as it 

entered the bath, was responsible for uncontrollable variations in quench- 
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ied out usinm a molten salt quenching- 
rate. Similar heat treatments carr 

ba th gave reproducible results- An approximate measurement of the cooling 

curves from 560 0C to 1 200 0C for'the oil-quench and the salt-quench was 

Obtained by embedding, a fine thermocouple into the centre of a sample and 

displaying its output on an oscilloscope+'* 
Two typical cooling curves 

are illustrated by Figure 2.3. The plateau in the cooling-curve for 

the Oil-quench wa's believed to be associated with the local vapourisation 

discussed above 

Molten Wood's metal was used as the quenching medium in some 

experiments I and the resulting precipitation behaviour could always be 

interpreted consistently with this being a very rapid quench. The change 

in efectrica .1 
resistan 

I 
ce witli temperature, of a strip sample, has been 

Used by Lorimer 
(79) to measure the quenching rate over the temperature 

range 5o0OC to 100 OC in Wood's metal and water. Ile obtained values of 

409000OC/sec. for th -e quenching rate of Wood's metal at 68 OC, 12, ooo 0 C/sec. 

for water at 500C 'and '2,000OC/sec. for water at 100 0 C. The experimental 

results presented -1 in 11 ater chapters of this dissertation suggest that 

Wood, 1 quenching rate properties at least up to 

S metal retains its high 

temperatures ofI about 250 0 C. 

ýýatments 

A large number of different types of ageing treatment were 

iI nvestigated b ut these may be broadly classified into two groups; 
I 

single- 

ageing treatments and double-ageing treatments. Single-ageing involved 

either step-quenching 
I 
or direc t-quenching the sample to a temperature T1, 

followed by an isothermal ageing treatment at T, 9 whereas double-ageing 

(Often 
refe 

I 
rred to as two-step ageing) involved an additional ageing 

treatment'a't a second temperature T2 

+I 
am grateful to Mr. J. T-V'Otz for assisting with these experiments. 
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The isothermal ageing treatments in the temperature range 100 0C to 

23ooC were carried out either in an oil bath or in a salt bath. The oil 
bath consisted of a brass pot, 15 cm. high and 10 cm. diameter, filled with 

glycerol and heated by means of an 1, 'Eltronll immersion heater (type TRV 5, 

'500 watts, 230 volts) which was controlled by a "Sunvic" adjustable bimetal 

thermostat (type TSI, as supplied by AEI Ltd. ). The salt bath consisted 

01 a mild steel pot, 15 cm. high and 10 cm. diameter, filled with Cassel 

TS 130 (a proprietary salt manufactured by ICI Ltd. ) which was heated 

electrically by means of a heating element bolted to its base and 

regulated by a "Foster Anticipatory Controller". The baths were rapidly 

stirred during all heat treatments. The accuracy of temperature control 

was to within + IOC, of the desired temperature for periods of ageing of the 

Order of a few hours and for short ageing times 10 mins. ) the accuracy 

was probably, better than this. 

. 
Low temperature ageing treatments (500C to 10000 of long duration 

(several 
days) were carried out in a muffle-furnace regulated by a control 

unit "ich consisted of an "Ether Proportional Controller" operating in 

conjunction 
with an "Ether Pilot Amplifier" and a saturable reactor. The 

accuracy 
of the temperature control was + 20C over a period of two weeks. 

2-4 KIIECTRO 

Prior to electro-polishingo the sample, wasýlightly abraded with 

fine emery Paper toremove the thick surface of oxide film which formed- 

during heat treatment. Samples quenched or aged in Wood's metal wore 

initially 
-immersed in dilute nitric acid for a, few minutes to dissolve all 

tr'Okces, 
Of Wood's metal adhering to their surface. Thin film specimens, 

Jýuitable, for transmission electron microscopyl were then prepared ýfrom the 
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sample by means of the well-known 
"window" technique 

(83,84,85) 
. 

ss was to grip the sample at one of its 

The first step of the proce 

The edges of the sample were 

shorter, edges with a small crocodile , clip. 

UICTI-lacquered with "LacOmit" (manufactured by JJ. Canning & Co. Ltd. ) so 

that a bare "window"- of material was -produced. 
The jaws of the crocodile 

clip were also coated with LacOmito The electrolyte used for electro- 

Polishing the Al-Mg-S -i and Al_Zn alloys consisted of pcrchloric acid 

(specific 
gravity 1.54), ethyl alcohol' and glycerol mixed in the proportions 

1: 7: 2, respectively. During storage this solution was kept in a 

0 -use, 
its temperature was never allowed to 

efrigerat. or., at -20 C and during 

exceed 00C. The electrolytic cell consiated of abollt 100 C-ce of 

electrolyte`contaýned in a glass beaker and surrounded-with an ice jacket. 

The lacquered sample was immersed in the electrolyte and made the anode of 

the cell with respect to a4 luminium cathode at a potential of 20 volts- 

, 
During the initial few seconds of electro-polishing 

a-black 

deposit often formed on the surface of the sample and this was particularly 

nOticeable in the case of the Al_ýJg_Si alloy. This was easily removed 

by temporarily withdrawing the sample from the electrolyte and washing 

it in cold ethyl alcohol. 

Electro-polishing was then allowed to proceed for J, to I hour, 

after which a perforation usually formed at the top of the sample- 
This 

was allowed to grow into a hole until about the upper third of the window 

had been removed. The sample was then turned upside down and polishing 

continued until a second perforation occurred near to tile surface of the 

electrolyte. For goo 
.d 

results it was essential at this stage to maintain 

the electrolyte at a low temperature, 
f%- - 20OC- The upper and lower 

holes were then allowed to increase in size until only a thin "bridge" of 

alloy was left. The sample was then quickly removed from the electrolyte 
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and immersed in cold ethyl alcohol. Min flakes of alloy were then 

Picked-up on electron microscope grids. 

2.3 TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

Specimens were examined in either a Siemens Elmiskop I or an 

Al, ýI ENGG electron microscope at Ifinxton Hall or a JDI 7 electron 

Micro' 8cope at Warwick University. All machines were operated at 100 W. 

The majority of the work was carried out on the DIGG, full use being made 

of t1le high angle tilting specimen stage. As the above electron microscopes 

are nOw widely used in a large number of laboratories their operating 

Principles(84,85,86) 
can be taken as standard procedure and so are not 

elabOrated 
on here. The interpretation of electron diffraction patterns 

and diffraction contrast effects are more peculiar to individual types 

'Or Specimen and these are dealt with in later chapters. 
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CRUTER 3 

PRECIPITATION SEQUF ME DURING AGEING 
-OF 

AI-Mg-Si AND AI-Zn ALLOYS 

INTRODUCTION 

It is oftenccnvenient to treat the Al-Mg-Si system as a psuedo- 
binary 

sYstem because the compound Dig 2 Si, which is the equilibrium 

precipitating phase, is extremely stable. Pract. ically all the work 

a880ciated with determining the ageing sequence in this alloy has been 

carried out on so-called balanced alloys in which the magnesium and silicon 

ad(litions are such that the alloy may be considered as AI-Mg2M. The 

solid solubility"of ýjg. Si in aluminium has been studied by Dix et al 
(87) 

and 

their Phase diagram 14feprodu6ed in Figure 3.1. The maximum solubility 

Of ?4 92Si'in'aluminiuM'is 1.85 wt. % at 595 0C and decreases to 0.1%, or less, 

at room temperature. - 

I The'decomposition of supersaturated Al-Mg. Si alloys has been the 

Subject'of a number of'X-ray 
(13,88-93) 

and electron microscopic 
(80,94-96) - 

, examinations. The-probable ageing sequence, as givqn by Kelly and 

Nicholson (9) 
, is : 

Needle-'Shaped zones along < IIDO> ---*- needle-shaped 

zones with internal' order ---jp- PI 0' 2S') 

The structure of p phase is f. c. c. with the Ca F2 struc ture 

and with a lattice parameter of 6.39 In section (3.2.1) the X-ray 

studies of the early stages in decomposition are described and this is 

fol'O"Ied in section (3.2.2) by a review of the electron microscopy 

carried out on these alloys together with a detailed description of an 

investigation 
carried out by the author, on the structure of the needle 

precipitates. 
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The decomposition of supersaturated Al-Zn alloys has been studied 
by a number of techniques (see Kelly and Nicholson 

(9) 
for a review). 

The mast recent phase diagram of the Al-Zn system is that proposed by 

GOldak and Parr (43 ) 
and Presnyakov et al 

(44) 
and Is reproduced here as 

Vigure 3.2. In section (3.3.1) the ageing sequence for dilute Al-Zn 

alloys (< 30 wt. % Zn), as deduced from recent X-ray and electron 

Microscopic(106-112) 
examinations, is shown to be : 

G-P- zones rhombohedral a' -, ocubic al-4- P (equilibrium precipitate) 

In Chapter 4 experiments are described in which the upper limiting 

temperature 
for G. P. zone formation as a function of alloy composition was 

determined. 
Part of this work involved quenching samples into Wood's metal 

Or "'Olton salt as a means of quenching-in a high excess-vacancy 

eOncentration during the initial stages of ageing. Under these special 

440nching conditions a new type of precipitate was observedt not accounted 
fo'" in the ageing sequence given above. The structure of this precipitate 
is discussed in detail in section (3.3.2). 

3*2 PRECIPITATION IN Al-Mg Si ALLOYS 

3%2.1 1, he 2. reinr , sequence: early X-ray work 

. 
The first X-ray examinations, carried out by Geisler and Hill 

ng 
' 

an Al-1.4% Mý2Si alloy, and Guinier and 1, ambot using an 

A'-0'7% M92Si alloy, failed to detect any abnormal X-ray scattering 

samples quenched and then aged at room temperature even though slow 

Chan* (90) 
908 in mechanical properties were observed. Lutts , In a later 

6tudy, aged samples for as long as one year at room temperature and still 

'*48 Unable to detect any changes in X-ray scattering. 

By ageing samples at temperatures between 150 0C and 230 0G both 

(; Oi8ler and 11ill(88) and Guinier and Lambot 
(89) 

were able to detect 
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"iffuse X-ray scattering effects which they attributed to long, but 

Oxtremely thin, solute clusters whose major axes were parallel to the 
'natrix cube directions. These diffraction effects have been studied by 
Lambot(91) (02) (90) 

and more recently in detail by Lutts and Lambot and Lutts 
All three papers'described the observed changes in diffuse X-ray scattering 
during ageing and the interpretation of these effects was aided(90,92) by a 
direct comparison with the similar alloy system, Al-Mg-Ge. One of the 
difficul ties associated with Al-Mg-Si is that the X-ray scattering factors 

Of Ali Mg and Si are all very similar; a fact which led Guinier 
(13) 

to 

cOnClude that the diffuse scattering arises in this alloy because of a 
displacement 

disorder of the lattice. In the case of Al-MS-Ge, the alloy 

eontains 
an atom, Ge, which can be distinguished from Al and Mg by virtue 

Of its larger scattering factor and this fact has enabled Lutts 
(90) 

to 

deduce 
some significant conclusions about the initial clustering in this 

4110Y and also in Al_ýjg_Si. fie examined single crysta I specimens with a 

monochromatic 
X-ray beam parallel to either a 

[1001 or a 
[1011 

matrix 
direction. 

In the case of an Al-j. 00jLMg. Ge aged at 150 0tC for 31 hours, he 

Observed an extremely faint but continuous line on hi 
Is 

X-ray I 
patter n whi 

I 
ch 

Passed through the (000) reciprocal lattice poin t. This w- as interpre 
I 
ted 

as the intersection 
of the Ewald sphere with an 01 plane-of diffuse Oý 

scattering 
which On passed through the origin of the reciprocal lattice. 

further 
ageing for 3 hours he observed additional lines on the pattern-Which 

-passed through (010) and (010), as shown schematically in Figure 3.3(a). 

after 
a total of, 14 and 30 hours ageing at this same temperature a second 

)ý(020) 4nd then third pair of lines appeared, which passed tI hrough the (d! 0 

and 
1 
(0ý0)9(030) 

matrix reciprocal lattice points, 
" 

respectively. The 

Observeo behaviour of an Al-0.701g. Si alloy, aged at 150 0 C, was very 

S'Milar initially in that, after 5 hours agoingg a line appeared through 
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the (000) reciprocal lattice point. After a further 5 hours ageing a 

Pair Of l. ines appeared through the (010) and (0710) matrix points but 

with the important difference that their intensity was very low near to 

the matrix points. At the same time the intensity of the central streak, 

previously constant along its length, suddenly decreased to an extremely 

low value near to the central spot (see Figure 3.3(b) Further ageinj; 

to total of 28 and 80 hours caused lines to appear through the (020), 

(020) and (oýo), (030) points with noticeable intensity modulations along 

their length but the intensity near to the central spot remained 

practically zero. Similar behaviour was observed in samples aged 

is. 0thermally at temperatures between 135 0C and 300 0C but at the higher 

temperatures the time required for each pair of lines to appear was very 

much shorter. ' WithýýProlonged ageing at temperatures above 2000C the 

formation of precipitate Bragg spots was observed, corresponding to the 

equilibrium precipitate. 

Lutts interpreted the initial'streak through the (000) spot, 

which was identical for both Al-mg-Si and A1419-Geg as indicating that the 

ý 'clusters'posses'ed a displacement disorder with no internal order 
early s 

or Periodicity. The progressive 
formation of, streaks, through (010)9(010); 

(0ý0), 
v (020) and (6-30), (030) matrix 

. points he interpreted as indicating 

the Progressive formation of, an internal periodicity or order along the 

major axes 
streaks were confined to 

of the clusters. Sincethe, 
lool 

Matrix 
-reciprocal lattice. planes, he concluded that the clusters have the 

Periodicity of the matrix only in one direction, along the 4 100 > 

Mltrix axes, which is consistent with the idea that the clusters are 

needle-shaped., 
, 

Lutts_ proposed, that the initial presence and subsequent 

d'crease#of 
the Intensity close to the origin of reciprocal space in 

the case of Al-Mg-Si, canbe explained 
by the presence of a-high vacancy 
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cOncentration 
within the initial clusters. lie suggested that an 

'1160rPorated 
vacancy acts as a source of scattering with an X-ray 

scattering factor significantly different from that of Al, Mg or Si. 

During 
stibsequent, cluster growth the vacancies are replaced by Mg and 

St atoms 
v which reduces the intensity scattered at small angles but 

increases 
the diffuse scattering at high angles on 

f 
1001 matrix- 

r'eciprocal lattice planes because of the increased, internal - order of the 

C, Uý, t*r- 
- In the case of Al-Mg-Ge- the vacancies are replaced by Mg and 

C; e 4t'Dmr-, ' and, since Ge has a different scattering factor from Al and Mg, 
the scattering at low-a I 

ngles remains constant. 

These results suggest the following stages for the initial 

decomposition 
of an'Al-Mg2 Si solid solution: 

I- The solute atoms assemble in'lines, with the aid of 

vacancies, along tI he -iý100 
> 

matrix axes : 

Progressive internal orde ring of the cluster occura as growth 

proceeds, leading to a needle-shaped zone which has the 

Periodicity of the matrix along its length. 

'AecOrdirig to Guinier(, 13'93), the needle-shaped zones may be described as 
h4l'ing 

a "linear disorder". There are-three sets of needles, each set 

Parallel to one of the three matrix cube directions. In directions 

ýIormal to the needle-axis the, solute atoms progressively take on an 

allrangeMent 
different from the matrix,, which, 

. 
accounts for the modulations 

diffusely 
scattered intensity. 

,, Pinally, it should be pointed out that, this. model is consistent 

with the hypothesis of Federigh! and Thomas(69, 
) 

in which a- strong 

'nter' e 
action energy between vacancies and a zone Is proposed to explain 

the rapid -transition from the tifastil to Itslow" reactions in, cortain , 

all QY8 (see Chapter 1)" 'a behaviour which has been observed In Al-10'401gSi 
1 11. 
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.. 1pIg Go by Ceresara and A1_2 by Panseri and Federighl(Gr') and in 2 

r'iorini(67). - 

3.2.2 'Electron Cr OL-S--C-O- 

(a) Previous work 
f precipitation 

The earliest electron microscope observations 0 

(94) 
using the oxide - 

in Al_ýIg_Si were performed 
by Castaing andýGuinier 

ike structures 
by 

replica technique. 
., 
They were able to detect large rod-l 

ageing samples at a high,, temperature,. 
Similar structures were observed 

(95) 
-foil examination of samples aged for 

by. Saulnier and MiranZI in a, thin 

2 hours. at 2500C. The first-detailed electron microscopic study of this 

alloy was carried out by Thomas 
(96 

, 
who worked with a high purity 

Al-1.33%M92Si alloy. Ile was able, to detect needle-shaped zones by 

ageing, samples at temperatures below 204 0 C. The needles were aligned 

along the matrix cube directions. Their length increased from ~200 
R UP 

to was increased buttheir 
> 10001 as the ageing time or, temperature, 

diameter remained fairly constant. 'at 
^-* 60 R. 

, 
The density of the needles 

1015/cm3.,, I.: Jectron diffraction patterns- 
was measured as ov 2-5X 

obtained from these specimens contained streaks which were consistent 

With the X-ray results of Lutts(, 
90)- At ageing temperatures, above 200 0C 

the n. eedles increased in both length and diameter, to become rods; and 

Thomas reported that the associated electron diffraction, patterns- 

ice, with a 6.42, + 0.079. 
indicated that the rods had a f-c-ce superlatt 

with the 

Ile proposed that this is tile structure of the precipitate, 

following orientation relationship with the_, matrix,: 

100"> matrix "e 

Subsequent ageing caused the rods to tran'sform into platelets of the 

16. 
equilibrium phase. Thomas reported that in most cases tile ýlgý, Sj platelets 
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g. rew out from the large needles, although occas ionally a few may have been 

nucleated independently. In this investigation he did not observe 

preferential precipitation on dislocations or the presence of a strain 

field associated with the needles altliough this was detected in a later 

investigation (97). 

Rhodes and Sendorek 
(80) 

gave a brief 

In a later paper, Pashley, 

summa'ry of their observations of the ageing sequence in an Al-1-Z-N92Si 

alloy which differed from the conclusions of Thomas(96) in several 

respects. Firstly, they observed a radial strain field associated with 

the needles viewed end-on which was characterised 
by a double loop Of 

Contrast separated by a line of no contrastg parallel to the operating 

reflecting plane. This contrast became more pronounced as the needles 

increased in length but was distinguishable around needles of only 150 

in length. Secondly, precipitation was observed to occur on dislocations* 

Thirdly, the thicker needles or rods ga 
. 
ve rise to discrete spots on 

selected area diffraction patterns which wemnot consistent with the 

f*c-c. lattice proposed by Thomas 
(96) 

, nor any other cubic structure. 
They 

did not obtain a full interpretation of the patterns although it was 

concluded that the needles never assumed the structure of bulk M92Si- 

Recently, the author has studied_the ageing sequcnce. Of an 

Al- 10274192Si alloy in considerable 
detail by means of electron microscopy 

and electron diffraction(98). 
This work has revealed that the larger 

needle precipitates appear to have a hexagonal unit cell with the 

C-direction of the cell parallel 
to a matrix cube direction- 

This result, 

together with other aspects of the ageing sequence are discussed in the 

next section. 

0 
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(b) 
Recent experimental results with an Al-1.12%MgSi alloy 

In Chapter 4 the concept of an upper limiting temperature for 
G. 1). zone nucleation is discussed at some length. In practical terms, 
this means that an alloy must be quenched to an ageing temperature below 
some "critical temperature" before the nucleation and growth of G. P. 
zones is observed. The upper limiting temperature for the formation of 
Ileedle-shaped 

zones in an Al-1.2901g. Si alloy was found to be very quench- 
rate dependent 

and varied front about 190 0C for a step-quench up to about 
240 0C for a rapid quench into Wood's metal. 

Samples which were quenched directly into oil at 1600C (i. e. well 
below the critical temperature) and aged at that temperature for 24 hours 

contained 
a high density of needle-shaped zones. -A typical example is 

8h0l"" in Figure 3.4(a) for a foil in cube orientation. Since the major 

axes If the needles lie along <100>matrix directions, one set of 

needles is seen end-on in this micrograph. The needles are 200 - 5002 

In length. This and similar samples in this orientation gave rise to 

6treaks 
On selected-area diffraction patternag as illustrated by Figure 

3-4(b). 
Similar patterns have been obtained by Thomas(96) and Pashley, 

1ýhodes 
and Sendorek(80). The geometry of the-streaks indicates that the 

nOedies 
are coherent with the matrix along their length. Further 

4i"08sion 
of this pattern is postponed until later in this section. 

Much larger needles were produced by quenching samples Into 

'later at room te mperature and then, after a few minutesq ageing them in the 

temperature 
range 2500C to 3000C for up to 30 minutes. The final density 

Of needles was usually quite low (see Figure 3.5) and many of the needles 

-h44 clearly been nucleated on dislocation lines. Needles longer than Ali 

were produced by this type of beat-treatment. Nany of these needles gave 

'PlIge to discrete spots on selected-area diffraction patterns obtained from 
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fo'18 in different matrix orientations. Unfortunately it was not 
POssible to obtain spot patterns from needles viewed end-on. This was 
thought 

to be because such needles were sufficiently long to intersect 
both 

surfaces of a thinned sample and so appeared to suffer preferential 
che"lical 

attack during specimen preparation. The general approach was, 
therefore, 

to obtain a large number of diffraction patterns consisting of 
Plane sections through the reciprocal lattice of the needle when the 

needle axis was normal to the electron beam direction. These results were 
84PPlemented 

by a significant number of patterns for which the needle axis 
made an Oblique angle with the electron beam. A careful analysis of all 
such Patterns has enabled a three-dimensional construction of the 

reciprocal 
lattice to be made. The results of this analysis will now be 

given and this jr, followed by a description of the experimental results. 

The results indicated that the large needles have a hexagonal 
Unit cell (a = 7.05 + 0. o5 2; c=4.05 2) such that a needle along 

[100] 

Inatrix direction has the following orientation relationship with the matrix: 

(001) needle (100) matrix 

1100] 
needle 

[0111 
matrix 

If this is called orientation I then, by syuunetry, there is a, secondq 
equivalent, 

orientation II given by : 

(001) needle (100) matrix 

1-10ý 
needle 

[0111 
matrix 

74ere 
are thus two equivalent orientations for each of the three possible 

60t8 Of needles lying along the three <100> matrix directions, giving 

total 
Of -six possible orientations of needle. 

Figure 3.6 is a diagram of the (ool) reciprocal lattice section 
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Of a needle corresponding to orientation I above. As an example of the 

way in which Figure 3.6 was constructed part of it is redrawn in Figure 3.7 

to illustrate the sections labelled (1) to (6), which refer to the 

diffraction 
patterns Figures 3.8(a) - (f), all obtained from single needles 

along [100] 
matrix. The matrix orientation is given with each pattern. 

The numbered arrow on each pattern indicates the line of spots intersected 

by the corresponding arrow on Figure 3.7. A careful inspection of all 

the diffraction patterns shows that the array of precipitate reciprocal 

lattice spots represented by Figure 3.7 is repeated on every 
flool 

plane 

Of the matrix and hence leads to the conclusion that the c-spacing of 

the precipitate unit cell is equal to the 100 
1 

spacing of the matr ix 

U*e. C=4.05 2 ). 

As orientations I and II are related by inversion of Figure 3.7 

about the [010] 
matrix axis, it will be seen that a selected-area 

diffraction 
pattern taken near to (013) matrix orientation from an area 

containing two or more needles may include both sections, labelled (2) 
. 

and (4), simultaneously. Figure 3.8(g) is an example of such a pattern. 

This type Of pattern is regarded as proof of the co-existence of both 

orientations I and II. 

As an example of a diffraction pattern obtained from a needle 

along [100] 
matrix which made an oblique angle with the electron beam, 

consider the case where the electron beam was parallel to the Eo"J 
matrix direction. The geometry of this situation is illustrated by 

I'igure 3-9(a) from which it will be seen that the (1-2'2) reciprocal 

lattice 
section of the matrix is only rotated by ~ Ij 0 about the [ 011] 

Matrix axis from the 
[302] 

zone of the precipitate. The diagram, 

Iýigure 3*9(b), shows the predicted diffraction pattern when the L 302J 
1 

302] 

Precipitate 
zone is superimposed upon the (122) reciprocal lattice plane 
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of the matrix. This should be compared with Figure 3.9(c), which is an 

electron diffraction pattern close to this orientation. The agreement is 

good and provides additional evidence to support the proposed unit-cell. 

It should be pointed out that some electron diffraction patterns 
have been obtained which contain extra faint spots parallel to the c-axis 

Of the Precipitate which would be consistent with a hexagonal unit cell 

"'th a=7.03 2 and c= 12.15 2, I. e. a unit cell three times longer along 

the O-axis but still coherent with the. matrix along the needle length. 

Pigure 3.10(a) is an 'example of this type of pattern from a foil close to 

(001) 
matrix orientation. Figure 3.10(b) is the bright field micrograph 

Of the area from which the diffraction pattern was obtained and Figure 3.10(c) 

is the dark field image produced by the precipitate spot labelled A. if 

r'igUre 3-10(a) is compared with Figure 3.8(c) it will be seen that the extra 

spots exemplified by those labelled 13 and C in the former are missing in 

the latýer. These extra spots were only visible on patterns obtained from 

larger needles. It is possible that they were present in the patterns 

Obtained from smaller needles, but were too weak to be detected. However, 

there is a certain amount of evidence which suggests that the appearance of 

thO extra SPOtr, coincided with the formation of dislocation loops around 

týo needle (see Figure 3.10(b) ). The observation of these loops has been 

rePorted by Pashley and Rhodes(99) and discussed In detail. by Weatherly 
000) 

"nd Weatherly and Nicholson( 101) 
who determined the mechanism for the loss 

Or c0herency of large needles in this alloy- Loss of coherency appears to 

Occur by a series of complex climb mechanisms* The process Is initiated 

when a matrix dislocation climbs to the needle and either lies along one 

i4terface 
of the needle or loops around it. This dislocation subsequently 

breaks down to form a series of loops with Burgers vectors of the type 
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aturess glide and climb 
a /2' [11o] 

which can then, at high ageing temper 

to their equilibrium configuration. 
It is possible that the relief of 

coherency strain with misfit dislocations enables a modification of the 

crystal structure of the needle to occur, which is revealed as extra spots 

On the diffraction pattern. 
A definite correlation 

between these two 

events was not, however, confirmed. 
t of atonis within 

No information was obtained about the arrangemen 
if the proposed 

the unit cell during this investigations 80 it jr, not known 

or if it 

hexagonal structure represents a non-equilibrium 
form of M92S' 

may contain aluminium atoms as an integral part of the structure. 

Although some diffraction patterns allowed structure 
factor effects 

(c'g* 

Figure 3.8(b) where some precipitate 
reflections are brighter than 

he scattering 
factors of 

others) these could not be interpreted because t 

A. 19 Mg and Si are all very similar. 
the foils examined 

In addition to large needles, many Of 
high 

contained platelets of equilibrium 
Mgo Si. These are illustrated, at 

tations of platelet are 

magnification, in Figure 3.11(a). Three Orion 

cube orientation and the 

jr-in matrix 
visible, at A, B and C. The foil , 

ionship with the 

Platelets have the following well-known orientation 
relat 

rnatrix(88,96) 0 

(ool) ý'g 2S1 [too] matrix 
11 101 ý19? i 

of type A in tl"O 

NID confusion can arise between needles and platelets 

orientation but the images of Platelets 
B and C are very similar to the 

larger needles. A diffraction pattern 
from a platelet of type A is 

illustrated by Figure 3.11(b) and for platelet of. type B by r-igure 3-11(04 

guished from needles either 

'rhus, platelets of types B and C call be distin, 
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by electron diffraction or by tilting the foil. 

Finally, we return to a discussion of Figure that i1i tile 

Streaked diffraction pattern obtained from a large number, of small needle- 

Shaped zones. It will now be demonstrated that this pattern is consistent 

with the unit cell proposed above for the larger needles. In the case of 

Very small needles the precipitate reciprocal lattice points are broadened 

into sheets of intensity through e ach point, perpendicular to the major 

axis Of the needle (see Hirsch et'al 
(85) ). For a large number of very 

small needles the sheets may be continuous planes of intensity in 

reciprocal space -with intensity modulations having maxima and minima related 

to the crystal structure of the needles normal to their major axis. Thus, 

the reciprocal lattice points along sections (2), (3) and (4) of Figure 3.6 

will be projected onto the (001) plane of the matrixt and similarly for 

other reciprocal lattice points contained in planes parallel to this. 

Figure 3.1-1, shows the diffraction pattern predicted for the (001) matrix 

orientation when small needles along 
CIOO] 

and 
(0101 

have the unit 

cell derived above. This should be compared with Figure 3.4(b) where it 

will be seen that the variation in Intensity along the streaks is correctly 

Predicted, which suggests that the crystal structure of the very small 

Ileedle-shaped zones is very similar to that of the much larger needles. 

It is suggested that there is no discrete transformation from needle-shaped 

zones"--b,. pt precipitate in this alloy, the two differing only in size and 

degree of radial strain with possibly a slow change in Internal ordering 

as the needle increases in size. The possibility exists, however, that 

the needles may undergo a structural modification when they loose coherency 

"Ong'their 
major axis and, if so, this will be a true metastable Inter- 

r4edi-ate precipitate. 
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The presence of a strain field in directions perpendicular to 

the major axis of the needle is revealed in the nature of the diffraction 

contrast observed, by transmission electron microscopy 
(85,116-118) 

The 

characteristic "tram-line" type of contras't is illustrated in Figure 

3-4(a). 

Thomas (97) 
has carried out contrast experiments In dark-field in 

-two 
beam orientations which indicated that the strain field is of 

"interstitial" I type i. e. the-matrix surrounding a needle is compressed In 

directions 
perpendicular to the needle length. This conclusion to based 

on the theory of Ashby an d Brown 
(117,1 18) 

This cylindrical strain field is thought to be responsible for the 

pr 
, 
eferential formation of needles on dislocation lines. There will be an 

interaction between the strain field of a needle and the strain field of 

'the edge-component of the dislocation such that the misfit between the 

needle and the matrix may be partly relieved during the nucleation and 

early Stages of growth of the needle. It is to be expected that for a 

dislocation 
with a given Burgers vector a certain needle orientation will 

be preferred if this aI ffords the greatest relief of misfit: this is 

ObSer 
- 
ved and is illustrated by Figure 3.13(a). The foil was in (001) 

Matr 
lix 

orientation with the needles parallel to the 
[100] 

matrix direction. 

The operating reflection was (020) in this case and both the dislocation and 

ýth ! needles are in strong, contrasto Figure 3.13(b). is the same area but 

theý (200) matrix reflection operating and it will be seen that the 

d'6loc4tion 
is invisible and the needles only just visible. It was there- 

fore deduced (by application of the 0 cri terion 
(85) 

)that the Burgers 

'rector Of-the dislocation was either 
a/2 [011] or a/2 [011] 

i. e. 

110rmal to the direction of the needles. For a given Burgers vector only 
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which is consistent with th 

one set 6f'needl . 
es Satisfies tllis_geometry, 

e 

observations. The needles will all-tend to grow'on one side-of the 

dislocation, the side giving the greatest relief of misfit depending upon 

the Sense ofithe Burgers vector. " 

The nucleation of needles on dislocations in this system is 

discussed again, in Chapter 4. 

3*3 PRECIPITATION IN Al Zn ALLOYS 

The ageing 

.,,, 
The initial decomposition of dilute AJ-Zn alloys 

(Up to fl 30wt-% 

Z") is characterised-by the formation of small spherical regions within the 

matrix, G. P., zones,, which are rich in zinc atoms and coherent with the 

Matrix. 
, 

They appear to be randomly, distributed within, the matrix in the 

sense that their sites of formation are not. asspciated with any line or 

Planar defects. 

(102) during his 

They were discovered in 1943 by Guinier 

early small-angl Ie X-ray experiments on quenched alloys- The 
I 
necessary 

conditions for the fI ormation of G. P. zones in this alloy are discussed fully 

"', Chapter 4 where iIt is demonstrated that they form readilyl provided that 

the solute supersaturation is sufficiently 
high. Thei r rate of growth is 

Considerably influenced by the vacancy supersaturation, 
as discussed in 

Chapter 1. 

In an X-ray and metallographic 
study, of alloys containing 12 

.1 
and 

2,5 Zn, Geisler et al(103) detected the presence of equilibrium 

Precipitates matrix with their basal planes 

of hexagonal zinc in the 

Parallel to (111) matrix planes. 
In this paper, published in 1943, they 

coherent, plate- 

suggested that the equilibrium precipiiaie 
is preceded by, a 

like precipitate'. This was not confirmed 
- until 19609 when Garwood, Davies 
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alo ng one of the <111> directions inside the zones which 

was accompanied by a rhombobedral deformation of their lattice 

and a change from a spherical to an ellipsoidal shape. 

Further growth led to a partial loss of coherency of the zones 

with the a-matrix, except in the 11 habit planes, and 

to the development of a transition rhombohedral phase, the so- 

called al - phase. RI. 
IIIIIII 

(4), On further ageing, the rhombohedralphase, lost coherency In the 

(111) 
-. 4abit, plane,, which ledto, a transformation tothe non- 

coherent a'., - phase. 

The'P equilibriumýprecipitates (almost pure hexagonal zinc) 

'were' formed 'from the' ctt - phase by epitaxial growth of hexagonal 

zinc platelets with their basal planes parallel to the 
i 

III 

planes of the a -'matrix. 
* 

These authors explained the change of shape of G. P. zones from 

SPherical to ell ipsoidal by considering'the factors affecting the value 

'of the coherence strain associated with a zone as it increases in volume. 

't was assumed I that follo I wing the wor kz of 
- Gerold 

(40,41) 
, the - 'zinc 

concentration 
within' the' zones remained constant during zone growth. 

Since 
zinc atoms are smaller`*t6n aluminium atoms, 'the lattice constant 

Within the zones 
I is small , er I than , that of , the surrounding impoverished 

Matrix. They suggested that this leads to progressively increasing 

'r'Oherenc y strains during ageing. They interpreted their diffraction 

Oviden- ce as indicating that'the spherical form of the zones changes first 

'"O'the 
form of flat ellipsoids, with their I minor axes directed parallel 

tO one" Of the <111 > directions of the matrix. The (111) planes 
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become compressed owing to the anisotropic coherency strains which leads 

to 11 rhombobedral deformation of the lattice within the zones. 

-Simerska and Synecek communicated this mechanism to Gerold in 

IDG4 and$'as a result, he-, and his, co-workers 
(108) 

studied carefully, by 

Means of small-angle X-ray scattering, the shape changes occurring at room 

temperature during the growth of G. 111. zones in alioys containing between 

! ), and 25 wt,,,, 2n. ý These authors, confirmed the change from spherical to 

ellil)801dal shape and found that it occurred at room temperature when 

t1le 2oneS exceeded a critical diameter of about 60 

In a later papers Nerz and Gerold(109) studied the transformations 

Occurring in an AI-9 wt. 9oZn alloy, aged at room temperature, by means of 

electron microscopy and deduced that coherent ellipsoidal G. P. zones were 

the final state of precipitation at room temperature (further changes 

Occurring at a negligible rate). According to these authors, a typical 

elliPsoidal G. p. zone is 100 to 150 X. in diameter in the (111) - plane 

'knd 30 to So in thickness, after several, weeks ageing at room 

temperature. Whereas,, for an Al-18,8Wt*/2n alloy aged at 1300 CI the 

ellipsoidal G. p. zones were observed to grow to much larger sizes (e. g. 

'4'th a diameter > 1000 2 and a thickness of 100 to 200 2) and these 

Subsequently transformed to the partially coherent a. ' - phase. 

-Carpenter and Garwood 
(III) 

have carried out a structural 

it""8ti'gatlon 
of the a, $, --phase which they observed in an Al-22. Swt. %Zn 

4110YwAsothermally 
aged at 2000C for a few hours. Their Debye- 

Scherrer X-ray patterns indicated that the a. ' - phase has a rhombohedral 

unit cell which may be thought of as a slightly distorted f. c. c. unit cell 

ý*Iith a=4.005 2 and a= 91 0 61. In terms of a hexagonal unit cell it 

6as dimensions a=2.859 9 and c=6.804 2; c /a 0 12-38- Similar results 

Were Obtain by other workers 
(107,109,112,113) 

with the C/a ratios 
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varying from about 2.34 up to ". 420' 2 

Ciach 
(114) 

has critically compared all the experimentally 

determined 
values of c /a and has attempted to correlate the small diff- 

e,, nccs in measured values with differences in ageing temperature and 
alloy composition. lie suggests that the contraction of the (111) inter- 

Planar spacing within the a' phase is dependent upon their zinc content 
R 

'41'icht for a given ageing temperature, is defined by the zinc-rich 
(40,41) boundary 

of-the metastable a-waf miscibility gap as derived by Gerold 

A1809 since the-lattice parameter of,. the matrix decreases with-increase in 

Zinc- content, 
- 

the 
-lattice, misf it between - the precipitate and the matrix 

decreases, 
witli--increase in zinc content of the matrix. Ile was tlius able 

to show that the degree of rhombohedral distortion depends on the lattice 

r4i8fit betwee'n"'the a-" 
' 
precipitate and the matrix and that this in turn 

R 
de PendS on the alloy composition and the ageing temperature. On this basis 

all the different values of Cla were accounted for. 

Carpenter and Garwood discussed possible reasons why the 

Unusu al I li3 habit plane' is adopte 
Id by the at p latelets (i t is 

I 
unu sual 

since' the normal ha , bit p- lane of 
-1 p recipitates in f. c. c. metals is 

f1OOj 

whi" ch has been attributed(9) *to the fact that f. c. c. metals exhibit a 
(31)' 

In the absdnce rn'nimuni, in Young's modulus -(E) in <100> directions 

Of experimental data, they based their discussion on the theoretical work of 

Leigh(115) 
and so calculated the values for E in various crystallographic 

directions. 
Their I results are 

'' reproduced in Table 3.1* 
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Table 3.1 

jLe 

directions indicated 

(Reproduced from Car'nter and Garwood 
(III) 

t 

: 
Zinc concentration 
i 
Zinc concen 
i 

F, cuvwj x 10"dynes Am 2 
n wt. % 

::: 

t n w 
11001 [111] Elio] 

0 0 6.3 7.6 
E 

.5 2 22 .5 515 5.6 
E 

0 80 12.2 2.9 3.5 

It will be seen that a solid solution containing 22.5% Zn is 

nearly isotropic, whereas an aRI precip, itate containing 80% Zn has a very 

'large value of E [1001 Their 
: 
experimental evidence 

I 
showed that the ah 

lattice is. expanded along the_,. < ilo> directions lying in the (111) plane 

Of the platelet and contracted in. the 
I 

C, 11] di. rection perpendicular to 

this plane. They suggested that this combination of strain is such as to 

leave the three cý100>, directionsj situated symmetrically with respect to 

the 
. 
Plane of the platelet, effectively undistorted and so deduced that the 

fiIII 
habit plane is adopted because it involves the least strain in the 

< 100 > precipitate directions of high E and that the elastic properties 

the matrix are of only secondary importance. 

They also considered possible reasons why spherical G. P. zones 

are formed at room temperature, whereas at elevated temperatures these 

1"apidly develop into platelets. They proposed that the elastic 

coefficient, of the precipitates are functions, of precipitate size. and 

4geing temperat ure. They deducedo again by using LolgVs(115) data, that 
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'4'nc-rich zones formed at room temperature are likely to be more isotropic 

14 their elastic coefficients than those formed at high temperatures. 

Thus, in swmary, there is now strong evidence to support the 

rollOwing 
precipitation sequence in dilute AI-Zn alloys when aged at a 

temperature 
where (;. P. zones are the Initial decomposition product: 

Spherical G. P. zones ---* ellipsoidal G. P. zones platelets 

Of partially coherent aA - rhombohedral phase plates 

Of incoherent f. c. c. a' - phase --->-equilibrium 

precipitate (h. c. p. zinc-rich solid solution of equilibrium 

cOmPosition). 

Elect tes 

The diffraction contrast effects associated with G. P. zones when 

examined by transmission electron microscopy are now well established 
(850116-118) 

and can be Of two types, "structure factor" contrast and "strain" contrast. 

80th types are important in the case of G. P. zones in Al-Zn alloys* 

Structure factor contrast has been discussed In detail by Ashby and 

Ilrown(118) 
and arises when the solute atoms have an electron scattering 

'factor which is significantly different from that of the solvent atoms. 

Thu-at 
a unit cell rich in solute atoms will-have an electron structure 

factor (F) different from that of a unit cell impoverished in solute atoms. 

8'OcO IF enters the equation for the eI xtinction distance 
(85) 

= 
77 03 

where V is 
., the Volume of the unit cellt 09 is the Bragg angle 

Oop"OsPonding 
to the reflection 

j and *-X Is the electron wave length), 

the extinction distance in the matrix 
r" 

is different from the 
S3 



0-5p 
diMIP 

rip-urQ 5.14(a. ) 
'i'd-I , 'n alloy, solution trc3. -, (, -d at 560 0 C, step- 

cuenched via. 10boC for 5 min. to 780C and aged for 2 weeks. Foil 

Orientp. tion was close to (123) with Sllý = 0. The G. P. zones on 

the two sides of the thickness contour Pre dark at I'i, and light 

at B, Fis predicted by Ashby and Brown 
(118) 

for the case 

ýz 4" ýM 
99 

r 
,, 0*ai 

0-5P 
j 14 b) 0 ý6'1", LX-u-ýion trtmted at 560 C Lma dirlýot 

quonched into oil at 55 0C 
and afed for 2 weeks, illustratirw-, goocl 

visibility of G. P. zones in a foil in (112) orientation witI, mult'Pla 
reflections operating. The foil also contained a high clensity Of 
pri3matic dislocation loops, e. g. at n. 
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7- 
It can be shown that 

(85,118) 

extincti on distance in the G. P. zone 

the effective thickness, t, of aloilt containing a G-P- zone of thickness 

'A to is'increased by an amount 

en (3.1) 

ifthe foil is orientated exactly on the Bragg condition (i. e. the deviation 

Parameter, s. 0). This gives rise toa maximum intensity change of 

AT H 

Provided thatA t visibility Of the zones occurs when 
Maximum 

V ý3 rn 
/4,3 /4,5/4 etc Their images are light for 

V 

1 As 5& 3ý 4,7 /4, etc-, if ý4, 
etc., 

I 

and d- ark for 

zones in Al_Z 
In 

alloys 
, 
see Figure 

can be shown to be the case for G. P. b 

3-14(a) 

non-absorbing 
A shb 

IY 
and Brown 

(118) have emphasised 
that in a thin, 

cry"41 (t 3 the change in intensity is independent of G. P 

0. 
'One depth in the foil at 

0. This is no longer true for Sg 7 

Therefore, 
it- is always advantageous 

to, orient the Yaatrix SO that 5f; '-- 0* 

8inCe 
the inten 

. 
s-ity change'(expression 

3.2) is larger for small values Of 

e, ýcti Oction distance, better. contrast 
is obtained with low-order reflectioliS. 

Rogul ic(119) has demonstrated experimentally 
that G. P. zones4n Al-Zn alloys 

give very good contrast in regions where low-ordor extinction contours cross. 

'kil example of t'5 shown in Figure, 3,. 14(b), from a foil in (112)- 

his situationi 
operating- 

The zoncs, in this 

orientation with multiple reflection's 
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case were spherical and about 20 R in diameter. Smaller zones 

* 

were visible 

in other specimens, examined under similar conditions, and the smallest zone 

size detectable appeared to be limited by tile resolution limit of tile 

microscope ( ^. * 10 X) 
- 

Diffraction contrast from spherically symmetrical coherency strains 

has also been considered by Ashby and Brown 
(117) 

0 
They used the elastic 

Model of a precipitate prop; osed by Mott and Nabarro 
(120) 

in which the 

Precipitate is an isotropic isfitting sphere contained within an infinite 

m 

isotropic 
matrix, The displacements are radial and are given by 

3 

IZ (3.4. ) 

'It a distance r from the centre of the precipitates where r0 is tile 

Precipitate radius and 
E is the "constrained" strain. When the 

precipitate and matrix-have equal shear Inoduli and When poisson's ratio is 

the constrained strain is given by 

(3.5. ) 

V- 

cc in atomic volume 
V Wli'ere IV represents the fractional differen 

between 
precipitate and matrix material. 

spherical G. P. zones in 

If this model is applied to the case of 

ned. According 
AI-Zn alloys a value of tile constrained strain can be obtai 

- 

to Merz and Gerold 
(109,110) the value of 

4V /V is -- 0.035 (the 

negative sign indicates that the atomic volume of the zone is less than that 

CP VIV is substituted 
in equation 

(3.5) 

Of the matrix). If this Value Of 
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Fi, gurc 3.14(c) A1-17-5ý'ýýn alloy, sol, Ition treated at 560 oc 
J, ste-p-quenched via 1800C into water at 2000 and aged for 15 min. and then aged for I hr. at 10'()OC. Poil ori,, -ntation (112). ijargo 7,01,12 showiaý; , strain coll-Itrast. 

' 

7' � 

N r � 

f 

. 01 

11 
t 

*4 

Coe 

OoK, 

0 5P 
ý'i, 'Nrc 3.14(d) 

alloy, jojtj, '. 
0 

_)n treated at 5000C, direct- quenched il-ItO Wood's metal at 213 
larýge plate 

C arld @Ced for 15 mins., sholvirIg -like precipitates. 1,10,1 orientatio, (110). 

1,007 
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'-Ialue of so obtained is 0.0078 which should be treated as an 

mate estimate since it is assumed that the shear moduli of zone and 

are the same. 

'Ashby and Brown have used the dynamical theory of electron 
diffraction 

to Study the way in' which the diffraction contrast depends upon 
such ractO18 

as the magnitude of IE , the depth of tile zone within the 
foil 

v tile deviation from tile 13ragg, condition, the absorption parameters and 
tile Order of operating reflection., In generall the contrast consists of 
t'40 lobes 

Of intensity separated by a "line of no contrast" which is 

Perpendicular 
to the operating reflection (two-beam conditions are assumed). 

ýheY derived 
a visibility criterion, which can be used to estimate tfie 

"allest G-P. zone that can be detected by strain contrast, This requires 
til'att the image. intensity must be 10% greater than that of tile background 

111tongitY 
for a width larger than the G. P. zone diameter. From their 

1"ý46UIU (reference 118, Figure 4) it is estimated that a spherical G. P. zone, 
With 

0.0078, will, be invisible by strain c9ntrast if it is 

"Qler than about 80 2 in diametero Since this diameter Is approximately 
that 

at which the G. P. zone undergoes the shape change from spherical to 

011iPsOidal 
it seems likely that spherical G. P. zones will not be detected 

by means Of strain contrast,. 

Figure 3.14(c) is a micrograph from a foil which contained larger 

zOnes-than those visible in Figure 3.14(b). The opera 
I 
ting reflection 

Irl'this 
case was (111) and the typical "butterfly" contrast* characteristic 

Or 'strain contrast, is clearly visible with'the line of 
- 
no contrast 

PorPOndicular, 
to similar strain contrast was observe d by Merz 

411d Gerold(109) 
and they demonstrated that the G. 11. zones givlhg rise to 

th"Ontrast 
were of the ellipsoidal type. 
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, ed within the temperature range 

In samples of AJ-26wt,, ýZn, ag 

erved to grow rapidly into platelet- 
190 C to 2130C, the G. 11. zones were obs 

shaped Particles of the a1v - phase, with a 
f1113 habit. This is 

e where the precipitates 
had grown 

illustrated by Figure 3.14(d) for a cas 

to a relatively large size. The foil was in (110) matrix orientation, so 

that habit planes of two sets of the platelets are parallel to the electron 

beam direction and the other two sets are inclined at an angle. Displace- 

n'Ont fringes(85) are visible in some of the inclined plateso 

ity of prismatic dislocation 

Thomas 
(121) 

has shown 
that a high dens 

loops and a lower density of helical dislocations may be formed in dilute 

Al-Zn alloys when they are quenched and then aged in the temperature range 

200C 
_ 100oC. Ile found that loops are fewer in number but have larger 

dia . meters either when the quenching 
temperature Is lowered or when the 

The 

solute content is increased when quenching 
from the, same temperature. 

ra-regation of vacancies and 
10OPs (see Figure 3.14(b) ) are formed by the ag,, 

The 

their collapse and shear to form loops of dislocation line 

100P density is related to the quenched-in 
excess-vacancY 

concentration and 

10OP-free 
regions were observed 

in the neighbourhood 
of grain 

I 

boundaries 

ýthis 
point is discussed further in Chapter 6). 

G. P. zones do not appear to be formed preferentially 
on 

dj6 locations. The probable reason for this is the extremely small misfit 

betwedn 
a G. P. zone' and the matrix and consequentlY 

it is almost as 

f"Ourable, 
energeticallyt 

for the zone to form in the matrix. 

: )f at or a' 

Carpenter and Garwood(111) 
found that platelets IR 

Ph4se precipitated on loops and helices in an Al-22-5%Zn alloyt aged at 

2000 C. Samples of this alloy aged at higher temperatures 
(but below 

the Oquilibrium solvus temperature) were found to have hexagonal zinc 
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Particles 
- 

on dislocations- 'Zinc precipitatcs'wcrc 
also formed at'grain 

boundaries in all typer, of lieat treatments proirided that the fin 

I 

al. ageing 

temperature was bolow, the equilibrium sOlvus temperature. 

reci itates 
L. auenchin aft r-ra id 3-3.2 12 i Precipitation after sam 1 hich samp es of 

In Chapter 4 some experiments 
are described 

in 

1. - Containing'molten salt 

41-Zn alloy were directly quenched and aged in baths 

of using these -two quenching media was to 

or Wood's-metal. - The object 
r, I upersaturation 

of 

quench the samples rapidly and so retain a high 

of precipitate was 

vacancies. During these experiments 
a new tYPe 

'nolitions 

following is designated as y-phase. The Co. 

observed,, which in, the ogy and 

Under which the Y-phase precipitate 
was formed and its morphol 

Crystal structure are discussed below- 

itlater- 
of _XY: 

E! ýa! s! tf: e!! !L 
ion of Y- 

_n se 
the"formation format- The factors influencin V 4 y-phase precipitates were 

C ]L IL 7nr 

ec ha P 

The ageing conditions required 
to form 

s of AJ-Zn 
in all three cOmP1's't' on, 

very stringent. They were observed close 

rectly quenched 
to a temperature 

OL110Y exa'mined, but only in samples 
di 

(T1)- In Chapter 

P zone formation c; 
to the upper limiting I temperature 

for G. 

ood's me tall is 970C + 40C 

onch' into W0 
direct qu 4 it 'is shown that TC, f or a 

. 5, /. Za alloy and 2130C +2C 

. oC 2OC' or the Al-17 
for the Al-100%Zn allOY9 164 

for the Al-26% Zn alloy- icrographs from a foil Of 

electron M0 

Figures 3.15(a) and (b) are 
etal at 160 C 

uenched 
into Wood's m 

Al-17.5% Zn alloy which war, 
directly q 

the microstructure 
entative Of 

(a) is repres 
and aged for 1 hour. ýJicrograph of a mixture of 

which consisted 
Observed-in'ýhe centre Of the grainsg 

I ellipsoidal 
G. p. zones 

IIt, rrowed) and 
Y-phase 

particles (. some of which are a 

,ý1 .1 ýY-, (110) and the y-phase particles 
had 

In thi- foil orientation 
was 

a case the 
I ''., 

ical microstructure 
observed 

h (b) shows the tYP 

4 diamond shape. ýIicrograp 
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In the neighbOurhood of a grain boundary. The region free of G. p. zones 
'either side of the grain boundary is characteristic of this type of heat 
tl'eatn'Ont 

and is thought to be produced because of a depletion of vacancies 
In the vicinity of the grain boundary (this topic is discussed at length In 
Chapter 6). The important point here is that there Is, in addition to a 
G. 1). 40ne free region, a much wider region free of Y-phase precipitates 
either side of the grain boundary. This again is thought to be a 
consequence 

Of the lower vacancy concentration in the vicinity of the grain 
bOundaryg 

and together with the fact that the Y-phase particles were only 
Ob8erved in rapidly quenched samples, strongly suggests that Y-phase 
Precipitates 

can only nucleate in regions containing a very high vacancy 
eOneentration. 

Y-phase precipitates were not observed in samples of Al-17.5%Zn, 

aged at temperatures below 1600C. it is therefore concluded that Y-phase 

0001e4tion 
can Only occur simultaneously with G P. zone nucleation under 

e0n4itions 
where the latter is difficult owing to insufficient solute and 

vacancy 
supersaturation. Y-phase precipitates were , howeverl observed 

ill samples aged at 1800C, which is about 160C above Tc (see Figure 3.16). 

It '8 considered that this observation proves that Y-phase nucleation Is 

14dependent 
of G. p. zone nucleation. Y-phase precipitates were also 

Ob"I'ved in samples directly quenched into molten salt, which shows that 

the Y'Phase is in no way associated with the diffusion of Wood's metal 

14tO the sample during ageing. 

There is a great similarity between the conditions required for 

the formation 
of Y-phase in this alloy and those required for the 

fol'In4t'On 
Of X-phase in Al-Zn-Mg allOYS( 

124,125,126), which also appears 

to form independently of G. P. zones. Thackery 
(126) has sh 

I 
own that the 

"eleation 
Of X-phase in an AJ-6ýZn-2,0- Mg alloy is sensitive to quench 
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0- 011 

solution treated at 500 -, direct-quenched into seilt at 207 ýj and 

a-ed for 5 iain. , showing a Y-phase particle in a foil in (I 11) 

orientation. Compare its out'Line witn that of the octahedron,, shourl 

at ri, ý7, ht, which is oriented so that its faces are parallel to t1111 

planes. 

2iz, urtý 7( b) 
in a foil -in (100) oricritation. comi)are its outline with that 

of the octahedron, shown at riEht. 



500 'A' 
(b) C; 

Fi-, rure 3.18 Y-phase particles in a foil in (110) orientation, with 

different matrix reflections operatin_rr. (a) at left, (022) matrix 

reflection 6peratir4; and, at right, the octahedron in this orientatiOll; 
(b) (111) matrix refiection operatirkgr; (c) (200) matrix reflection 

Operating. 

022 

A" 
0 

11 022 

111 41 -111 

III 
0 

4-05A') 

2000 )00 

(01ý)Y-phase (a = 3-78 AO) 

3.19 a diagram of' the pro-poi;, ýd (01ýý rcciprocý--d 1; ýttica section 
of 6uj)crim,, oi; f--d upon the (C, 11ý) section Of tllc 

mtrjx 

- \- 1 ei IIICILLI l^ 
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rate; it was formed after a direct quench into Wood's metal at 163 0C 

but not'after a slower quench into'oil at the same temperature. lie 

suggested that X-phase may nuclcýte on small vacancy clusters. This could 

also'be the case for Y-phase in Al-Zn alloys. 

The morphology of Y-phase 

Y-phase precipitates appear to have an octahedral shape with the 

faces of the octahedron parallel to the f ill 
3 

--'planes of the matrix. 

This geometry was deduced by comparing ele I ctron microscope images of 

Y-phase particles in different matrix orientationswith a t: hree-dimensional 

paper model of an octahedron. The results are illustrated by Figures 

3.17(a) and (b) and Figure 3.18(a) where it will be seen that the external 

shapes' of th'e'par . ticles are the sI ame as the projected out-lines of the 

Model I-whýic'h-'was 
'orientated so that its faces remained parallel to 

flill 

Planes of the ma'trix. AlsO'I'contrast effects wi'thin thlimages are clearly 

associated with changes in thickness of the particles (the moire fringes 

are discussed in the next section). 

The cry stal structure of Y-phase 

A complete structural determination of Y-phase was not achieved, 

although a certain amount of evidence suggested that the crystal structure 

of Y-phase is f. c. c. with a lattice parameter less than that of the matrix. 

The following is-a brief description of the experimental results which were 

obiýilýed. 

The eviden cc in surport of a fc. c. unit cell was based upon the 

observa-t-iod'of moirepatterns associated with the precipitates Figures 

I 
and (c) are exampl es*of moire patterns in different Y-Phase 

precipitates which wero'contained in a foil in (011) matrix orientation 

With '- diff6rent'matrix'reflections operating. - -Very weak precipitate spot& 
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were sometimes observed just outside the operating reflections and these 

were consistent with the observed moire'patterns (double diffraction must, of 

Course, be invoked to explain the observation of moire fringes in bright 

field microg graphs). It is proposed that the f. c. c. unit cell of Y-phase is 0 

oriented in parallel orientation with the f. c. c. unit cell of the matrix 

So that the reciprocal lattice section corresponding to a Y-phase precipitate 

contained in a foil in (011) orientation is as shown diagrammatically in 

Figure 3.19. The proposed Y-phase lattice parameter of 3.77 2, as 

Compared to 4.03 R (105) 
for the matrix, was calculated from the observed 

moire spacing of Figure 3.18(a) on the assumption that the precipitate 

reflection labelled A in Figure 3.19 could be indexed as (022). The 

observed moire spacings of Figures 3.18(b) and (c) are compared with the 

calculated values in Table 3.2. The agreement is good. 

Moire patterns were also observed in Y-phase precipitates in 

other matrix orientations, for example in (100) orientation(rigure 3.17(b) 

where a moire"of 21 2 spacing was resolved perpendicular to [oil] 
.A 

moire"pattern of the same spacing was also observed in Y-phase particles 

contained in a foil in (111) orientation (Figure 3.17(a)). These are 

consistent with the proposed unit cell. 

Table 3.2 

Operating Reflections 

(022) matriX/(022) Y-phase 
Figure 3.18(a) 

(111) matrix/(III) Y-phase 
Figure 3.18(b) 

(200) matrix/(200) Y-phase 
Figure 3.18(c) 

f moire spacings 

Calculated 

21 

33 

29 

Observed 

21 

35 

28 
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022 

0 
-0 220 

2ýO 

0 
022 -Y 

022 110 0 

A 

100 200 

224-y 
2240 (B 

300 

202 
202-Y 
210 0 

(III)matrix 

0 (JIT)Y-phase 

, (00 1) ýi -phase 

., '., ýure 3.20(a) ,1 selected-urea diffraction pattern from a Y-phe-30 

particle in a foil in (Ili) orientation, showing extra s-LDots of the 

type labelled A. 
(b) This is an ex-;, Iwautory diaý, riin of (a). 

FicTure 3.21 ýý, 1-26'; QZln EL110Y) 
0 

30111tion treated at 500 C, 

direct-quenched into vlood's MetEL' 
0 at 210 C and azed for 10 min- 

showinig, a finger-like erONvth 

associated with a Y-pý, ase 

preckpitate. 

0-5 p 
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Only a small number of electron diffraction patterns were 

obtained from Y-phase particles in ý1111 
matrix orientation but those 

that were, containe 
,d 

extra spots which could not be indexed as illowed 

reflections of the f. c. c. unit cell proposed above. One of these patterns 

is reproduced as Figure 3.20(a) and Figure 3.20(b) is an explanatory diagram 

of the pattern. Extra spots of the type labelled A indexed as 
1/3 j 

2241 

on the basis of the f, c. c. unit cell. 

A possible explanation of these extra spots is suggested by the 

observation that some of the larger Y-phase particles had associated with 

them a finger-like growth, as illustrated by Figure 3.21. It is believed 

that these growths were of the P equilibrium phase and that these were able 

to nucleate. and grow epitaxially on one of the 
[1111 

- faces of the 

Y-phase particle. It is proposed that the extra spots of the, type labelled 

A in Figure 3.20(b) originate from a thin layer of P-phase precipitated, at 

the (111) interface of the, Y-phase particle. Spot A can then be indexed 

as (100) for a-hexagonal unit cell with a=2.67 R. orientated so that 

(001) hex. // (111) matrixo This a-value is very close to that of hexagonal 

zinc, for which, a = 2.66 2. 
, 

In summary, the ageing sequence appears to be as follows 

M After a, rapid que - nch Y-pli'ase'particles nucleate in the matrixg 

possibly heterOGeneo , usly on vacancy clusters. 

0.0 Y-phase'particles then I grow, with an octahedral shape and with 

the'face s of the octahedron parallel to filij 
planes of the 

matrix. The crystal structure of Y-phase is f. c. c. with 

a 3.77 '-Its'unit cell is In'parallel orientation, with the-' 

matrix. ý_ 

(iii) Ll-'quilibr'ium zi 11 nc 1. precipitate s are formed by epitaxial growth of 

hexaýonal zinc'platelets on the 
f1113 interfaces between Y-phase 

and the matrix. 
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CI IAPTE- It 4, 

THE UITER LIMITING TE'MPERATURE, FOR G. P. ZONE FOIMATION IN 

AI=LIZ 2 
Si AD Al-_Zn ALLOYS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

It is a we 11 kn 
I 
own fact that, for most aluminium-base age- 

hardening alloys, a considerable undercooling 
below the equilibrium solvus 

'temperature 
is required before the supersaturated solid 

I 
solution 

decomposes by the initial formation of G. P. zones* 
I 

This is the case for 

the Al_ýIg. Si_and Al-Zn alloys that were studied in this investigation. The 

object of the work described in this Chapter was to determine the "critical 

temperature". which represents the upper limiting temperature above which 

G-P- zones are not observed to forms and to determine the factors which 

control the value of this temperature. 

In the case of the AJ-Zn alloys, it is shown that G. P. zone 

formation can occu 
.r 

at a temperature that is above the corresponding 

coherent spinodal temperature for an alloy of given composition and it is 

therefore deduced viat these G. P. zones are formed by 
"an 

ucleation and 

growth process. The coherent spinodal 
is not known for the Al-Mg2Si 

systems but it is assumed that G. P. zone formation at a. low solute 

Supersaturation in this system also occurs by a nucleation and growth_ 

Process. 

which are described in sections 4.3. 

The experimental results, 

and 4.4., show conclusively that, in addition to the degree of solute 

6upersaturation, the other important factor which influences the value_" 

Of the maximum temperature at which G. P. zones are observed to form is 

the degree of vacancy-supersaturation 
during the initial stages of 
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age i ng. Q The higher the initial vacancy-supersaturation, the higher is 

thc, temPerature at which G. P., zone nucleation is observed. This 

cOlIclusion is obtained, by comparing the resulting microstructure in 

samples-which were either. step-quenched or direct-quenched to the ageing 

temperature. 
II- 

I '' The results obtained with-the Al-1.2%Mg. Si alloy represent 

an extension of the results previously obtained with this alloy 
(81) 

in 

which aýcritical temperature Tc for homogeneous precipitation was determined 

which represented the maximum temperature at which observable G. P. zone 

formation occurred when an almost equilibrium vacancy concentration was 

Present during the. initial stages of ageing. (It was convenient to- 

define T -as, the maximum temperature for which homogeneous G. P. zone 
c 

-formation is observed when onlXýan equilibrium vacancyconcentration is 

present during the nucleation period. The experimental values of critical 

temperature, as described below, then approach the defined value of Tc very 

closely), ý The value of Tc for this alloy was determined experimentally by 

the step-quenching technique and In'section 4.3.1 it-is'shown'that, 

TC "M 190, C + 100C. 

By quenching samples rapidlyg- for example by quenching directly 

into molten salt, G. P. 2ýone4ormation was observed 
(81) 

for ageing 

temperatures above Tc. -The upper limiting temperature for G. P. zone- 

formation in this case (TO) was ow 330C higher than T More recently-i- 
CC 

direct-quenches into molten Wood's metal-have been carried out for which, an 

even higher value of TO was observed. -, These results are reported in 
C 

detail In-section 4.3.1. 

-G. P. zone formation also-occurs heterogeneously on dislocation 

lines in the -Al-1.21/lo' MgSi system and In sectionA. 3-2 it Is shown that a 
Aw 

of critical, temperaturell can also be associated with this-reaction. 
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The type of experimental procedure described above has also 
been applied to samples of AI-Zn alloys and values of T and TO have 

cc 
been obtained (see section 4.4) for the three alloy compositions studied. 

In section 4.5 an interpretation of the results is put fprward, 

which is based on a qualitative nucleation model for G. P. zones, which 

considers some possible ways in which vacancies can aid nucleation. 

The relationship between the values of T, T' and T (the G. P. zone ccG. P. 
801vus temperature) is discussed. 

' 4.2 EXPERI'MENTAL TECHNIQUE 

In all cases the samples were initially solution treated, for 

4 period of I hour. The value of Ts was normally well within the single 

Phase- region of the phase diagram, although a few samples of Al-1.2%MgSi 

were deliberately solution treated at a low value of T which was within 
a 

the two-phase region. The details ýf 
solution treatment are given with 

the experimental results in sections 4*3 and 4.4. 

After solution treatment the samples were either direct-quenched 

'Or step-quenched to the ageing temperature, TI, In section 1.4.1 it was 

6een that the equilibrium vacancy concentration of an alloy increases 

exponentially with temperature and that a non-equilibrium vacancy 

concentration can be retained immediately after a'rapid direct-quench, 

in regions of a sample sufficiently distant from a vacancy sink. The more 

rapid the quench, the less is the time available for the excess-vacancies 

to decay to sinks during the quench and so the higher will be the initial 

qUenched-in excess-vacancy concentration at the start of ageing (it is 

assumed that vacancy aggregation is negligible). In contrast to the rapid 

direct-quench, the step-quench was designed to reduce the excess-vacancy 

cOlIcentration to as low a value as possible'during the initial stages-of 
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ageing at T The value of the temperature of interruption (T 
Q) was 

adjusted so that no G. P. zones were nucleated at T., although it was 

necessary for the temperature difference between TQ and TI to be fairly 

small (r%., 500C, say) so that the initial excess-vacancy concentration on 

ageing at TI was reduced to a very low value. A standard time of 1 minute 

at TQ was always used (longer times, especially for the Al-Mg 2 Si alloy, 

caused excessive heterogeneous precipitation, for example on dislocations, 

and this reduced the matrix solute supersaturation). 

It is emphasised that the results described in this chapter refer 

to regions of the matrix near to the centre of grains. The behaviour of 

the precipitation in the neighbourhood of grain boundaries, in. the case of 

the Al-Zn alloys, is discussed separately in Chapter 6. 

4.3 IWULTS FOR THE Al-I. M'19ýSi ALLOY 

4.3.1 Random matrix precipitation 

Consider, first of all, the samples which were solution treated 

at 3600C, so that all available solute was initially in solid solution 

at T,. Samples which were step-quenched, via 2500C, to 1600 C and aged 
S 

for 24 hours exhibited homogeneous precipitation which was similar to 

that illustrated by Figure 3.4(a), in which the sample was direct-quenched 

into oil at 1600C. Figure 4.1(a) illustrates the typical microstructures 

observed in a sample which was step-quenched, via 2500C, to 200*C. 

Practically all the needle-precipitates are clearly associated with 

11 colonies" of needles which were nucleated on dislocation lines, so that 

this result illustrates that TC<6.000C. This, and other results, 

indicated that T= 190 0C+ 10 0 C. 
c 

0 
Samples which were direct-quenched into molten salt at 200 

(Figure 4.1(b) ) and &2200C 
(Figure 4*2(a) ) contained copious homogeneous 
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precipitates, but not at 230 0C (Figure 4.2(b) ). These results indicated 

that T, ' 
. 

(salt) = 2250C + 50C. Similar experiments carried out with direct- 

quenches into Wood's metal indicated that TI (Wood's metal) = 2450C + SPC 
c 

(see Figure 4.3(a) and (b) ). 

No detailed experimental work was carried out to determine the 

variation of either T or TO with changes in Mg2 Si content of the alloy, cc 
although some results were obtained which strongly suggest that TO (oil) 

c 
decreases with decrease in MgýSi content of the alloy. Figures 4.4(a) 

and (b) illustrate the microstructure observed in samples of Al-1.296Mg2, Si 

which were direct-quenched Into oil at 160 0C after solution treatment at 

4630C and 4300C, respectively., Both of these values of T9 are below the 

equilibrium solvus temperature for the alloy (- 540 0 C) and, as a 

consequence, large particles of MgýSi were precipitated during solution 

treatment (such as those labelled P). It seems reasonable to suppose that 

the matrix concentrations of Mg2Si were reduced, 
. 
during solution treatment, 

to the equilibrium values characteristic of Ts. From the phase diagram, 

Figure 3.1, these are 0.757o' Mg. Si and 0.83qjIg. Sij respectively, at 450 0C 

and 4650C. The absence of homogeneous precipitation in Figure 4.5(b) 

then indicates that T' (oil) < 160 0C for an Al-O*75YJf%Si alloy direct- 
C 

quenched from 4500C. 

4.392 Dislocation-nuclea_ted precipitati 

A noticeable feature of Figures 4-2(b), 4.3(b) and 4.4(b) is 

the presence of precipitation on dislocationsq even though homogeneous 

precipitation is absent in the matrix. 

The object of this investigation was to see if a critical 

temperature can be associated with dislocation-nucleated precipitates 

in a similar way to that for homogeneous precipitates. The following 
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heat-treatment was studied: 

(a) A sample was direct-quenched from SGOOC into a salt bath held at 

some high temperature in the range 250 0C to 340 0C and aged for 

a few minutes; 

(b) the sample was then quenched into water at room temperature and 

aged for several months before being aged at IGOOC for 24 hours. 

Only part (a) of this heat treatment was essential for the determination of 

Ahe critical temperature above which dislocation-nucleated precipitates 

failed to form. The added information obtained by the inclusion of part (b), 

during which homogeneous precipitation was formed, is explained below. 

Figures 4.5(a), (b) and (c) illustrate the typical precipitation that was 

observed, in a region containing one or more matrix dislocationq, in 

samples for which the ageing treatment was 250 0 C, 320 0C and 3400C, respect- 

ively. These results indicated that large dislocation-nucleated needles 

were formed during the pre-treatments at 2500C and 320 0C but not at 3400C, 

which leads to the conclusion that a critical temperature exists and that 

its value T' (dislocation) = 330 0C+ 10 0 C. 
c 

The large needles labelled E are dislocation-nucleated needles 

which are viewed end-on. Those in Figure 4.5(a) all appear to_have been 

nucleated on the same helical dislocation, which is either out of contrast 

or was removed during clectro-polishing. In all three examples the fine 

matrix precipitation was produced during the treatment (b) (further 

examples of this type of heat treatment are discussed in Chapter 5). The 

regions free from matrix precipitation in Figure 4.5(a) and (b) are 

believed to b(ý, aused, predominantly, by local solute depletion which 

was produced during the rapid growth of the dislocation-nucleated 

needles (stage (a) of the heat-treatment). The absence of a wide 

precipitate-free region in the neighbourhood of the dislocation in 
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Pigure 4.5(c) is added evidence that 3400C is above TI (dislocation). 
C 

It is concluded that two similar, bu't fundamentaýly different, 

critical temperatures can be associated with a direct-quench into salt: 

T' = 225 0C+50C for homogeneous precipitation and T' (dislocation) CC 
3300C + 100C for dislocation-nucleated precipitation. The large 

difference between these two critical temperatures is considered in 

section 4.5. 

4.4 RESULTS FOR TIM, Al-Zn ALLOYS 

Samples from all three compositions of AI-Zn alloy were 

subjected to either the step-quench or the direct-quench procedure before 

being isothermally iged to see if G. P. zone formation had occurred at the 

chosen ageing temperature. From these experiments the values of Tc and 

T' were determined for each alloy composition. c 

Consider, as an example, the alloy of nominal composition 

Al-17*. 5%Zn. The experimental results obtained with samples which were 

8tep-quenched from 360 0 C, and via 180 0 C, into oil (Figures 4.6(a) and (b)) 

indicated that Tc= 1560C + 20C. The temperature of the ageing bath was 

carefully controlled to within + JOC of the-desired ageing temperature 

during these experiments and the results were reproducible, to within 

this experimental error. In contrast to this result, samples which 

were solution treated at 560 0C and then direct-quenched and aged in 

Oil at 1600C clearly contained G. P. zones (see Figure 4.6(c) ), whereas, 

samples which were direct-quenched and aged in oil at 1620C did not: 

Thus, TI (oil) = IGIOC + 20C* The highest temperature at which G. P. 
c 

'One formation was observed in this alloy was obtained with a direct- 

quench Into molten Wood's metal. Figures 4.7(a) and (b) indicate 

that V (Wood's metal) = IG40C 20C. 
c 
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Similar exper iments, were carried out with the AI-10%Zn and 

Al-26%Zn, alloys for which T was 5GODC and 5000C respectively. In the 

C-'tsO, 
_Of, 

the Al-10%Zn alloy9 an -ageing time of about I week was required 

to be sure that the G. P. zones, if formed, were grown to a sufficient 

size to be positively detected by electron microscopy. The temperature 

control of the furnace over a period of I week was only to within + 20C, 

Solthe accuracy of the results in this case was not as good as for the 

Al-17. %Zn alloy. For the AI-20ýn alloy an ageing time of 10 minutes 

was sufficient to be able to easily detect whether or not G. P. zones had 

- 
beenformed, The results for these two alloy compositions were as 

follows 

(a) Al-. 10,14Zn;,,., T 920C + 4DC;,, TI(Wood's metal) = 970C + 40C 
cc 

(b) --A 1-26%Zn' -'T 2, -20C: ` V (Wood's metal)= 2130C + 20C 10oc 
cc 

The results for all three alloy compositions are plotted on the 

Phase diagram in Figure 4.8 and what are considered to be reasonable 

_Curves 
have been drawn through the T and V (Wood's metal) experimental 

cc 

points. Also plotted on this diagram is the coherent spinodal curve, as 
(127) 

derived from theoretical considerations by Rundman and Hilliard 

It is to be noted that the coherent spinodal lies significantly below 

both the T and V (Wood's metal) curves and this leads to the conclusion, 
CC 

Mentioned earlier, that the G. P. zones that are formed at a temperature 

in the neighbourhood of T do so by a nucleation and growth process. 

I, - 4., 9 ! INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS 

The results described-abov'e demonstrate the-quench-rate- 

dependence', of the'uPper limiting teiýperature-for G. P. zone formation. 

This effect was first discovered by Pashley, Jacobs and Vietz 
(81) 

during 
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an investigation of, the two-step ageing behaviour of an 

allOYI. which. is-discussed, in Chapter S. Thcývariation in upper limiting 

temperature,, 
with quench-rate was interpreted in kinetic terms by 

considering the influence of the vacancy concentration on the nucleation 

kinetics 
of G. P. zones. As described in section 4.3, the effect is very 

large in the A1-1.20%MgýSi alloy, with a temperature difference of 35 0C+ 15 0C 

etween T and V (Wood's metal) for homogeneous precipitation. In the 
CC 

case the' A'1'- Z'n"alioys, 
' 

the effect is very much smaller, for example, with 

the" Al--: 17.5,16Zn alloy' the -difference bet'w-een Tc 'and Tc (Wood's metal) is 

OnlY 80C +" 4 oc. - ýý - rlý --'- ,- 

Similar, step-quencli and direct-quench. experiments have been 

(78,79) 
carýried, out recently,, by, Lorimer and Nicholson with Al-3. ToCu and 

A. 174.5*, o'Ge alloys, and, they-also, found a 'quench-rate dependence of the upper 

IiInitipg. temperature in these, alloys. They intcrpreted their results by' 

reference to. the. G. P. zone solvus; temperature T -9 , The concept of a G. P. 
-IG. 

P. 

z9ne. solvus was discussed briefly in section 1.3.4* . Clearly, there is a 

need -relate the. temperaturesT , TO and T and to examine the 
-to , 

inter ccG. 'P. 

8ignificance of. these, temperatures in relation to. the experimentally 

determined. values or upperjimiting temperature., Also, there is a need to 

consider the possible ways in which vacancies can effect the nucleation of 

zones. These tvio-important topics 
I 

are discussed in the next section, ' 

in which a qualitativ'eý*nucleation model is first derived and then.,. used to 

discuss G. P.. 
"zone 

nucleation in Al- Mg2-Si and AI-Zn alloys. 
-- 

4* 1 S. 1ý ,,,,, ""' "' 7, P, A nucleation model 

*donsi'der a binary alloy and lot A represent the solvent atoms 

a C. nd 13'repr sent the solute atoms. The following assumptions are made 

initial. ly 
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the atomic volumes of A and 13 atoms are identical, so that the unit 

cells of the G. P. zones and the matrix are identical apart from 

differences in chemical composition ; 

(b) spherical G. P. zones are formed by a nucleation and growth process 

on ageing at a temperature T,, provided that T, is low enough; 

(C) the volume free energy per atom of the G. P. zone is independent of the 

G. P. zone radius r; 

(d) the interfacial energy (y ergs/cm 
2) between a G. P. zone and the matrix 

is also independent of r and T10 

Consider the formation of embryo solute clusters by thermal 

fluctuations at a temperature TI wilich is in the neighbourhood of the 

upper limiting temperature for G. P. zone formation. Let the density of 

embryo clusters be sufficiently low so that there is a region between the 

clusters where the solute concentration is equal to the average solute 

Content of the alloy at T lie wish to investigate the conditions under 

which these embryo clusters can become stabilized as G. P. zones. 

For a solute cluster of critical radius (r = a) we may write 

the Gibbs-Thomson equation (equat'ion in the form 

(4.1) 
T, 

Where the supersaturation i and 'are the 64 

Solute concentrations in equilibrium with a clustler of radius a and g>0 

reýqpectively). This equation expresses the fact that the supersaturation 

required to stabilize a very small cluster is higher than that required 

to stabilize a very large cluster. The necessary supersaturation to 
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stabilize a cluster of , any given radius is extremely sensitive to the 

value of the surface ýnerýy'y which, as''discuSs6a in section 1.3.4 is 

Ws ua lly considered to be small for a coherent interface. ' According to 
N '(33)' 

t, - z, fý- III Burka lie value of y for a coherent interface is dependent upon the 

mismatch between the two lattices, with a'lower limit being-about 

25 ergý/cm 
2 

and, the maximum value about 200 ergs/cm 
2 In the ideal cas ,e 

that we are considering the mismatch is zero (assumption (a) ), so take as 

2 a,, reas. onab. le example y= 50 ergs/cm If we, consider the. A atoms to be 

alUminium and take. CL, =, 1.6 x 10 -23 cm 
3, then the ratio 

(10-" 

can be calculated, as, a function of cluster radius (a), for any gilVen 

temperature. As an illustration, let the temperatures 
'be 

20 0 C', 100 0C 
and 

200 0 C. , The, curves are then as shown in Figure,, 
_4: 

9,, from which it, will be 

, seen -that. the effect of, cluster, size on stabilitY, is" pronowiced, in 
_this 

, case,,, only, for, clusters less than. about . 
50 R,,, 

-in radius, i,. e,,, 

'T 
CIL 'TO fi 

(4.2) 

, 
for, values of tempýraturej above 200C. For, larger values. of, y, the, 

, effect will be significant, forý clus'tersof iarger size. 

-The curve, describing the, yariation of CT with alloy, ýOlnposition 

-, on the, phase diagramjs the G. P..., zone solvus, which was discussed in- 

section. 1.3.4, and, shown. schematically as the curve AIBI in Figure 1.5(b). 

ýqn, arsimi. lar, diagram (Figuro, 4.10) we may also include stability"curves 

-,, for, clusters,, of small size, andl,, in, the case considered-hereq those of 
cT 

ýradiijcss than, 50 JR. are, p, important. The curves labelled 4 ýrticularly, 
TT 
42 . -and. ,q3, pp, Figure, 4.10, illustrate, schematically the 

stability- 50 curves for, clusters, ofradius,, ý.. 
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Consider an alloyof composition c (Figure 4.10) which is step- 

quenched from T to, T1, where T is below the G. P. zone solvus temperature 

TQ 
P. F om the theory of section 1.3.2 and equations 1.14 and 1.23 we may r 

write as the-initial nucleation, rate at, T 

2 (4.3) 
T, T, 

The nucleation rate-is'thus a product"of a"Ikinetic factor" (the first 

square bracket on the right hand side)l whose value is proportional to the 

solute diffusivity in the matrix, and a "thermodynamic factor" (the second 

square bracket on'the" right hLnd side) which involves the free energy 

_- ', ý '. ": - At ,- ý-- I- 11-1 -ý, II - barrier th . at ,a th I erm I ally activated solute cluster must overcome to become 

stabiliied as a'G. P. zone. The same equation has been considered by 

(78). Lorimer and Nicholson _, who'correctly pointed out that an undercooling 

below'T '-raieAo be high'enoUgh to 
G. , _; ýis necessary,, ": forýtheýnucleation 

produce observable, G. P. "-zone "formation. " (Whe4i T, =TG 11. ,rc= Oo and 

A Gc, C-0 (see equation -'I. 15Yý'. "hnd the" "thermodynam ic factor" is Zero; 

thus I (T 0 Mýs 'for T /, 'T ', ''the'solute supersaturati -, on, 
G. P. G. 11. 

defined Vith respect-to Ihe'G. V. zone solv'us, 'provides the' drivingr 'force 

for G-11. zone formationý and'the kinetics'of this'process , are 'con'tr6iledby 

the value -of, the solut6t dif fusivi'ty in the matrix. ' -Af ter- a steP_quenchý jo 

Tj-theý value of the, soluite 'diffus'ivitY is dependent upon'the equilibrium 

vacancy, concentration'at, -, T 1, 
(thozsmall'vacancy'supersaturation Produced'on 

quenching-from TQ to TI 'is neglected). " If, it'is supposed tha t the'' '' 

probability of, forming'a:, solute cluster at-T 1 of, radius larger than -a. 

Csee-FigureA, 10), ýbyýa thermal fluctuation is-no-ligible, then G. P. zone 

formation will-. be-observed up; to-the critical temperature Tc-, but not'above 

this temperature"'. '. Clearly--- the precise value of T will be dependent upon 
IIc 
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a delicate balance between the "kinetic" and "thermodynamic" factors, 

which, respectively, increase and decrease exponentially with increase in 

the value of T 

Next, consider an ideal direct-quench from T to T in which all sI 
excess vacancies are quenched-in. From the-theory of section 1.4.2 and 

equation 1.25, the initial nucleation rate at T is now j; iven by 

A qC A2 
OA) 

, k-r, 
)zi) 

which differs from the initial nucleation rate after a step-quench to T 

(see equation 4.3) since the quenched-in ýexcess vacancy concentration 

increases the rate of diffusion in the solid solution by a factor 

The"kinctic" factor is increased in-value, relative to that for the step- 

quench, and, therefore the nucleation rate at TI is increased. -It is 

suggested that, -for T =, T ,- there,. is now an increased probability, of 
-I,, 1-c 

forming a'signif icant number of solute clusters of radius, larger than a 2' 

and go. G. P. zone formation will occur at an observable rate at this 

temperature and up to a temperature T' (maximum). For temperatures above c 

T', (maximum) the probability of, forming a solute cluster of radius greater c 
than a3 (see, Figure 4.10) by a thermal fluctuation is negligible. In a 

realdirect-quench the, vacancy supersaturation at the start of ageing will 

be reduced owing to the migration of excess vacancies to sinks during the 

qýencjjq but, it, is thought that the observed value of TI (Woodts metal) will 
c 

approach the, value of T' (maximum) fairly closely. 
c 

To this point the model is similar to that proposed by Lorimer 

and Nicholson(78) , but it is now emphasized that it is believed that 
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'4itho-ut ai' detailled'qua'niiiative knowledge of the curves illustrated in, 

Vigure '4.16''and of the nucleation dataq the magnitude of the temperature 

di ff r -Ok e ence- betiween-TI* ood's metal), and T cannot be estimated from 
c G. 11. 

tiie'ý u' aiýe' . sIso ct-ju6hching experiments. 

Ut usn'ow' consliler"the effect of relaxing some of the 0 
assumpjiýoni (a) (d) so"that the model can be applied to the Al-Zn and 

Al-ýI%Si systems. The assumption of spherical G. P. zones is valid for 

the early stages of age ing in, 'tJ ie AI-Zn system but not in the A 

sYsten, when needle-shaped zones are thought to form. As pointed out by 

Pashle' e yt al -it is"p6ss-ible that the small sized clusters in Al-Mg,, Si 

are equi-axed, and therefore approximately spherical, but even if the 

initial clusters are ne6dle'-shaped"it'seems likely that'the curvature at 

. 
eltber end of the needle (where growth and dissolution occurs predominantly) 

Will decrease with increase in clýýter'sizelý So a-similar effect of-zone.. 

ze on solubility is"'t'o*be-'qual'it-atively'expected. 

As discussed in Chaýpter'3, '_the atomic volume of the spherical 

G. J). zones in AI-Zn alloys, is slightly, less than that of the matrix, so 

the clustering of Zn atoms in this system will introduce elastic strain 

, 
into the cluster and also into the matrix surrounding the cluster. As 

also', discussed-in Chapter 3, there appears to be a significant cylindrical 

istrainji. eld, associated with, the needle-shaped zones In the Al-Mg 2 Si 

sYstem. Thus, it is necessary to relax assumption (a) and to consider 

the effect of a latt , ice strain on the nucleation of a G. P. zone. 

(128,129) 
Nabarro has calculated that the total elastic strain 

energy, per unit, volume, 
_(E) 

of a- colicrent spherical nucleus of bulk modulus 

In 
-an 

isotropic elastic matrix of rigidity ji is 

3K 

_:. 
5) 
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where is the 'misfit' lietweýen 06'lattices.: lie also deduced that the 

elastic' energy -ofa-coherent-, -hucle'us- can-'be reduced I by no more than 201,11o 

if ztýshape-bther than is pher i ca I 'is''ass timed. Nabarro also considered the 

strain energy per unit volumeý of an incoherent spheroi. 'dal nucleus -Ind 

derived the-following, eicpression for the case whe I re all the strain is 

accommodated - in tho'- matrix: 

(4.6) 

where'a, a and, c, "are the semi-axes of the spheroid and f(11) is a function 
a 

Ofýthe shapeýof, the spheroid. The strain energy is a maximum for a 

spherical nucleusýand can be reduced if a shape other than spherical is 

as.,, umed. 

"Iv 
,, 2. _,. 

The strain energy is always positive, irrespective of tile sign of 

and this introduces an additional free energy nucleation'barrier, so 

that the-free energy change on forming a cluster of volume V is'now' 

given by 

A'C' +V (4.7) 

Where A is the interfacial area. Nucleation is impossible unless 

A qv + 0. For a spherical clusterg maximization of 

equation 4.7 yields a critical radius 

(4.8) 

Thus, an increase in strain energy density will increase the critical 

nucleus size and a higher solute supersaturation is required for nucleation to 

occur. The upper limiting temperature for G. P. zone formation will thus be 

depressed in systems where the lattice strain is large. 
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(130) M, 131) 
, 
Baker, Brandon and Nutting 

., 'Embury 
and Nicholson and 

Taylor (132), 
have suggested-thatl-lin a case where. the cluster is in a state 

Of ýconjpressjon, (an Pinterstitial ",. type precipitate), the elastic strain 

energy nýay, ho relievodýp4rtially bY the incorporation, of vacancies wlthin 

the cluster., - , This 
-will, 

lead. to, a decrease-in, the critical nucleus size., 

lt, js 
"suggested 

that this effect might make itscli particularly apparent 

for nucleation in the neighbourhood of the critical temperature T 
C, 

After a rapid direct-quench a large number of vacancies are available to 

become incorporated within the embyro cluster (compared to after a step- 

quench) and the associated strain relief will enable-vacancy assisted 

nucleation to occur at temperatures which are higher than Tc 

It"fias'also'been suggestedl'by Hart that vacancies which 

66coýe"Inýýrporated within, "a"clust6r may'-act as an additional "chemicaP 

constituent"6f'the cluster and, perhaps, thereby lower its-volume free 

eý'erigj, 'whlch iýoijld decrease" tbe"critical' nucleus size at a given 

iemýeraiure. ý 'It'is thought that this effect might be particularly 

Important if the"inco'rporated vacancies allow the solute and solvent atonis 

with'JLW'the'-ýIuster to, I becomý orderedg-'if an ordered lattice has a lower 

Volume' freeý energy-thýn a- disordered lattice. 

ff"by the'in'6o'r'por'Aio'n 6f'vaýancies'wlthin a solute cluster, 

the strain energy densitj ahd/or, the Volume free energy of th& cluster 

areý de6rea'seýd this" -is 
. 
'a- direct result 'of a modification to the structure of 

ih-'e sol-ut'-e 'ci7uster. ' -'- it is suggested that-- such a modification in structure 

Will effcct'the value-of TG. p., which Will-be correspondingly increased 

SjLnce a solute cluster of given size will now be stable at a high 

tclmperýture* 

: 
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, Application of the, model to the Al-Zn and AI-M Si alloys 
-92 

Three. different mechanisms by which vacancies can aid G. P. zone 

nucleation, have been, discussediabove: 

a, pýurely, llkineticll effect, in, which excess-vacancies can increase 

the probability, of, nucleation by increasing the solute diffusivity; 

(2) 
-an elAstic'sirain relieving 

"-)ý 
effect, in which vacancies become 

'"incorporated"within I- an , "interstitial" type of sOlUte'cluster and 

reduce; th6 critica: l'nucleus size; 

a ""chemical"' c'ffect, 'in wh'ich a vacancy becomes a "chemicaP 

constituent of the cluster and reduces its volume free energy, 

I't is informative to consider which of theselpossiblelmechanisms may 

be operative in the two types of alloy which have been studied. 

Consider the Al-Zn alloy first** The atomic volume of the 

coherent G. P. zones in this system is known to be slightly less than that 

Of the matrix (see Chapter 3), so the zones are, of "vacancy" type and this 

Would appear to. preclu. de mechanism(2). The evidence in support of, 

vacancy trapping by G. P. zones in this system put forward by Cohen et al _ 
133) 

(134) 
has been questioned by Carpenter This point is considered again in 

Chapter 7 where the results obtained by the author are interpreted In 

favour of the ideas of Carpenter. It is therefore believed that, there 

is little conclusive evidence to confirm that vacancy trapping occurs to 

any significant extent. It is therefore concluded that the major effect of 

vacancies on the nucleation of G. P. zones in this system is derived from 

mechanism (1). The small observed difference between T and TO Wood's 

1ý d, -, ýII- .-, -, -cc 
metal) would seem to indicate that the vacancy concentration only, has a, 

secondary influence on the nucleation kinetics in this system, the major 

factor being the solute supersaturation. The slightly smaller difference 

4, 
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between T and T1 (Wood's metal) for the 26%Zn alloy as compared to the c_ c 
17.5'%Zn alloy is also consistent with mechanism (1), for the higher is 

, 
the absolute value of T9 the higher is the associated equilibrium vacancy 

concentration, and thus the lower is the vacancy supersaturation that can be 

quenched-in by a direct-quench. 

Now consider the A1-1.20,041gý, Si alloy. Let us first recall what 

is known about the coherency of the needle-shaped zones in this system. 

11"Chapter 3 it was shown that the zones are coherent with the matrix 

. along their major axis they appear to have almost the same periodicity 

the matrix along this direction). In directions normal to the needle- 

axis the zones are believed to take on an arrangement that is different 

from the matrix. Such zones are only partially coherent and are therefore 

'fundamentally 
different from the completely coherent G. P. zones of the 

(97) 
, 
Al-Zn system. The evidence of Thomas indicates that the strain field 

in directions normal to the needle-axis is "Interstitial" in character. 
66)' 

The evidence of Lutts which was reviewed in Chapter 3, and the marked 

"slow reaction"observed with this alloy (see Chapter 1) can be understood 

if it is considered that vacancies become incorporated within the needle- 

shaped zones and in so-doing help to relieve the cylindrical strain 

above associated with the cluster. If this is so, then mechanism 

, 
could play an important role in aiding the nucleation of the needle- 

shaped zones. Mechanism (3) may play a part as well if the atomic 

arrangement of solute and solvent atoms within the zones Is important. 

In addition, mechanism (1) could make a significant contribution towards 

aiding the nucleation, so it is possible that all three mechanisms may 

"Operate 
simultaneously. Which of the mechanisms plays the dominant role 

cannot, with the present knowledgeý be ascertained In a quantitative way. 

It is relevant at this point, however, to consider the marked 
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catalyzing effect of matrix dislocations on the nucleation of the needle- 

shal)ed zones in the Al-Mg, Si system. The theory of heterogeneous 

(135) 
nucleation on dislocations has been considered by Nicholson and 

Calin who have shown that the regions of tensile and compressive 

strain associated with the edge-component of a dislocation can have a 

catalyzing effect on the'nucleation. In the case of a coherent or partially 

coherent precipitate the most favourable region for heterogeneous nucleation 

will be that region of the dislocation's strain field that affords greatest 

relief of the misfit. In the case of the needles in Al_ýIg2S' , the misfit 

is normal to the needle-axis and, as was seen in Chapter 3, only one of tile 

three possible sets of needles are nucleated on any given dislocation line. 

The experimental observation that needles can be nucleated on dislocations 

at much higher temperatures than homogeneously in the matrix again suggests 

that lattice strain is responsible for depressing the critical temperature 

T to a low value, i. e. a high solute supersaturation, calculated with 
c 

respect to the equilibrium solvus, is required for homogeneous nucleation 

ýo occur. After a direct-quench, when excess-vacancies are available to 

relieve partially the lattice strain, homogeneous nucleation may occur at a 

significantly lower solute supersaturation, which would account for the 
I 

relatively large'difference between T and T' Ofood's metal). The fact 
cc 

that dislocation-nucleated needles can be formed at a temperature above 

TO (Wood's metal) can be explained if a dislocation is more efficient at 
c 

relieving lattice-strain around a needle than the incorporation of 

vacancies within the needle. 

Matrix dislocations do not appear to catalyze G. P. zone 

formation in the Al-Zn system. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the probable 

reason for this is that the misfit between a G. P. zone and the matrix in 

this alloy system is extremely small, so there is little to be gained 
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energetically by prcferentialýnýcleation on a dislocation. 

The practical significance of the parameters. T , T'*and T 
CcG. P. 

will become" evidýnlt'in'ihe fo-i'lowing clýapiers, particularly in relation 

to, two-step. ageing trea tmcnts. The theoretical significance of the 

parameters T TO and, T is discussed critically in, Chapter 8. 
C. c G. P. - 
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1, -, 1. -- r, ,ý11, CHAPTER-5 -ý 

TWO-STEII AGEING BEHAVIOUR OF AN AI-1.2Mg, ýiLALLOY 

0.1 'INTRODUCTION 

The commercial potentiality of aluminium-base alloys whicb 

C ntain an addition'of Mg 
2 

Si as the major age-hardening constituent has 

been 'ýe'cognised "for""sev'e'ral years. This has led to a number of. detailed 

nvestigations of the age-hardening behaviour of the ternary Al-Mg. 8i 

alloys u r. , of the experimental work has been concerned 

w lih he at treatmten't-s' that are similar to those used commercially, in which 

a sample is ffrst solution treated, then quenched to room temperature and 
00 

subsequentl'y'artificially aged in the temperature range 160 C to 173 C for, 

a period-of about 24 hours* These studies have revealed an important 

phenomenon', known as "the delayed-ageing effect" which occurs if the alloy 

is stored at room temperature for a few hours between quenching and 

artificial ageing. A sample that is artificially aged immediately after 

quenching is found to have a final level of tensile properties which is 

superior to that of a sample which is stored at room temperature for a few 

hourig before ageing. Unfortunately, a period of deýay is usually 

inevitable in commercial processing and, since it is desirable to exploit 

thefull'potential stre ngth . of this alloy, it is important to understand 

this 
pýh'enio'men'on and to find ways of overcoming it. 

(137), 
No'ck showed that the tensile strength of a quenched 

%Mg2SJ'alloý increases fairly rapidly at room temperature during 

t&e''fi'rst few^ fiours-of ageing but th . creafter the rate of increase is 

considerably s lower I. le Showedl however, that the strength is still 

inc-reaslink*at a measurable rate even after 10 years of ageing. This 

reault-jý"cýnsisient with more recent resistometric observations by 
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Panseri and'Federighi 
(66) 

who detected an initial "fast reaction" at room 

temperature w h'ich is followed, ' after about' 4 hours, I)y a "slow reaction". ' 

'A 'correla ti on' between' the amoun ofýjow-tempcrature ageing and the onset of 

llat 
(139) the delayed-a^geing effect was establlshcd'by Renouard and Mel who 

showed'that by'st: oring samples aVa I ow temperature (OOC or - 20 0 C) the 

natu'ral ageing was even slowe'r-than that at room temperature and, as a 

consequence', ýa longer-safe delayAlme was then available before inferior 

propert . ies were produced after artificial ageing. ', They also showed that 

'a short artificial'pre-a - geing-treatment, --if carried outimmediately after 

quenching-could'reduce'(and, with the appropriate pre-treatment, eliminate) 

th&'loss-of-final'tensile properties in samples which were subsequently 

St , 6red at-roýom`t`emperature for a-week before beiing'artificially aged. 

Fortin* m'ade Awo interesting, observations. ' - Firstly, he showed 
( 141) 

that thedeleterious-effect. 'of delay 'on samýles-'of a'commercial M-1.431/jfgýSi 

alloy was confined'16 solution'treatment with T> '480 0C and that for 
a 

temýeratures below this'value the 'delay period could actually be beneficial, 

althougli"th'e'final'mechanica1 properties produced by, the latter treatment 

were too'low in value-to be of practical importance. ' Secondly;, he'showed 
(142) 

that, " isith normal'solution treatment, the detrimental effectof'room 

temperature delay can be 'obvia'ted if the sample is subjected'td'a j'Aort 

<ý-3 min)' high temperature (2400C - 4000C) anneal between siorage-'and 

artificial ageing., *' 

Pashley, Rhodes and Sendorek 
(80) 

have studied1he 

delayed-. 4geing, behavio-ur'of a high purity Al-1.2%Mg Si alloy In consider- 2 

'able"detail and their results confirmed many of the-earlier observations. 

They'also showed that an addition of 0.24ýXu to the alloy slows down the 

rate of natural'ageing'ýnd thereby-increases the safe delay time'before 

the onset of loss of properties due to storage, These workers carried 
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out in addition, an electron metallographic investigation with thin foils 

Of the saýe`allOy. The-significant result of this work was a correlation 

betweýn"theý'soluiet'clusicring that occurred during natural ageing (this 

was not detected 6y electron microscopy but was inferred from the'observed 

Increase in' tensile ýrop6riies)-and'the precipitation which formed during 

artificial ageing. ' The final size"and distribution"of needle-shaped 

precipitates"(se'e Chapter 3); as observed by electron microscopy, in a'', 

sample that had been stOred'at*room temperature for a sufficient length of 

timýý_6-indu, C6 inferior tensile, properties were appreciably coarser than 

in a sample which was immediately aged (a quantitative assessment of this 

result w'arobtaineý by'determining the distribution in needle-lengths as 

a function6f'delay time). " 'A'tentative explanation of this coarsening 

beliaviour'w'as-ýp'ut, forwaid'in whichit -was proposed that, the reduction'in 

mair-ii s6iu , te"ýupersaturýti'6-n'associated with'the'clustering of solute 

at; ihs' at room"ierinperature' has'a deleterious effect--'on the stability of' 

solute clusiers'at'theý'beginning of artificial ag eing. ' This approach 

I recoinised that, 'in'this care-, the"final precipitation is developed by a 

two step ageinjýiiýatmen't'in which the alloy is' firstly aged atý room 

temperature'aind--thenýs I ubsequently aged'at7an elevated temperature. 

In oiýder'to ýxpiorý''the consequemý of this approach iurther, 

an investi ý'tion'-`wýaýs' 4nde-rtak"e-n by Pashley; Jacobs and'Vietz Into'the 

bas ic'proces'ses 'affect i ng a-, wi'de-range'of different' two-step ageing 

treatments -of aIn alloy@ The results of these experiments 

we r, e th'en"used 'to' de'v'el4 a ni'o'del wh . ich could qualitatively account-for 

f theý alloy to any 'chosen type'of two-step ageing the 06ýeiýve'd ''response o 

tre'a'ime, n 

The purpose of this chapter Is to'discuss some of the more 
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important aspects of this model for two-step ageing and to amplify some 

of the ideas contained in it. The chief extension of the model involves 

the incorporation of the G. P. zone solvus temperature as one of the 

parameters which must be considered during a t. wo-step ageing treatment, 

The concept of a critical temperature Tc, as defined in Chapter 4, is 

still retained and shown to be the most useful parameter for aiding the 

interpretation or the response of the alloy to a two-step ageing treatment. 

The model is described in section 392 and then illustrated by 

a few selected results in sections 5.3 and 5.4. 

THE MOI)EL FOR TWO-STEP AGEING 

In this section a summary Is given of the salient points which 

were considered in the model for two-step ageing, as proposed by Pashley, 

(81) Jacobs and Vietz In many cases the same results are derived by an 

alternative approach, which is based on the ideas 'outlined in section 4.5.1. 

The aim of the model was to describe the basic factors which 

control the precipitation of solute clusters during a two-step ageing- 

treatment. A simple binary alloy was considered in which aphericalgstrain- 

free, clusters are formed during isothermal age. ing at T1(<Tc). One of 

the important results obtained by the model was a stability criterion 

which defined the necessary conditions under which solute clusters, formed 

during a pre-treatment at T, j would continue to grow if the ageing temper- 

ature was suddenly raised to T2. This behaviour was described as "seeding" 

clusters at TI for growth at T2. It is emphasized that the seeded clusters 

at T2 were considered to be Identical, in all respects apart from size, to 

those formed at T,, This stability criterion will now be derived with the 

aid of a stability curve of the type introduced in Chapter 4. 
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Consider Figure 3.1. Let X be the atomic fraction of solute 

4tOms distributed at random within the alloy at the solution treatment 

temperature T If the alloy is now rapidly quenched from T to T 
sa 

< T') then we may represent the fully supersaturated alloy by the point c 
in Figure 5.1. During a subsequent isothermal pre-treatment at T. let 

a fractioll cL of tile solute atoms precipitate in the form of clusters. The 

-solute concentration in the matrix after this, pre-treatment will be reduced 

to X(I - a) (point B on the diagram) and we assume that this is uniformly 

distributed between the clusters* If the alloy is now up-quenched to T2 

(Point C on the diagram), we have to decide whether or not the clusters 
I 

formed at T1 will remain stable. To do this, we first of all note that the 

Pemaining matrix solute supersaturation (i 
R) at T2 is given by+ 

-C, K = 
T2 

where c. Is the solute concentration in equilibrium with a cluster of 

(5.1) 

infinite radius at T2. Next, suppose that the point C lies, as shown, 

On the stability curve Ca for a solute cluster of radius a. This tells 

u-s that, after the pre-treatment described above, a cluster of radius a 

'4111 be in equilibrium at T2, since, according to the Gibbs-Thomson 

equation (see section 4.5.1), 

4 
, GL 2,0je e2 YSL l< (5*2) 

where K is a temperature dependent constant (it is assumed that y and XL 

are independent of cluster size). For a cluster of radius r, which Is 

larger that a, the corresponding stability curve CT will be above CT 
ra 

+ The nomenclature of I'ashley et al 
(81) is changed to be consistent 

with that of this dissertatione 
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(see-section 4.5.1).,, Thus, for a cluster. of radius-. r, immediately after 

the, up-quench,, to, -T 2 
(point, C on the diagram), wo., may write, 

(5.3) 

Clearly,. a. cluster, of, radius r, will be stable atýT, -and capable of further 

growth-, since, the., point-Cýxlies-below theýC T 
stability curve* ý So equation r 

5.3.,, represents-the-criterion, for stability such that the clusters formed 
I 

at--T,,, will continueto,, grow at T2 This is the important stability 

condition that. was. derived, by a slightly different methodl-by Pashley, 

Jacobsiand Vietzý"'). ; -. - 
The, implications of this result, are now discussed 

for, two, different, types of two-step ageing treatmento- 

After any given-ageingtime at. T1 let there be a, distribution in 

cluster, sizesýwhose radii. rangeýbetween maximum and. minimumývalues of ,, 
r, and r.. -, - 'I ---tII-ý _ý ., ý 5 max min 

Case (1) T' T 
2c 

,, T6, situ't; ýfi j"illustrated, _ schemati call . y, - by Figure 5.2W. hai S' 

C6nsidei;, ' first I of'all' a'short pr -e. -ag I ein'g" treatment at'T in whicha' 

friCijon, ý`-uý, 6f so , lutý atoms, is"precipit-aield in theý'form 'of 'sdlute clusters. 

t 
max 

If th6 alloy Is nowl'up-ý A 'tf nd of this -pr6-ireatment'_ lot ra 

quenched 'fr6ai TI to T2- (13 1 C-on the diagram) we can use the approach 

developed above to, decide if the clusters will remain stable at T 
2 

T 
Since the point C is shown above the stability curve labelled Ca it 

follows that in this case even the maximum sized clusters are unstable 

at T2 -and thus all clusters will be initially unstable and will start to 

disr golve. However, since T<T all the clusters need not necessarily 
2c 

di 818olve completely. Some of the smaller size clusters will, indeed, 
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completely dissolve and so feed-back solute atoms into the matrix. We may 

represent this process schemafically on the diagram by imagining tha t the 

matrix solute concentration moves progressively along the line C --* D. 

T66 increase in solute supersaturation provided by this process may 

eventually be sufficient to re-stabilize Elome of the larger clusters. The 

number re-stabilized will depend upon the relative rates of dissolution of 

clusters of different sizes and the initial size distribution. However, 

since the remaining solute supersaturation never attains the higher value 

expected after a direct-quench to T2, the number of clusters that is 

re-stabilized and grown at T after a short pre-treatment at T is expected 2 

to be less than*that nucleated and grown by direct-ageing at T2 This is 

an important result and will be discussed again latere 

Next, consider'a longer pre-treatment at TI in which a larger 

fraction a of solute atoms is precipitated in clusters. At the end of 2 
this pre-treatment let r min a 20 If the all oy is 

- 
now up-quenched from TI 

to T2 C' on the diagram) we again have to consider if these clusters 

remain stable. In the situation shown on the diagram the point C' is 

below the 1ý stability curve. We deduce from this that the minimum 
a2 

sized clusters, of radius a. 29 will be stable at T2 and therefore all 

Clusters will remain stable. So this represents a case where all clusters 

can be seeded for growth at T2 

Case (2), , ýT2 

h --i6ation'is' described by Figure 5.2(b). Consider the same he 8 

short-pr'e`-týreaýtýýnt at Tq as in- 'case (1). 'Againg let r 
max =aI at point 

'Ie if tiie 'aýll'oy is now up-quenched from TI to T2 (B ---*-C on the diagram) 

then the"'ýoint'C, 'a -s .- illustrated, is above the CT st ability curvee Thus 
a 

all - clusters -ar, ý "initially unstable at T2 and I in this case they will 
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c0n'Pletely dissolve since a cluster of radius aI is even unstable at point 

Dji, e- under conditions of full supersaturation. 

Next, consider the longer pro-treatment at T10 Again, let 

r 
min =a2 at point W. If the alloy is now up-quenclLed to T2 (point Cý 

On the diagram) then all clusters will continue to grow at T2 since, as 

illustrated, the point C' lies below the stability curve CT for clusters a2 

'Df tile minimum radius. 
I 

Clearly, the behaviour of an alloy is critically dependent upon 

the value of T2 and whether it is above or below Tc, Inspection of 

Figure 3.2(b) show that clusters can never be, seeded for growth above 

T 
G. P. 1 where T G. P. 

is the G. P. zone solvus temperature for the full matrix 

solute concentration of the alloy. Thus, the behaviour discussed in 

case (2) is limited to T< 7ý < T(;. P. - 

Another important factor concerns the development of solute 

clusters ýurlng pre-treatment at T10 Pashley et al(81) examined the 

situation where cluster development at T takes place by following 

distinct but overlapping stages; (1) a nucleation stage during which the 

number of clusters increases with time; (2) a second stage during which 

tile density of clusters (N) remains almost constant and cluster growth is 

accompanied by a corresponding decrease in tile matrix solute concentration; 

a final stageg which begins as the solute concentration in the matrix 

Rpproaches the value in equilibrium with a very large cluster, during 

Which the density of solute clusters decreases (Ostwald ripening). Stage 

(2) war, assumed to be the most important stage for the types of pre- 

tt'eatment that we 
(81) 

considered. The reasonable assumption was adopted 

that the lower the value of TI the higher will be the value of N. Thus, 

for. a given pro-treatment in which a fraction cx of solute Is precipitated, 

the cluster sizes will be smaller for a low value of TI compared to that 
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for a high 'value of Tle The number of clusters that can be seeded at T 2 
is thus critically dependent upon the value of T Pashley et al 

COnsidered"'two important cases and we illustrated our arguments by two 

ýkabijjty curves, 'wh'lch are reproduced here as Figures 5.3(a) and (b). 

Figure 5*3(a) illustrates., a case where a suf f iciently, long pro- 

treatment. 
-at, T I is capable of stabilizing all of the clusters at T. The 

IýII, 2 

, 
diagram is drawn for a high value of T and the lower three curves illustrate, 

schematically, tile cluster development during. age Ing at T,, G is the 

Cluster of average size). The upper three curves show the variation of 

r log for rrr, r respectively. The horizontal dashed- 
,e max min 

line represents the stability constan ,tK of equation 5.3. Application of 

the stability criterion shows that clusters of maximum size (r are the 
_'t ! -, - I. "-- ý -, ". ý11t, - "- max 

first to be stabilized andq as a increases from a towards a rr max min 
progressively more clusters become stabilized until all are stabilized for 

Q>r 
min 

Figt; re 5.3(b) illustrates the behaviour expected for a lower 

value of T1, where the cluster density Is higher. No clusters are seeded 

for growth until a fraction ar of solute has been precipitated. � Longer 

-, max, 
pre-treatments lead to a slight incrýase in'tiie number of clusters seeded 

but, ustra"'ted-i't 
""the optimum pre- rea ment Is only' in the situation ill tt 

capab'ý'I*e'; 
ýo'f"-'s*'ta'-ý'il'iz'ing 

a'small pi6portion of the clusters. This iýsult 

to led Pashley et al define the temperature (T 
I) min 

as that value of 

T 
11 for -a!, given value of !ý T29 Cab, ove which it Is possible to stabilize 'a-'-- - 

large proportion-of the clusters formed at T,, It wasrealized that 

this d, ef 
,I, 

niti on 
-" was , ýnot ri-gorous, bI ut the concepý is useful as a' means of 

classifying the obse'ri'ved response of an alloy to' different two-step ageing 

treatments., 1, --- ' -- ý -- -ýI--, ý 1.1 l 

Two Important modes of behaviour may now be distinguishedt 
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"OPending 
upon whether, T 2 

is above, or below Tc0 Each mode may be sub- 
d'vided, depending upon; whether T is above or-below the appropriate, valuo 

I) min -, ý' 10ý-., I- 

Mode'(1 
T2` <TC 

Since T2 <T clusters can be nucleated and grown during ageing 
c 

after a direct-quench to T2 

(b) If a sufficiently long pro-treatment is given at T then clusters 

can , be'seedea for growth aItT2 If T, > (TI )min' then the 

aj; ýro'priate' 
pr'e-tr - eatmen't, 

"'is capable of seed6g'a 11 clusters for 

gr0w th " at T, 2 
!. - "If TI (T 

I) min, 
then only a proportion of the 

clusters can be seeded, howeverg the number seeded may still be 

significantly higher than that normally produced by direct-quenching 

to T 
2 

For'a p're-treatment at, T such that a< ar (see Figures 5.3(a) 
I max 

and'(b) no clusters will remain ýstable initiall. Y when the 

temperature is raised to T For very sho -pro-treatments, a 
2 

large -proportion *of the smaller soluteýclusters formed at T, will 

Completely dissolve and so the matrix, solute supersaturation will be 

raised to-a-value which'is only slightly less than that produced by 

a, direct-quench to T Re-stabilization of some of the remaining 
2 

large clusters will occur-and. some fresh nucleation may take place 

as a result of thermally activated solute fluctuations. Since these 

two processes take place under the condition of almost full matrix 

solute supersaturation, the density of growing clusters at T will 2 

be similar to that normally produced After a direct-quench to T 
2 

For a slightly longer pre-treatment some, re-stabilization of 
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the larger clusters, wMch are initially unstable at T2 may occur in the 

manner described in case (09 above. This re-stabilization will occur 
Under the condition of a reduced solute supersaturation, so that the size 

'Ind distribution of precipitates at the completion of the two-step, ageing 
treatment is expected to be coarser than that observed after either a 
dilect-quench 

to T or a quench to T followed by Immediate ageing at T 212 

MOde (2) T "--Lt c -- T2 4 TG. I. 
(a) Solute clusters can be formed after a direct-quench to a 

temperature between T and T' , where the value of T' depends upon 
CcC 

the quenching medium used (see Chapte. r 4). 

(b) A short pre-treatment 
. 

at T,, such that a<ar 
max 

(see Figures 

-5.3(a) and (b) )' is insufficient to seed clusters for growth at T2 

and all clusters will dissolves 

(C) If T, > (T 
I) min ,a Suitably long pro-treatment at T1 will be 

sufficient to seed all clusters for growth at T For T<T< T19 2C2c 

the final precipitation will be on a finer-scale than that produced by 

a direct-quench to T For TO (maximum) <T2<TG. 
I,. I clusters 

2c 

will be stabilized for growth at T, whereas none can be nucleated 2 

by direct-quenching to T20 

(d) 
*If T, < (T 

I)min' only a small proportion of the clusters formed 

at TI can be seeded for growth at T2. 

These two modes of behaviour are clearly predicted by the model and 

14 the next section they are illustrated by exper 
; 
mental results obtained 

by two-step ageing experiments which were carried out 
(81) 

with an 

A'-l-2%Mg2Si 
alloy. The excellent qualitative agreement between the 

Predictions of the model and the experimental results is considered as a 
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goodJustification, for the model. Clearly, a quantitative approach 

-61'Ould'attempt to take into, account the, fact that the solute clusters in 

Al_ýIg2Si alloys are needle-shaped and give rise to lattice strain. 

Further discussion, of this point is-postponed until, Chapter 8. 

FAITRIMENTAL RUSULTS 

ThroughoutAhe following description of the experimental- 
(81) 

observationsý obtained withý an Al-1.2%Mg2Si alloy - , the following results, 

which were established In Chapter 4, sbou ld be borne in mind; . 
(1) TC 

'1900C + IOOC and (2)-T',, (Wood's metal) = 245 0C+ soc. - c 

NO de TT 

For the, example chosen to illustrate this mode the value of T 

, wa. s, room., temperature and T was 160 0 C. This is the "conventional" two- 
2, 

, Btep, agcing treatment that was investigated by Pashley. Rhodes and 

. 
Sendorek 00 

in which a coarsening of thefinal precipitate microstructure 

in samples that were delayed at room teýperature for a few 

hours between quenching (T 560 0 C; quench Into iced cold water) and 

, agelng,, at IGOOC for 24 hours. This behaviour is illustrated by Figures 

f5.4(a), and, (b). Figure, 5.4(a) shows the typical microstructure observed 

, 
in, a sample, that., was, quenched into water at 20 0C and then immediately up- 

, quenchedjo, 160 0C and aged for, 24 hours. The size and distribution of 

. precipitates is very, similar to that normally produced in a sample that 

,, 
Is, direct-juenched into_oil at 160 0 Cland aged for 24 hours, (cf. Figure 

Figure 5.4. (b) shows the coarsening of the final precipitate 

microstructure exhibited by a sample that was delayed at room temperature 
1_-1 -1-11- 1 

for 3 hours before being aged at 16OOC-_ 

According to the model described above, prolonged storage at 
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room temperature should induce appreciable seeding of clusters for growth 

at . 1GO"C. - That this is the care is illustrated by Figurcs5.4(c) and (d). 

Pashley et al 
(81) 

showed that a sample stored at room temperature for-10 

weeks. exhibited, fine-scale precipitation after subsequent treatment at, 

160 0C (Figure, 5.4(c) ). However, since this precipitate microstructure is 

no-finer, -than that produced in a sample which was direct-quenched to 1200C 

and aged to peak hardness (two weeks of ageing 
(143) ) we 

(81) 
deduced that 

probably only a small proportion of the clusters grown at room temperature 

had: been, seeded for growth at 160 0 C. We 
(81) 

therefore suggested that 

room temperature is below-(T for the case where the alloy Is 

M in (79) 
subsequently, aged at 1600C. Lorimer has correctly pointed out that, 

since, solute clustering at-room temperature occurs at a detectable rate 
(66) 

over, a- period! of many years, -a storage time which is cons i derably'longer ,, 

than 10, weeks may be required to ensure that the maximum proportion of 

clusters are, seeded for growth at 160 0 C. ý Recently, -a sample that was 

Stored at room temperature-for-21 years before ageing at 160 0C for 24 hours 

was, examined, and its', final, inicrostructure is illustrated by Figure 5.4(d). 

The, density (i. e. -no. /unit, volo) of seeded clusters is, only slightly higher 
11 1 

than was produced by the pre-treatment of 10 weeks%at room temperature, 

Unfortunately,,, 
_no precipitation was detected by electron microscopy in a 

sample that was only aged for 2j years at room temperature, so the density 

Of clusters formed during natural ageing is still unknown* Iloweverg 

since this large increase in storage time does not appear to have 

significantly increased thet. density of clusters seeded at 160 0 C, the 

81199cation of Pashley et al 
(81) 

, that (T dmin > 200C, seems to be 

]reasonably justified. 

Since the coarsening of the final microstructure assoc, iated with 

a. few hours delay between, quenching and ageing has a detrimental effect 
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on the final tensiloroperties of the alloy it would be anticipated that 

the marked refining of the microstructure, associated with several months 

delay before ageing, might lead to a recovery of the tensile properties. 

It is therefore interesting to note that Nock 
(137) 

observed a recovery of 

the tensile strength with his alloy, to a level obtained by immediate 

ageing at 1600C, after storage for 6 months. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that Pashley et al 
(81) 

carried I. 

out a second type of two-step ageing treatment which can be classified 

under mode (1). This involved pro-treatment for various times at 1200C 

followed by ageing for 24 hours at 1600C. In this case a short (15 

minutes) pre-treatment at 1200C produced a marked coarsening of the final 

precipitate microstructure compared to that produced in a sample which was 

direct-quenched to 1600C and aged for 24 hours. For longer ( >, 
P 30 minutes) 

pre-treatments at 120 0 C, fine-scale precipitation was produced which was 

characteristic of that normally formed in a sample which was direct- 

quenched and aged at 120 0C for 2 weeks. It was therefore concluded that 

a pre-treatment of 30 minutes at 120 0C was sufficient to seed all clusters 

for growth at 160 0 C, i. e. 120 0C> (T ) for subsequent ageing at 1600c. 
I min 

This is the type of behaviour predicted by the graph of Figure 5.3(a). 

Mode (2) TT<T 
c2G. P. 

Three different two-step agoing treatments were studied with 

the following values for T1 and T, 

(a) T IGOOCI T, = --W'c 

(b) T 1600C, T2 = . 
250 0C 

(c) T Iloom temperature, T2 = 2500C* 

The results obtained with heat-treatments (a) and (b) will be described 

first and these will be followed by the results of heat-treatment We 
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For the heat-treatments (a) and (b) the pre-treatments at lGooC 
"'ere carried out for either hour or I hour. Attempts to detect 
"InOgeneous 

precipitation in a sample aged for only . 
I- hour at IGOOC were 

Unsuccessful. Recently, however, nccdle-precipitates were detected, by 

careful electron microscopy in a sample aged for I hour at 1600C (see 

Pigure 5.5. (a) ). The needles were very small and < 100 2 in length. 

For ficat-treatment (a) the value of T2 (200 0 C) Is above Tc but 

'r-'Onsiderably below TI (Wood's metal). We have already seen that a fairly 
c 

419h density of needle-precipitates can be obtained with a direct-quench 

into molten salt at 2000C and ageing for 21 hours (see Figure 4.1(b)). A 

84MPle that was pro-treated for I hour at 160cý, C before being subsequently 

clRed at 2000C for 21 hours exhibited a very similar microstructure. A 

interesting result was obtained with a sample that was pre-aged for 

I hour at 1600C before the'second treatment at 2000C (Figure 5.5(b) 

14 this case the final microstructure was similar' to that normally produced 

bY a single ageing treatment at 1600C for 24 hours and finer than that 

P"Oduced by a direct-quench into salt at 200OC- It was concluded that a 

ý 
131'e-treatment 

of I hour at 1600C is sufficient to seed a very large 

Jý"'OPOPtion 
of the clusters for growth at 200 0 C. 

For heat treatment (b) the value of T2 was 250 0 C, which to just 

ElbOve T1 (Wood's metal). Pre-ageing for liour at 160 0C resulted In only 
C 

clusters being stabilized for growth at 2500C. Pre-ageing for 

ý0"r at 1600 C resulted in a final microstructure at 250 0C (Figure 5.5(c) ) 

'"Itch 
was again similar to that produced by a single ageing treatment at 

160 0C ror 24 hours. This observation that clusters can be seeded ror 

Oo*th 
at 2300C is important since it indicatest according to the model, 

. 

T 
(I. P. 

> 2500co 
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Finally, let us consider heat treatment (c). A pre-treatment 

at room temperature for one week was insufficient to produce any seeding 

at 2500C., but some seeding did occur with three weeks pre-ageing. A 

8lightly higher density of needles was seeded after pre-ageing for 10 weeks 

(Figure 5.6(a) ), but the precipitation was very coarse. Recently a 

sample was examined which had been stored at room temperature for 21 years 

before being aged at 2500C for 10 minutes. The homogeneous precipitation 

in this case (see Figure 5.6(b) ) was finer than that produced by only 

10 Weeks pre-ageing (cf.. Figure 5.6(a) ) but still slightly coarser than 

that produced by a direct-quench'. and ageing treatment at IGOOC for 24 hours. 

Thus it is deduced that, even after 21 years storage, only a small 

Ce proportion of the clusters become seeded for growth at 250 0 

5*4 SOME ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
(141,142) 

It was stated in the introduction to this chapter that Fortin 

has obtained two interesting results; (1) that if solution treatment is 

carried out at a temperature TS -< 4800C, then room temperature storage 

before ageing at 1600C can be beneficial, and (2) that with normal solution 

treatment the detrimental effect of room temperature delay can be obviated 

the sample is subjected to a short high temperature anneal between 

storage and artificial ageing. The aim of the work described in this 

80ction was to determine the effect on microstructure of those two types of 

heat treatment and so to derive an explanationg In terms of the model(Bl) 

for two-step ageing, for the observed behaviour. ' 

The consequence of using a low value of solution treatment temperature 

The experiments were carried out 
(81) 

with samples of the 

AJ-1.2%ýjgp alloy and the value of Ta used was 450 0 C. In Chapter 4 it 

was seen that large particles of ýJg2Si were precipitated in a sample that 
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w'18 solution trcated for I hour at 4500C (see Figure 4.4(b) ) and it was 

believed that the matrix solute concentration was reduced in value to that 

in equilibrium at 4500C (0.751/'. NgýSi). Ag a consequence of this reduction 

in available matrix solute concentration the value of Tc was lowered to 

below IGOOC. Thus, if a sample is aged with T 4050 0 C, T room 

temperature, 
and T2= 160 0C then this two-step ageing treatment is an 

example of mode (2) of section 5.2, since Tc<T2. According to the 

model for two-step ageing, homogeneous precipitation will not grow during 

ageing at IGOOC unless it is seeded during the pre-treatment at room 

temperature. Progressively longer pre-treatments should increase the 

density of seeded clusters. This was the behaviour that was observed 

(see Figures 3.7(a) and (b) ), but even after storage for 6 months the final 

precipitation was still coarse when compared to that formed in a sample 

Which is solution treated at SGO 0 C, direct-quenched to 160 0C and then aged 

at 1600C for 24 hours. The coarseness of the precipitation is consistent 

With the low level of tensile properties observed by Fortin after this type 

Of heat treatment. 

(2) The effect of an intermediate anneal 

The type of experimental heat treatment that was investigated ig 

illustrated diagrammatically by Figure 5.8. All samples were given a pre- 

treatment at room temperature for 3 hours after solution treatment at 5600C. 

The fifial ageing treatment was always carried out at 160 0C for 24 hours. 

The time of intermediate treatment at 2500C ranged between 30 seconds and 

10 minutes, and samples were examined either (a) immediately after the 

intermediate treatment or (b) at the completion of the final treatment at 

IGOOC. 

Figure 5.9(a) illustrates the typical microstructure of a sample 
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exalnined 
af ter 90 

1 
seconds at 2500C. No homogeneous precipitation could 

be detected b u-t t 
marke 

.d 
he 

t 
ter 

, 
ogene 

10 
us P rec 

,I 
pitation 

I 
was present on the 

dial ocations. ' Since a period of pre-ageing at room temperature of longer 

than 
one week is required to seed any clusters for growth at 2500C (see 

is believed that all clusters formed by storage for 3 hours 
"ct 'on 

are 0 Completely dissoi'vedby this intermediate anneal at 250 C. This will 

I 

rot, 1rn tile matrix to af, ully 
". 
supersa t: urated state, apart from regious in 

hn e e'gj"' rhood of the heterogeneous precipitation which will be locally 

depleted 
in solute atoms. 

' 'Thus, if a'sample was aged at 160 0C 
after the 

allneal 
at 2300C (Figure 5.90) fine-scale homogeneous precipitation was 

Produced in regions where the solute supersaturation was high. The 

Preci" Pitate-free zones surrounding the heterogeneous precipitates were 

belieý 
ved to be caused by the local solute-depletion mentioned above. 

If the intermediate treatment at 2500C was extended to 3 minutes 

then mtch larger dislocation-nucleated precipitates were formed (Figure 

, 50,9(c) )6 It is thought that this produced wide-spread solute-depletion 
throug1jout 

the matrix so tbat, for a sample subsequently aged at 1600C, 

t4e solute supersaturation was insufficient to nucleate homogeneous 

Precipitation 
throughout most of the matrix (Figure 5.9(d) ).. - With an 

intermediate 
anneal at 2500C for jo minutes the solute depletion was so 

e, 'Ictensive that no homogeneous precipitation occurred on ageing at IGOOC. 

Thus, it is believed that the effect of the intermediate 

t1reittment 
is to dissolve the solute clusters which are grown during the 

storage 
period. This returns the alloy to a fulry supersaturated state 

OxCePt In regions surrounding tile large dislocation-nucleated precipitates. 

Porti 
n, S heat treatment will overcome the detrimental effect of room 

ter4,,, 
rature delay provided that the intermediate treatment Is controlled 

00 that excessive heterogeneous precipitation Is not formed# 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The model for two-step ageing, as proposed by Pashley, Jacobs 

and ViCtz hasýbeen outlined and, shown to, be, consistent with concepts 

d 18cussed in Chapter 4. Themodel predicts two distinct modes of 

behaviour, depending upon whether T Is above or below T, and these two 
2c 

modes have been illustrated by experimental results obtained with an 

A1_1-21,3 lgý, Siý alloy. There is good qualitative agreement between the 

predictions of the model and the experimental results. Since the solute 

clusters in Al-Mg Si are thought to be needle-shaped and to give rise to 

lattice strain there is clearly a need to consider how the model, in which 

it is 
-assumed 

that the clusters are spherical and strain-ýfree, must be 

modified. Further discussion of these points is postponed until 

Chapter 8, 
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1ý 
CHAPTER 6 

THE WIDTH OF PRECI PI TATE, FREE ZONES IN 

Al-Zn ALLOYS 

61 NTROD UCTI, O-N 

Precii)itateý-free'zones (p. f. Z's) are commonly observed in the 

rleiglibourliood'of"'grain'boun-daries and sometimes around certain types of 

heterOgeneý ty "wi tit in"the grains' (e. g. ' matriX dislocations) of aluminium- 

base-precipitaiion-ýhardened 
alloyso I During the last few years considerable 

''p. 'f. i. 'ji; 'particularly those associated attenti6n'haslbeen, paid"to these 

with grain boundaries, since, relatively'minor changes in heat treatment 

condi'tions, in certain circumstances, ''can alter the width of the p. f., z's 
(9,132,135,145-152) 

and so modify the mechanical-properties of the alloy 0 

The, precipitation: within the grains may consist of G. P. zones, intermediate 

Precipitat6s, 6r'equilibrium precipitates (or a mixture of two or more of 

these'different-types'-of"precipitate) depending upon the heat treatment 

given ýto the'allo. Y. ', 'ýI-' -' ý' "' ''"ý 

Narioui theories haveýbeen put forward to explain the origin of 

grain-boundary p. f. zIs'i'-, -In an early theory. ' due to Goisler 
(145) 

, the 

: C'Ormation 
of, grain boundary'p. f. 'Z's was attributed to local solute- 

depletion,, 
caused by the rapid growth of'grain boundary precipitates. 

'n-a later investigation, Rose I nbaum and Turnbull 
(153) 

observed wide p. f. z's 

at- grain; boundaries, in samples of Al-latjZi which were cooled to room 

temperature'before be"ing subsequently aged at '2100* 0C when the equiiibrium 

solution was precipitated. They found that the p. f#z, that was 

L -2000C Increased in width with decrease in ' 'stablished, 6n 'ageingýat - 

c"Olin- rate to room' tempe rature I e. g. it was ^o 0'3)1 wide after a water 
es 0 

Cluetich but, rw jOrA wide after an air cool. These observations led them'to 
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attrillute tile P. f. z. to vacancy-depletion near to the grain boundary, 

caused by the diffusion of vacancies to the grain boundary sink during the' 

cooling to room temperature. They suggested that the precipitates were 

nucleated heterogeneously on dislocation loops formed by the collapse of 

v'cQr1CY clusters 
(122) 

and that in the neighbourhood of a grain 
I 
boundary, 

Where the vacancy-supersaturation was insufficient for loops to form, a 
i -ý '" (123) IOOP-free zone was produced and no precipitates were nucleated In this 

region. Since a slower cool to room temperature would give rise to a 

wider, region of vacancy-depleti 
. 
on, and hence a wider loop-free zone, the 

observed increase in p. f. z. width with decrease in cooling rate was 

explained. Saulnier 
(154) 

cast doubt on this interpretation by showing that 

dislocation loops'are unstable in this alloy at 200 0C and Kelly and 

Nlicholson(9) have suggested an alternative explanation whereby small 

vacancy clusters provide the heterogeneous nucleation sites. 

Taylor 
(132) 

and Embury and Nicholson 
(76) 

further developed the 

Idea of. vacancy-depletion near to a grain boundary as the major cause of 

the grain boundary p. f. z. for the, special case of homogeneous precipitation 

-i"'an Al-Zn-)Ig alloy. They postulated that a certain critical concentra- 

tion of vacancies is required for G. P. zone nucleation to occur In this 

system. Vacancies were considered to be an essential constituent of the 

r'*P., zone nucleus, thereby aiding the nucleation by either or both of the 

mechanisms listed as (2) and (3) in section 4.5.2. According to their 

Model, G. P. zones may fall to form near to a grain boundary because the 

local vacancy concentration Is less than the critical value required for 

llucleation. 

(77,78 79) 
Lorimer and Nicholson have re-interpreted and extended 

tile, results 
I 
of Embury and Nicholson 

(76) 
by considering the effect of a 

reduced vacancy concentration, in the vicinity of a grain boundary, on the 
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kinctics., of nucleation and growth of G. P. zones in a sample which is 

quenched to an, ageing temperature TT According to their G. P. 
interpretation,,, 

only zones formed during the treatment at T which exceed 

a certain, critical-size, can act as nuclei for the intermediate 1Z 

prer, ipitates that are observed to form, under certain conditions, during a 

secOnd, ageing treatment, at a temperature T 2 
>T (a G 11 1 similar hypothesis 

has 
, been,, put forward, by, flo 

(149,150) 
ll By 

. . 
invoking the concept of a 

Vacancy concentration profile adjacent to a grain boundary they deduced that, 

after a. given agping. time, at T,,, the meansize of, ' 
G. P. zones will be smaller 

near to a grain bqundary than further away in the matrix since the reduced 

vaýancy concentration lowers the solute diffusivity and hence lowers the 

growth rate of the G. P. zones. Upon ageing at T>Tp., t. he zones close 
I-I 't, A12, 

G 
to the grain boundary may have grown insufficiently to exceed the critical 

size and therefore will dissolve and give rise to a p. f. z.. A more detailed 

account of this model is given in Chapter 8. 

(155,156) 
Cornish and Day have also examined the effect of a wide 

range of heat treatments on the precipitation in the neighbourhood of 

grain boundaries in an AI-Zn-? Ig alloy. They attributed the p. f. z's, that 

were observed after some heat treatments primarily to solute-depletion and 

after other beat treatments primarily to vacancy-depletion. 

Thus, both solute-depletion and vacancy-depletion have been 

invoked to explain the origin of grain boundary p. f. z'se In many cases, 

Similar arguments can explain the p. f. z's that are sometimes observed 

around matrix dislocations or large heterogeneous precipitates produced 

during some prior heat treatment. The object of the experimental work 

described in this Chapter was to determine which of these two mechanisms 

(, tee. vacancy-depletion or solute-depletion) provides the major factor 

Controlling the width of the p. f. zls which were observed$ under certain 
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Conditions, in the AI-10"IVn, 17.5%7, n and 26%7, n alloys. The majority of 
Ole work was carried out with the alloy of nominal composition of Al-17.5%Zn 

and all experimental results discussed here refer to this alloy. Similar 

heat treatments were carried out on the other two alloys and in all cases 

r1imilar, although less extensive, results were obtained. Most of the work 

was concerned with grain boundary p. f. zOs and this Is reported In detail in 

section 6.2. A brief account of these studies has been published 
(82). 

G. 2 GRAIN BOUNDARY PRECIPITATE-FREE ZONES IN AN Al-17.5%Zn ALLOY 

We have already seent In Chapter 49 that G. P. zones were formed 

the A1-17. WZn alloy if it was given a suitable heat treatment. In this 

section the discussion is confined to the factors affecting the precipitation 

of G-P. zones in the neighbourhood of grain boundaries. 

Pronounced p. f. zts were observed in saniple5wthich were elther (1) 

direct-quenched to the ageing temperature or (2) given a two-step ageing 

treatment, In the majority of cases the grain boundary was located midway 

between the edges of the p. f. z. and it Is this type of p. f. z. that Is 

discussed in sections 
*6.2.1 

and 6.2.2 where, respectively, the p. f, zls 

formed by direct-quenching and two-step ageing are considered@, 

Occasionally, 
particularly after prolonged ageing, p. f. z's were observed 

t1lat were asymmetrical with respect to the grain boundary. These are 

discussed 
separately in section 6.2.3. 

1 
In both section 6.2.1 and section 6.2-21 the account of the 

0,3cPerimental results is preceded by a theoretical model which can qualit- 

, rel explain the observed behaviour. The models are based on the q4ti, y 

"'OOPts and ideas already outlined in Chapters 4 and 5 and contain 

e0"Siderations of the factors affecting the nucleationt growth and stability 

'or SPhericalq strain-free G. P. zones. It Is therefore believed that these 
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Models are reasona'bly'applicable to the I AI-Zn system for which it is known 

(See'Chapter - 3) that , the small G. P. zones are sphe I rical in shape and only 

gh'tly"sý tra7 JLn'cd. 

6*2.1 Precipi , tate-free I 
zones produced by I direct-quenching to the 

I-, Vaeing temerature 

Theoretical 
model 

T, he concept, of, a critical temperature (T 
C 

), as defined in 

Chapter,. 4,, is of-fundamental, importance in the interpretation of the 

factOr's, controlling the width of p. f. zvs produced by direct-quenching. 

ltl, the, following discussion we will need, to, know how the value of Tc varies 

'fitb alloy composition and this is provided by Figure 4.8 which abows that 

a, 
-10wer value of"T- is associated with- a reduced, solute concentration. 

IC 
The other-factIthat we,, will need, to uses which has already been established 

in. section, 4.4, is that G. P. zone nucleation can occur at an observable 

rate. above'T (but below T) provided that sufficient excess vacancies 
.cG. P. ' 

are available to, aid the. nucleation. The experimental observation that 

'r I tion 4.4) Is considered C-Nood's, metal), is higher,, than, Tt, (oll) (see sec. 
c 

asý, Conflrmatlon that-, a higher, excess-vacancy concentration is quenched-in 

by it rapid quench, into Wood's metal than by a slower quench Into oil. 

. ýult, jt, is then reasonable to postulate that G. P. zone formation ý"Onl this rer 

occur, up to, a temperature Tcl provided that the quenched-in excess- 

ýacancj concentration exceeds a certain critical value (C The 
v crIt* 

familY-of curves labelled TCO in Figure 6.1 represents schematically the 

situation for different'values of (Cv) 
crit* 

The factors controllinC the 

of p. f. z's formed by direct-quenching to the ageing temperature can 

no, W be deduced by direct application of the concepts summarized by this 

ýIiftgraM. 
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The arguments are clarified by initially making the assumption 

thato Immediately after a direct-quench to an ageing temperature T,, the 

80lute concentration is uniform throughout the matrix and, In lNirticular, 

no 801ute-depletion has occurred in the vicinity of grain boundaries. 

This is the ideal situation considered in case (1), below. This assumption 

is relaxed in case (2). 

Case (1) : No solute depletion during the quench wmý 

Consider the excess-vacancy concentration in the vicinity of a 

grain boundary immediately after the quench to T, * During the quench the 

excess-vacancies in the matrix immediately adjacent to the grain boundary 

can migrate to the boundary and become annihilated, whereas those further 

away from the boundary will be retained in the matrix. An excess-vacancy 

Concentration gradient will be set-up and its profile will depend upon the 

value of TQ (the quenching temperature) and the quench-rate from TQ to T,, 

Immediately adjacent to the grain boundary the vacancy concentration tends 

tOwards that value which is in equilibrium at T, o 

The excess-vacancy concentration gradient will be set-up during 

the quench irrespective of whether TI is above or below Tc. However, in 

the absence of solute-depleti on, G. P. zone nucleation will occur right up 

to a grain boundary if T, 4< Tc (this follows from the definition of Tc 

see Chapter 4) and no p. f-z. will be formed on ageing at T to So we now 

cOnfine the discussion to the situation when T, >TC 

Tj 
-Z--: -Ic 

G. P. zone nucleation will only occur in regions of the matrix 

'4here the local excess-vacancy concentration, immediately after the quench, 

exceeds the critical value (Cýdcrit discussed above. Consider the 

Oltuation in the neighbourhood of a grain boundary for three different, but 
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8imilar-gized, 
samples after a direct-quench into oil at T1f rom a 

q"enr-lling temperature TQ. Figure 6.2(a) illustrates, schematicallyl on 
the same diagram, the three different excess-vacancy profiles that would be 

e-3cpected for a high, medium and low value of TQ. The appropriate value of 
(C Ocrit is also indicated scbematically on tbe diagram. G. 11. zone 
f Onnat'On will not occur in the sample quenched to TI from the high quencliIng 
ternper4ture 

within the region defined by A-B on the diagram since between A 

and B the actual excess-vacancy concentration Is less than (C 
v) crit 

: 

A-B thus defines the p. f. z. in this case* Similarly, the wider region 

donote4 by C-D defines the p. f. z. in the sample quenched from the medium 

value of TQ. The excess-vacancy profile corresponding to thq quench from 

the low value of TQ illustrates the case where the excess-vacancy 

eOncentration never exceeds (C 
v) crit' even at a large distance from the 

91'ain boundary. No G. P. zone formation will occur in the sample in this 

case, 

Case (2) Solute depletion during the quench 

We now consider the case where the solute concentration is 

t'oduced. in the vicinity of a grain boundary during-tbe quench because either 

(1) 
Preferential segregation of solute atoms occurs at the grain boundary 

during the quench to TI and so locally depletes the matrix, or (2) grain 

b Oundary precipitates are nucleated and grown during the quench and the 

Olatrix. adjacent to the grain boundary provides solute atoms for these 

101, ecipit. t... In either case a solute concentration gradient will be 

O"tablished 
similar to that Illustrated by Figiire 6.3(a). 

First of all let us examine the simplest situation when, 

"'Mediately 
after the quench, there Is a uniform, equilibrium, vacancy 

concentration throughout the grains. In order to decide whether or not 

G. p. zone formation can occur within the region of solute-depletion we 
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refer to the Tc curve of Figure GA from which it will be seen that the 

solute concentration must exceed a certain critical value C (T for 

nucleation to -occur at T (i. e. T=T for an alloy of solute concentration 11 CI 
Cs(Tl) Thus, if an, alloy of composition which exceeds C (T at T is 

8a 

, 
quenched to T then Cs. 11. zone formation will occur in regions of the matrix 

, where'the full solute concentration is retained but will not occur in tile 

neighbourhood 
'of 

a grain boundary within a region where the local solute 

concentration is reduced, to a value less than C (T If the local solute 

Concentration is less than C (T within a distance + w/2 of the grain 

boundary then a p. f. z. of width w will be formed on ageing at T, 4, 

Figure 6.3(a) is in fact drawn for tile special case of the 

Al-17.51/07, n alloy, which will be discussed in more detail shortly. However, 

In order to illustrate the argument given above, consider ageing this alloy 

at T, 1400C. 'If the solute concentration profile shown In this diagram 

Is SOt'up during the quench to TI" then a p. f. z. of width X-X will be formed 

orl, ageing at 1400C since the local, solute concentration is <Ca (1400C) 

I , within this region. 

The-situation, described above essentially refers to the situation 

Where the alloy is step-quenched to the agoing temperature, since the 

a68umption of a uniform$ equilibrium,, vacancy concentration at TI Is 

believed to be approximately valid In that case* For a direct-quench to 

T, account must be taken of the associated excess-vacancy profile in the 

vicinity of the grain boundary. Vnder these conditions a modified value 

ýof critical solute concentration CP(T which Is less than C (T must 
aa 

, 
ýe'used (see Figure 6.1). The precise value of CI(T will depend upon 

t, 
the, local excess-vacancy concentration and will thus vary with distance 

fr 
- 
0M., the grain boundary. 

"'UMmary of the model 

The model shows how either vacancy-depletion or solute-depletion 
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"ay give rise to a p', f. z; at a grain boundary. In many cases both types of 
dePlOtion' 

will be-presýent simultaneously at the beginning of ageing at TI, 

Thus 
I when T, > -'T 

C 
'-, thcýpresence of solute-depletion in addition to 

Vacancy-depletion 
may modify the"widths'of the p. f. z's discussed in case 

Similarlk, - as discu'ssed In'case (2), vacancy-depletion in addition 
to IsOlute-depletion may modify the widths of the p. f. z's for ageing at 
T, Tc Nevertheless, two points are worth emphasizing 

(1) tile presence of f. , zs'on ageing at a temperature T, >Tc 

indicates'thatt'in regions where precipitation has occurred, 

the local excess I vacancy I concentration exceeds the critical 

value (C 'f. zls are formed predominantly ' and that the p* 
v crit 

because of the'depletion of excess-vacancies 

no P-f. z's would appear on ageing at a temperature T, Tc 

unless solute-depletion occurs. 

1"inany, it should be pointed out that, according to this model, the width 

Of a p. f. z. is controlled solely by the extent of tile region of solute- 

Ile Pletion (and/or vacancy-depletion) and the inhibiting affect that this 

448 On the local n6cleation of G. P. zones. once the p. f. z. has been 

Ostablished it is assumed to undergo no significant change in width during 

f3ub, sequent isothermal ageing. 

ý4ýriml9ntal results 

, These results were obtained with the alloy of nominal'composition 

A So /ýZn# During the electron microscopic examination of the heat 

treated 
samples full use was made of the specimen tilting facility of the 

m'cr')Gcope, 
so tbat, the grain boundary under observation could be oriented, 

, FI, 9 
-18 siblb,, parallel to the electron beam. The selected-area pos. 

OlOctron diffraction technique was used to determine the orientation of the 
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grains either side of the grain boundary in order that their relative 

Inisorientation could-be measured. 

II It is convenient-to separate the results into two groups, 
Oepending 

upon, whether the ageing temperature (T 
I) was-above or below the 

critical temperature Tc= 1560C + 20C (see Chapter 4). - 

'Tj' >- Tc 

Consider, ' first of all, samples which were direct-quenched into 

an Oil bath- held at-160OC' which was 40C above T and ~10C below TO 
cc 

(oil)'_(see 
Chaj; ter'_4). " The samples were initially solution treated for 

.0 hour at 560OC'and then 4u'ench'cd- into -a salt bath" held at either 475 C, 

3700 C'or'3pood'and'annealed at" that' temperat ure for 1 minute to allow the 

majority' of the excess-vacancies to anneal out. The samples were then 

quenched' fr ýom T (the que nching'temperature) into the oil at 1600C and aged Q 
for I 

Figures'6,2(b), (c) and (d) illustrate the typical p. f. zs 

Obsel"ved' oin quei I ching 
4 from 475 0 C, 370 0C and 300 0 C, respectively. The 

narrowest p. f. z , observed in the sample quenched from 4750C and was 

dth. ' A- much wider p. f. z. was formed in the sample quenched `6"14 in"wia 

fr6ra-3700C 
aný was -3.54' in width. This pair of results is, consistent 

With Fj, gure I 6.2(a)ýif'4750C and 370 0C are made to correspond to the high 

and r'nedium valu . es of quenching temperature. The sample quenched from 

30() 0 C' contained no' G. P. - zones after ageing for I hour at 1600C, which Is 

th'a ,I situation p'redicted by Figure 6,2(a) for the excess-vacancy profile 

which corresponds'to the low quenching temperature. Thust the variation 

of Pof-z. width with quenching temperature, as predicted by the model and 

surnmarized bý'Flgure'_6.2(a) is in qualitative agreement, with these 

exPerirýen'tal "results. 
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A noticeablc feature of both Figure 6.2(b) and (c) is that the 

edge''of ifie'-p. f-. z. 'jsý noi'weýll defined since there I is a gradual decrease in 

the density of G'. "I". zon-c's': rather than a sharp I cut-off. This sort of 

behilviour 
is to be expected if the density of G. P. zones formed is 

dCpe'n'dent -'up-O-n theý 'cxce'ss-vacancy concentration, i. e. in a region where the 

exces-r, '-'vaca'ncy . concentr I ation Is only sligi I itly higher than (C 
v) crit only a 

few'zones, 
are formed, whereas further away from the grain boundary, where 

the excess-vacancy concentration is MUC-11 higher than (Cv)crit ,a much higher 

dens IýiY of Iz. ones"Is for'mýd. ' This effect makes it difficult to determine 

the width of the p. ý. z. accurately. The same effect was observed In 

Samples that were direct-quenched into Wood's metal at 160 0C and aged for 

Iýhour for, which, with the same values of T, the p. f. zets appeared to be Q 
're-"Y'similar. to those illustrated by Figures 6.2(b) and. (c). 

The ýprecipitation in the neighbourhood of a grain boundary in a 

61IMple that was, direct-quenched from SGOOC into Wood's metal at IGOOC has 

41ready-been described in Chapter 3 and illustrated by Figure 3.15(b). 

Chapter, 3 the discussion concentrated on the observation that the Y-phase 

ftfiree zone 2.5ý, L wide) - was much wider than the G. 11. zone-free zone 

("*'0-4W. 
-. This observation is completely consistent with the model if 

the, critical excess-vacancy concentration required to nucleate a. Y-phase 

Plrecipitate is higherýthan that required to nucleate a G. P. zone. However, 

the mechanism by which the excess-vacancies aid the nucleation may be 

different in the two cases. As discussed in Chapter 39 it is possible 

that the"Y-phase I pýeýcipitates are nucleated heterogeneously on small 

Vacancy clus . ters', '- whereas, as discussed in Chapter 41 it Is thought that 

the'role'Of''eicess-vacancies in G. P. zone formation (in this system) is to 

crease'the kinetics of homogeneous nucleation. 
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Most of the grain boundaries that were examined In this group of 

re'sult13 were of - the high-angle type 
(157) 

although a few low-angle tilt 

boundaries (157)ý 
were examined for which the rotation between grains was 

>0 
,, 5" No'variation of p. f. z. width with angular misorientation of the 

boundaries 
was detected. No very low-angle boundaries were examined but it 

ir, 'Pertinent that Unwin, ý Lorimer-and Nicholson 
(158). 

found that all - 
boundaries,. 'in'alloys of'Al-Zn-Mg and Al-Cu, except those with a misorient- 

ation't 2o, acted as, ideal sinks for vacancies. It would appear that a 

18imilar condition holdsý-for an Al-17.51%Zn alloy. 

P2T, Tc 

Much narrower P. f. z's were observed in samples which were direct- 

C quenched and agedat a temperature in the range 120 0C- 150 0 C. Figures 

r), 3(09'(c) and'('d"')' illustrate the typical p. f. z's observed in-aged samples 

Which were direct-quenched from 5600C into an oil bath held at 1200C., 1400C 

and 1500C* , respe , ctively Almost Identical results were obtained with' 

81"'Ples direct I 
-quenched int ,o Woo d's metal and aged at the same three 

tOmperatures "At least'jhree different grain boundaries were examined for 

e"ch type of"quench (i. e. oil or Wood's metal) and for each ageing 

temperature, 
and the results can be summarized as follows: 

(a) 
with T 1200C, the, p. f. z., width was 60 + 60 

with T 1400C, the p. f. z. width was 440 + 60 

(c),, 
with T,,,, 1500C,,, the, p. f. z. width was 660 + 120 

'Accorditig'to 
the'model, (case (2) above) these p. f*z's are produced 

Predominantly because of solute-depletion in tile vicinity of the grain 

boundary Immediately after the quench. If it is assumed that the small 

"41fferences1n 
ageing*temperature ha&little effect on the amount of 

"Nte-deplet ion - which'occurred during the quench from 5600C, so that a 
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solute concentration profile was established during the quench for 

all samples, we may use the theory developed by the model to deduce the 

6%e of the solute conientration profile. 

First of all it is noted that even the widest p. f. z. (i. e. that 

Produced by ageing at 1500C) is less than 23% of the width of the p. f. z. 

fOrMed in a sample which was direct-quenched into Wood's metal at 1600C 

(as described above). This suggests that the excess-vacancy concentration 

i"medintely 
after the quench within a distance of about 2000 2 from the 

grain boundary is too low to have a major effect on the nucleation rate of 

. 
9-1). zones. It is therefore believed that, to a good approximation, the 

effect of excess-vacancies may be ignored, so that only solute depletion 

effects need be considered. This approximation allows the critical solute 

concentrations for ageing at the three different values of TI that were 

investigated, to be calculated directly from the Tc curve of Figure 4.8. 

If allowance is made for a+ IOC experimental error in the control of the 

value of TI and a+20C experimental error In the determination Of the Tc 

curve then the critical solute concentrations are as follows : 

Cs (1., ). Ooc + 10c) = 

CS ( 140 0C+10 C) = 

CS (1500C + 1, )C) = 

13.0 + 0.4 wt. 5; Zn; 

15.4 + 0.4 wt. 0%Zn; 

16.7 + 0.4 wt. 0%Zn. 

'Vitt] the knowledge of these critical solute concentrations dnd the 

corresponding experimentally determined p. f. z. widths the'solutc concentra- 

ttýn profile in the neighbourhood of a grain boundary can be constructedo 

ar, r , 11 own In Figure 6.3(a). in view of tile assumption made in deriving. 

this result and the experimental errors Involved, this curve is only 

OTPrOximate but it illustrates the degree of solute-depletion required to 

Produce p. f. zls under these ageing conditions. 
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All the grain boundaries that were examined were of the high- 

angle type, and no variation of p. f. z. width with misorientation was detected. 

A characteristic feature of the samples which were direct-quenched 

and "red in Wood's metal at 120 0C was a high density of dislocation loop's 

well within the grains and a wide lool)-free zone adjacent to all grain 

boundaries This is illustrated by Figure 6.4. - No stacking fault fringes 

were, observed in any of- the loops, so it was concluded that the loops were 

(122,123) 
, which is consistent with the observations 

Of, Thomas(121). 
ý The observation of a loop-free-zone ( Ow 2-p wide in 

Tigure 6-4) may be considered as indirect evidence of the presence of an 

excess-vacancy profile in the neighbourhood of the grain boundary during 

and immediately after the quench, by the following reasoning( 
121,123) 

; the 

formation of, dislocation loops requires a high vacancy supersaturation and, 

because, of the, vacancy-depleti on near to, grain boundaries, the vacancy 

jBitipersaturation is -too low for loops to form within a certain distance of - 
the grain boundary. 

, Much wider. p. fez's were observed in samples that were step-quenched, 

1ý14 allong holding, treatment at-180 
0 C, into oil at 1400C., It was found that 

'thQýwidth, of the p. f. z's Increased with increase in holding time at 1800C, as 

Elbowntby Figure, 6.5(a). -. The wide p. f. z. established at 140 0C after a 

'holding treatment of 2 hours at 1800C is illustrated by Figure 6,5(b), It, 

is believed 
-that the width of these p. f. ztr, was controlled solely by the 

degree of, solute-depletion which occurred during, the holding at'1800C. sinco 

it is thOughtthat. the vacancy concentration would have rapidly decayed to 

the equilibrium value at this temperature. As the holding time at 180OC' 

"S increased a'progressively wider region of solute-depletion was formed 

60 that progressively wider p. f*zls were established during subsequent 

'k9eing at 1400C. An analysis of the results is given in the Appendix 
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where it ir, shown that the rate of solute-depletion can be explained in 

t"'Ins of the diffusion of Zn atoms to the grain boundary at the 'equilibrium I 

rate. 

All the grain boundaries that were examined in this group of 

0.1cperinjonts were of the high-angle type. Cornish and Day 
(155,15G) 

have 

carried out similar step-quenching experiments with an Al-Zn-Mg alloy and 

t"ey alSo found that progressively wider p. f. zls were established near to 

h'gh-angle 
grain boundaries in different samples which were progressively 

held for a longer time at a temperature above T before being subsequently c 
aged at a temperature below TC. They also explained their results in 

terms of solute-depletion and deduced that the diffusion of solute atoms 

to the grain boundary during the holding treatment occurred at approximately 

tile equilibrium rate, except for during all initial transient period 

immediately 
after the quench to the holding temperature when the rate of 

diffusion 
was probably increased by a quenched-in excess-vacancy concentra- 

tion, They also obtained the interesting result that, although the 

P'f-zfjg associated with high-angle boundaries were all uniform In width, 

the p. f. zjs associated with low-angle boundaries were of variable width if 

a high value of holding temperature was used. This observation was 

attributed to the large separation between grain boundary precipitates, 

When they were formed at a high temperature, so that their individual 

Jý'Ogions of solute-depletion did not overlapt and to, the absence of a hi 
49 h 

O'ffusivity 
path (as usually provided by a high-angle boundary 

00) ) 

"111OCting these -particles. 

63-2.2 Precipitate-free zones produced by two-ste2agein 

Th,, Or t 

Consider a two-step ageing treatment in which a sample is 
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Figure 6.6(a) The general form of the stability function 
ý(d) loge 'R(d) in the vicinity of a grain boundary at T2* 
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fnAfially quenched to a temperature TI (below Td, j aged for a time t,, 

and -tjjýn "subsequently aged at a higher temperature T2 (which may be either 
above or below, TC Let-us examine, the situation where T I-<< TC so that 

(4'-P-'ýZone'ý'nucleation occurs at-T. throughout the grains and right up to the 

graln'i)oundaryl(see section 6.2.1ýabove). Immediately after a direct- 
ýjuench to'T I- an,, excess-vacancy concentration gradient will be. established 

adjace nt to"all"graim-boundaries and within these regions of excess-vacancy- 
deplOtion'the, 

growt'h rate of the G. 11. zones will, be lower than in the grain 

Ike'riors. " For the, case of spherical G. P. zones$ the radius of the average- 

Sized'G. p., z, one, ; (d), will vary with distance d from a grain boundary 

after'an'agei'ng time t at T in the manner Illustrated schematically in 

as theAensity of G. P. zones (N) '6.6(a). , During I the, ageing time tI 

in AW neigibourbood'of a grain-boundary is, assumed, to remain constant (the 

v4liditylof'this-assumption is, discussed in Chapter 8) and the remaining 

6050 
conceitration'is assumed to be distribulted uniformly between the 

If the temperature of the alloy is now Increased to T2 then, In 

P"Inciple"j' the variation with distance d from the grain boundary of the 

remaining solute -supersaturation 
in the matrix, i (d), can be determined. 

According to the model for two-step ageing that. was outlined ýn Chapter 5, 

the (f-P. -z. n-es will only remain stable and continue to grow in regions of 

the matrix where, --- 

5 ('() . hh . ijd) > 1< (6.1) 

general form of the stability function ; (d) logi,, (d) in the 

4eighbourhood of a grain boundary is shown schematically on Figure 6.6(a) 

, 
and the stability constant K is indicated by the horizontal broken line. 

Q. p. zones within the reg ion defined by A-A on this diagram will be 
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'nitilalllyýunstable,. 
xt T %and will start to dissolve, whereas zones out- 2 

sidF. -this region will be seeded for growth at T2. 

,,,,, The model, is now extended to include the situation where G. P. 

Zones -it. TI, 
-, at a distance d from a grain boundary after a time t,, have a 

distribution in sizes ranging between the maximum and minimum values 

r 
max(d)ý and, rm i'n 

(d),, as illustrated schematically by Figure 6.6(b), which 

is, drawn for, the case where T>TI (min) - see Chapter 5. The functions 

r 
Max(d) log A? ( d) and r 

min 
(d) logeil, (d) now determine the stability of the 

Olaximum-sized 
and minimum-sized G. P. zones, respeCtiVcly. Thus, the 

nlaýcimuT_sized-G. 11. zones, are initially unstable at T within the region 2 
defined by, D-B An Figure 6.6(b), whereas the minimum-sized G. P. zones are 

inýtially. 
unstable, within the wider region defined by C-C. Between the 

twol regions; B-C, either side of -the boundary, there will be a gradation -in 

the number of G. P. zones.. that are seeded for growth at T2 from zero at B 

to N at C, and the width of B-C will depend upon the size distribution of 

G. zones. 

Next, co'nsider the s ituation after a longer period of ageing (t 
2 

at. Tl'-'' During 'the time tt2 the G. P. zones will grow in size so that 

th e general form of the r 
max 

(d) logeill(d) curves after up-qucnching to T2 

after the periods tI and t2 at Tj will be as illustrated by Figure 6.6(c), 

from 
which it may be deduced that the region within which no seeding occurs 

is reduced from 11-1) to BI-BI for the increased period of ageing at T1. 

The ideas developed above can now be used as a basis for predicting 

th, e types of P f. Z. that can be fo rmed at T2 and two cases may be distinguished. 

Ca 
: 
'_'T 2> Tc 

Since T ->- 
T then G. P. zones will only grow at T2 if they have 

Ij 1 2' c 
boen 

seeded. for. 
-growth at Tle Clearly, if T -; po T tlien it is impossible 

2 G. P. 
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for G. p. zones to be seeded for growth at T, ) 
(see Chapter 5). If 

Tc < T, < Y. p. 
then the situation will be as illustrated 1)y Figure 

G 
widths of the p. f. z's that will be 

6-6(c) where B-B and 110-111 define the 

LB, stablished on ageing at T2 after pre-agcing times of t', and t2 at T1, 

respectively. Progressivcly narrower p. f. z's will be established at T2 

as the pre-agcing time at T, is progressively 
increased. If T1 is only 

811ghtly below T9 so that a solute-depleted p. f. z. is established during 

C 

ageing at TI, it follows that G. P. zones cannot be formed within this 

region during ageing at T even for a very long pre-trcatment at T,. 

02 

Even if TI << Tcl so that solute-depletion 
during the quench does not 

inhibit G. P. zone formation adjacent to the grain boundary at TI (see 

8ection 6.2.1 above), the solutc-flopiction 
will modify the condition for 

seeding at T2 so that it is more difficult for seeding to occur and a p. f. z. 

nlaY be formed even with a very long'pre-treatment. 

Care (2) T<T 

If T2<TC then 11-B and B'-B' Of F' gure 6,6(c) still define 

2C 
Ot seeded for growth at T2 Within 

regions within which G. P. zones are n 

R-B or BI-Do the G. P. zones will initially be unstable at T2 and will start 

to dissolve, but restabilization of some of the larger G. P. zones may occur 

in the manner already described in Chapter 5. Thus, after the final 

ageing treatment at Ta lower density Of G-P- zones is expected within 

2 

or BI-BI than outside these regions* 
No true p. f-z- will be formed 

unlesss because of solute-depletion$ 
the effective critical temperature in 

a narrow region either side of the grain boundary is reduced to a value 

below T2 so that, in this region, the situation becomeg as described in 

'a8e (1) above, and a narrow p. f. z. will be formed. 

LxPerimental results 

Two-step ageing studies were carried out on samples of Al-17.50%Zn 
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whicil were solution treated at 560 0 C, direct-qucnched into water at room 

temperature, aged for times ranging between I minqte and 3 days, and then 

subsequently aged with T2 at either IM 0 C, 160 0 C, 170 0C or 180 0 C. The 

reader is reminded that for this alloy composition, Tc= 156 0C+ 20C (see 

Chapter 4). 

Case (1) : T2 > Tc 

Samples which were pre-aged at room temperature for short times 

exhibited wide p. f. zls after subsequent ageing at both 160 0C and 170 0 C9 

whereas those pre-aged for longer times exhibited narrow p. f. z's. The 

experimentally observed variation of p. f. z. widtý as a function of pre- 

ageing time at room temperature is plotted in Figure 6.7 for T2 at IGOOC 

and 170 0 C. All thegrain boundaries examined were of the high-angle type. 

No G. P. zones were observed in samples that were pre-aged at room temperature 

for up to 1 hour and then subsequently aged at 1700C. Also, no G. P. zones 

were observed in samples which were pre-aged at room temperature for up to 

3 days before being subsequently aged at 180 0 C. These results are 

discussed again in Chapter 7. 

Figure 6.8(a) illustrates a typical p. f. z. obtained by pre-ageing 

a sample for J minute at room temperature before ageing at 1600C. The 
2 

gradation in G. P. zone density at the edge of the p. f. z., as predicted by 

the model, is visible on this micrograph. 

G. P. zones could easily be detected in a sample that was direct- 

quenched into water at room temperature and aged for 3 days. The nature 

01 tile precipitation in the neighbourhood of a grain boundary after this 

treatment is illustrated by Figure 6.9(a). The G. P. zones are clearly 

much smaller near to the grain boundary. The narrow p. f. z. which was 

estab'lislied'in a sample that was pre-aged at room temperature for 3 days 
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before being subsequently aged at 1600C Is illustrated by Vigure 6.9(b). 

The results Bummarized by FlIptre 6.7 show that, for a given 

pro-treatment at T,, the p. f. z. established on subsequent ageing at 1700C 

IF; wider than that establislied on ageing at 1600C. Tbis behaviour Is 

predicted by the model and arises because the G. P. zones must grow to a 

large*r size before they are stable in the remaining solute supersaturation 

a8sOciated with a higher value of T2 

Case (2) 
.1T, <T 

c 

The p. f. z. shown in Figure 6.8(b) is typical of those observed 

in a sample that was pro-aged at room temperature for I minute before being 

subsequently aged at 130 0 C. It Illustrates the case, discussed in the 

model above, where there Is a region either side of the grain boundary 

where G. p. zones were not seeded during the pro-treatment and where re- 

stabilization of some G. P. zones has subsequently occurred at 1500C, giving 

rise to a local lowering of the G. P. zone density compared to that further 

away from the grain boundary. The narrow p*f*z* is also to be noted which, 

as discussed above, Is believed to arise because of locallsed solute- 

depletion near to the grain boundary. 

Longer times of pro-treatment at room temperature caused the 

"seed-freell zone establislied at ISOOC to be progressively reduced in width 

and it war, not detectable in samples pro-aged at room temperature for 

>,, I hour. In samples pre-aged between I hour and 3 days at room 

temperature, before heing subsequently aged at 150 0 C9 a narrow p. f. z. was 

formed which appeared to be independent of pre-ageing time (Figure G*9(c) 

allows an example of this in a sample that was pre-aged for 3 days). it 

'6 thought that these p. f. z's were caused primarily because of solute- 

depletion. 
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Asymmetrical precipitate-free zones 

During the work described in the previous two sections some 

P. f. zIS were observed which were asymmetrical with respect to the grain 
boundaries. An 'example 

of this in a sample which was'direct-quenched 

i'nto ,01j at -- 12 -0o C'and aIg ed fo ,r3 hour s is illustrated in Figure 6.10(a) 
(cf- Figure 6.3(b-) 

These asymmetrical P. f. ZIS were not studied extensively, but a 

few 'inter'e's'tin -g- uiis- we're'obtaitied witih samples which were direct- ýes 

quenched' into Viood'ls metal and aged for various times. These results 
0 showed that't'hie'asy I mmetrical p. f. zls developed during ageing at 120 C. 

Apart from one isolated I 
grain - bo I undary which was associated with a very 

narrow asym metrical p. f. z., all the many other grain boundaries which were 

eXamined in a sample which was aged for only hour at 120 0C were a* ssociated 

with"'th'e e'x 
,t 

re m, ely n arrow I symmet rical p. f. z. of the type discussed in 

8eCt fo'n' 'G_. 2. -1. Fo Ir lon ger ageing times at 120 0C (between 2 and 16 hours) 

a noticeable difference in the behaviour between high-angle and low-angle 

grain boundaries was obs , erved. Many of the high-angle grain boundaries 

aPpeared'to 'have migrated during the ageing treatmentg giving rise to a 

wide asymmetrical P. f. z. of variable width, as exemplified by Figure 6.10(b), 

Whereas no such behaviour was associated with low-angle boundaries. The 

higil-n 
-a ge boundaries that had only migrated a short distance 0.11i) 

weýýe Usually st ill straight (similar in appearance to that illustrated by 

Pi gure 6-40(a) whereas those that had migrated a much larger distance 

In Figure' '6. '10(b) ) were kink I ed and contained numerous large grain 

b" OtilidiEtry precipitates which were thought to be of the equilibrium Zn 

The-'extent I of the migration of high-angle boundaries varied 

91r, eatlyg eve In wit h-in "t'he' 'same samplet but the general trend was for the 

gra tI on t ', 0b, em. or 
Ie 

ext Ie 11 naive in the samples which were aged for a 
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longer iimc-'at 1200C. 

ymm etrical p. f. zts were also observed in samples which were 

given %aI two-step'agoing treatment. 

It is tlwught that all the asymmetrical p. f. zts were associated 
(9,10) wiWthe beginning of discontinuous precipitation at the high-anglo 

graýin bo'Uiidaries'. -* ' This phenomenon has also been called "cellular 

, 
(159,160) precipitation and the "recrystailization reaction""'). Also, 

whený it ', ýas first' obse rv , 
ed by I optical-metallography in Al-Cu alloys""t 

162) 

an d'in 'AI-Zn alloys 
(163) 

t 
It war, 'called the "light phenomenon". 

The observations reported above are completely consistent with 

the (164) 
echanis'ý of disýcontiin'u*ous precipitation put forward by Smith in 

"'hich'a high'mýangle grain boundary migrates into one or other of its adjacent 

grainst' dur''ing' which precipitates are formed along the boundary and a 

aolutO-410pleiea 
matri'x, ' whose'orientation is identical to that from which 

the' b0undaýry is'migratin I g; l is left behind it. The latter po'int was 

OOnfirmed by selected-area electron diffraction and dark-field microscopy 

w"CII indica'ted'th'at the two regions labelled A in Figure 6#10(b) were of 

'dOntical'-crystal 
orientation* 

Accordinglo - Cahn 
(160) 

the driving force for discontinuous 

'the'net'free energy change caused by the movement of the Precipitation'i9l - 

-grain boundary. ' 'In"the-case considered here a large part of the free 

OnerEW Chan - ge ýýsAhought to be derived from the conversion of small 

Inetast. 61, , zones' into large equilibrium precipitates. The 

1'e(listribution 
of the solute atoms appeared to occur only at the grain 

b6undýry'as, 
it"4dvanced forward and no evidence was observed to indicate 

that 
zone 'dissolution started ahead of the grain boundary. 

The -observation of discontinuous precipitation in Al-Zn alloys 

- 48"been reported by several other workers 
(9,10791119165tI66) 
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6.3 CONCLUSIONS 

In this Chapter the pronounced p. f. zls that were observed in the 

vicinity of grain boundaries in samples of Al-17.5%Zn have been described. 

Symmetrical 
p. f. zls were observed in samples that were either (1) direct- 

quL")Ched to the ageing temperature or (2) given a two-step ageing treat- 

m"t Two-theoretical models have been derived$ based on the concepts 

Outlined in"Chapters 4 and 5, which can qualitatively explain the observed 

Variation, of P. f. z. width with ageing conditions for both types of heat 

treatment. 
- ', Both models invoked vacancy-depletion and/or solute-depletion 

In-the 
neighboUrhood of the grain boundaries as the primary cause of the 

P'f*_z's*' ' Jnthe, case of samples that were direct-quenched and aged, it 

va8'the, inhibiting effect of either, or both, of these types of depletion 

on the nucleationýof G. P. zones that was shown to be responsible for giving 

rise to p. f. z's. ý-- Whereas, in the case of two-step ageing, it was the 

detrimentakeffect 
of these two types of depletion on the growth and 

stability, of G. P. zones that. was shown to be the controlling factor which 

influenced the p. f. z. width. The usefulness of the concept of a critical 

teniperature TC for aiding the interpretation of the observed precipitation 

behaviour 
was-demonstrated. 

z --, "Asymmetrical p. f. zls were also observed and these were believed 

to, be associated with the start of discontinuous precipitation* 

Finally, it should be mentioned that p. f. zls were sometimes 

observed within the grains around matrix dislocations and heterogeneous 

1)rOciPitates. It is thought that whenever a localised region of solute- 

depletion 
-and/or vacancy-depletion is produced in the vicinity of a sink 

(e-9--a'dislocation 
or 

I 
some other heterogeneity) then the models developed 

4160'ale for grain boundaries will be equally applicable and a p. f. zo may be 

formed. An -example of this behaviour is illustrated by Figure 792(a) and 

Is j -- l8cussed in the next Chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7 

1ý THE 'REVEMSIMOF G. P. ZONTS IN AI-Zn ALLOYS 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The phenomenon of reversion (sometimes called retrogression or 

restoration) is the name given to the process whereby the changes in 

mechanical properties which accompany the low temperature ageing of a 

PreciPitation-hardening alloy can be destroyed temporarily if the alloy is 

subjected to a short high temperature anneal above the so-called "minimum 

reversion temperature" before being subsequently returned to the initial 

ageing temperature. This behaviour was first discovered by Gayler(167) 

in 1922, who found that the increase in hardness attained by a Duralumin 

alloy* when aged at room temperature, could be removed by a short anneal 

at a temperature above tv 2000C. A similar behaviour Is now known to be 

e3chibited by a large number of precipitation-hardening alloys (see Kelly 

and Nichol son 
(9) 

Guinier 
(13) 

and Hardy 
(168) 

Thus, from an experimental point of view9 a "reversion heat 

, _tr 
eatment" is just a special kind of two-step ageing treatment. It is 

!, Owý Widely accepted that during the reversion treatment the homogeneous 

,, 
Precipitates that are formed during the pre-treatment at T become unstable I 

and dissolve when the temperature is raised to T, so that the alloy 2 
re 

- 
turns (almost) to a single phase solid solution (heterogeneous precipitates 

need not necessarily be dissolved during the reversion treatment if they 

are a more stable type of precipitate than the homogeneous precipitates - 

,, 
see later in this Chapter)* 

For many of the more important age-hardening alloys it is the 

formation 
of G. P. zones which gives rise to the increase In hardening 
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d"r, ing low temperature ageing. In this case the process of reversion 

Corre. sponds to a two-step heat treatment in which the G. P. zones are 

di8r golved during the second ageing treatment. 

This Chapter is concerned with the reversion of G. P. zones in 

AI-Zn 41loys. -7 , Two-step arcing treatments are described in which a series 

Of, samples w(--re pre-aged at a temperature TI for progressively longer 

Periods of time before being subsequently, treated at a higher temperature 

T2'which 
was always above' the critical temperature T- for the particular C 

alloy under study.. -!, Each sample was then examined by electron microscopy 

to see if the, G. P. --zones which were grown during the pre-treatment at TI 

had remained stable and, continued to grow at the second ageing temperature 

T28' -If so.. then the G. P. zones were considered to have been seeded at T 

for growth atýT 2 --,. 
(see Chapters 5, and 6). On the other hand, if all the 

rl-P-, Zones-which, were formed at TI were completely dissolved at T2, then 

T- 
2'"s considered to be above the minimum reversion temperature TW 

-. The experimental results, which are described In section 7.2, 

Yielded 
-tile importantý conclusion that there appears to be no unique value 

'of theýminimum reversion temperature TR for a given composition of AI-Zn 

4110yv since the lowest temperature at w1iich complete dissolution of tile 

6*P-' Zones was observed to occur was found to depend upon the thermal 

history 
of the, sample before the second ageing temperature. The highest 

"alue of T 
it was always obtained with the longest pre-treatment at TI. 

In section 7ý3 an interpretation of the results is given which Is based on 

the modcl(6-1) for two-step ageing that is described in Chapter S. This 

Qproac4ý is compared to other theories of reversion and it Is deduced that, 

Tor 4 suitably long pre-treatment at T,, the experimentally determined 

"Que of T It , may, approach the G. P. zone solvus temperature T G. P. 
f irly 

Closely, although an accurate estimate of the temperature difference 
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I Trl. 
V. - TI? ) cannot be obtained from the experimental results. 

7.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Two-step ageing treatments were carried out with samples of the 

A'-I(Y%7, n, Al-17.5%Zn and Al-26%Zn alloys and the final microstructures of 

Abe heat treated samples examined by electron microscopy. As in Chapter 6, 

the majority of the work was carried out with the Al-17. =n alloy and 

these results were supplemented with a few results obtained with the other 

two alloy compositions. Whereas in Chapter 6 the discussion concentrated 

On the G. P. zone distribution in the noighbourhood of grain boundaries the 

current 'discussion concentrates on the microstructure that was observed well 

away-from the influence of grain boundaries. 

The more extensive results obtained with the Al-17.51,4Yn alloy are 

described first and these are followed by the results obtained with the ' 

Other two alloys. It is emphasized at this point that in all the two-step 

alýeing treatments described in this section the values of the second ageing 

temperature T2 were all above the critical temperature Tc for the particular 

allOY under discussion. 

7-2.1. Results obtained with the Al-17.5%Zn alloy 

SOrles (a) Samples which were direct-quenched to room temperature 

For this series of experiments the samples were all solution 

to"Ked 
at 36ooC, direct-quenched into water at room temperature and aged 

ror dirferent times ranging between I minute and 3 days, and then sub- 

80quently 
aged with T2 at either 1600,1650C, 1700C, 175 0C or 180 0G (T 

c 
" this alloy = 1560C + 20C - see Chapter 4). 

At the end of each two-step agoing treatment the sample was 0 
'0'*"mincd to see if any of tile G. P. zones which had formed during the 
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pre-treatment at room temperature had remained stable and continued to 

grow at the second ageing- temperature. The results are summarized in 

Table 7.1 and from this data the highest value of T at which seeding was 
2 

observed, and also tile jolvest value of T2 at which complete dissolution 

Of tile G. P. zones was observed, can be obtained for each of the pre- 

treatment *times at room temperature., 

TABLE 7.1 

the rved at re obse ý completion of the t10- 
e G. P. zones i 
treatment: - YeslNO (--- signifies no 

step ageing 
observation) Value of Prc-treatment time at room temperature 

T2 

1 hr. 4 hrs. 1 day 3 days 

min. 15 min. 
- ----- ---- --- 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

IGO oc Yes Yes 

IG50 c Yes Yes Yes Yes --- 

No Yes Yes Yes 

1700C No No 
No 

- 
No No 

175 0c 
--- --- -- 

No No 
- 

No 
1800 c --- --- -- 

Clearly, the value of TR for each pre-trcatment 
time lies somewhere between 

this pair of T2 values and an approximate minimum-reversion 
temperature 

curve can be drawn, as a function of pre-treatment 
time at room temperatureq 

48 shown in Figure 7.1, This graph shoWs the important result that a 

Iligher value of T 11 was associated with a longer pre-treatment at room 

thought that T C4 T' (Wood's 

temperature. It is to be noted that it is it c 

Inetal) for very short pre-treatment 
times at room temperature, since a 

high vacancy supersaturation will be retained in the matrix and a 

negligible amount of seeding will occur because of the short time available 

for solute clustering. Therefore, G. P. zone formation will occur at T. 
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'f, a--sufficiently high vacancY supersaturation is present in the matrix 

i. e. for values, of'T up to = TI (Wood's metal). 2c 

Figurc-37.2(a) and (b) illustrate that T I? was between 1650C and 

170OC'after a, -I hour pre-treatment and Figures 7.3(a) and (b) illustrate 

that Ti was'between R 1700 and 1750C after pre-treatment for I day. A 

frequently obscried feature in all samples that were pre-aged for a short 

time at), room temperature before being subsequently aged at a value of T2 

where-seedingýoccurred was the presence of a p. f. z. around some of the 

matrixýdislqcations. An example of this behaviour is shown in Figure 

7.2(a)ý'-, ' The same, samples always exhibited wide grain boundary p. f. z's. 

711eýconnection, between p. f. zls and reversion in Al-Zn alloys is discussed 

in_, section. 7.3.1., 

Series (b),: Samples which were step-quenched to room temperature 
Z; --ý ,, -- 

For this series of experiments the samples were solution treated 

at,, SGO, OC, 
ýstep-qucnched 

(via 1800C for I minute) into water at room 

temperature and aged for different times ranging between 15 minutes and 3 

days, and'then subsequently aged with T2 at either IGOOC or 170 0 C. Seeding 

Or G. P. zones was observed in all samples for which T was 1600C, whereas 2 

complete dissolution of tbe G. P. zones occurred in all samples. for which 

'$war at 2 :,, 170 C. Figures 7.4(a) and (b) illustrate these results for T2 

1600 C aný'1700C, respectively, after a pre-trcatment at room temperature 

for I day. ý' 

for the sample that was direct- 
-Thus, although 170 C was below TR 

quenched, to -room lemperature and pro-aged for I day (as shown by Figure 

7-3(a) ) it is clear that--170'OC was above TR for the sample that was step- 

qucnched, -to room ý temperature and pro-aged for the same length of time (as 

r'IlOwn by Figure 7.4(a)). 
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sopit'-2 (C) Sam2les which were direct-quenchod to 900C Z-ýý ýýL 
In the final series of heat-treatments the samples were direct- 

(luenched into an oil bath hold at 900C and aged for different lengths of 
time before being subsequently aged at either 1600C, 1700C or 1800C. 

Pre-treatment times at 900C of 15 min., I hr., 4 hrs. and 24 hra. were 

examined. Seeding of G. P. zones for further growth at both 1600C and 1700C 

were observed for all pre-treatments, whereas complete dissolution always 

Occurred when T2 was 180 OC. Figures 7.5(a) and (b) illustrate that, after 

a preýtreatment for I hour at 900C, some G. P. zones were seeded for growth 

at 170 0C whereas all G. P. zones dissolved during the treatment at 1800C. 

These micrographs should be compared with Figures 7.. 'I(a) and (b). 

84TInarY 
of results 

The three series (a), (b) and (C) of results denonstrated that 

tile Observed value of minimum reversion temperature (T 
R) 

for G. P. zones in 

114 Al-17.50,2n alloy was dependent upon the pro-ageing time at T,, tile type 

Of quench to TI and the value of T, t as follows : - 

W Series (a) showed that, after a direct-qucnch to room temperature, 

higher value of T it was associated with a longer period of pre- 

treatment; 

(Ii) Series (b) showed that, after a step-quench to room temperature, tile 

Value of TR was lower after a pre-treatment for I day than for the 

same pre-treatment following a direct-quench; 

(iii) Series (C) showed that, after a direct-quench to 90 0 C, the value of 

T 
I? after a pre-, Vreatment of only 15 minutes was approximately the 

same as that observed with a sample which was direct-quenched to 

room temperature and pro-aged for I day. 
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Resultts oI btained with the Al-1011u'Zn and Al-261, Vn alloys 

No-step'ageing treatments were carried out in which samples 

were Solution"'treated at 5600C, direct-quenched into water at room 

0 i'D , raiure and aged for 1 hour, and then subsequently aged at' 98 C, 1100C 

and 1150 C (T 
C 

for'this alloy = 920C + 40C L-see Chapter 4). The final 

ýicýo, ýtructure'ihat` was observed in these samples Is illustrated by Figures 

7. G(ay9"(b)'ýand_'(c)', ' -from which it can be seen that G. P. zones were seeded 

000 ior 
growth at 98 C and 110 C, but not at 115 C., It was therefore concluded 

f 'r'a `prý-ýireatment of I hour at room temperature the corresponding 0 

0 value'oý , was bet: ween 110 0C and 113 C. TIZ 

(b AI 2ý%Zn, 

Two-step, ageing, treatments were carried out in which samples 

w1re'solution treated at 500 0 C, direct-quenched into water at room 
ý li IIý ;1ý". ýý !-;, "ý-- 

temperature and aged for I hour, and then subsequently aged at 220"C and 

'2250c 
(T for this alloy 2100C +20C- see Chapter 4). Thesc results 

C 
are 

lil, 
lustrated by Figures 7.7(a) and (b). The s. ample for which T2 was 

. 
2200C (Figure 7.7(a) contained copius homogeneous precipitates which were 

bOlieved to be a mixture of spherical and ellipsoidal G. P. zones (see 

. 
Chapt, er 3). A few regions contained largerl platelet, precipitates and 

ýý I"V, 
thOSO_werý probably of the a rhombobedral phase. It was thought that 

the e'llipsoidal G. P. zones and ah - precipitates were developed from the 

, 
growth of, spherical G. P. zones during the treatment at 220 0 C. The sample 

for which T was 2250C (Figure 7.7(b) contained no homogeneous 
2 

Precipitates,.,,, 

, 
T!! us,., for this alloy, a pre-treatment of I hour at room 

, 
tent 0 

perature yielded a value of T of between 2200C and 225 C. 
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7.3 DISCUSSTON OF Tlll-'. RESULTS 

7.3.1 the results 

In Chapter 5a model for two-step agcing 
(81) 

was described and the 

conditions under which G. P. zones may be seeded during a pre-treatment at a 
temperature T1 for furtlier growth at a higher temperature T2 were derived. 

Tile stability of a G. P. zone at T2 was shown to be a function of two 

Parameters; (a) the radius r of the G. P. zone and (b) the value of the 

remaining solute supersaturation i 
I? surrounding the zone at T2. According 

to this approach a G. P. zone will only remain stable at T2 In regions of 

the matrix where r1 Oge 'R > X, where K is the temperature dependent 

Stability constant which was defined in Chapter 5. If T2>Tc (as it 

"'as for all the two-step ageing treatments that were described in the 

Previous section of experimental results) then, according to this model, 

G. 1). zones will only be'stable and continue to grow if they were seeded 

b, Y a rufficiently long pro-treatment at T19 

In Chapter 6 tilis model was able to account adequately for the 

observed precipitate distribution in the neighbourhood of grain boundaries 

after a two-step ageing treatment. The case where T>T (see section 2C 
6.2.2.. is relevant to the reversion studies of this Chapter., It was 

shown that near to a grain boundary, where the growth rate of G. P. zones 

was appreciably slower than further away in the malrix owing to local 

Ilacancy-depletion, the G. P. zones formed during the pre-treatment at T, 

within a distance'of + w/2 of the grain boundary were too small to remain 

Stable at T2 and a p. f. z. of width w was formed. one way of looking at 

t1lir, result is to consider that T was above the minimum reversion 
2 

tIMPerature 
for the small G. P. zones situated within a distance + w/2 of 

thL' grain boundary, whereas for the larger G. P. zones situated outside 

this 
region the value of T2 was below their'minimum reversion temperature. 
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Thuss the, conditions under . ývhiclj reversion of G. P. zones occurs at a 
te'nPcr-iture ý. 

) areýcomplctely, complementary to those required for the 

'seeding Of G. P. zones. at, T lf, we define 
2 

Ta as the minimum 1? reversion 
t(? rnPerature 

, 
for, a. GJ). zone -of radius a, when surrounded by a given value 

Of, Matrix solute supersaturation, then it follows from the model that 

7'o"'G of radiusr **-' a when ýsurrounded by the same matrix solute 

8"POrsaturation, 
will, dissolve at the temperature Ta (here, strictly, one, 

should 
-speakof, solute clusters rather than zones since, by definition (see 

, 
Chaper, 

a G. P 9 zones of radius zone is-a stable solute cluster) wherea. 

>a 
will be, stableiat R and will continue to grow. 

y 19 
in which large G. P. zones " For,, a, ver . long, pre-treatment at T 

-formed, and,, the atomic fraction of solute atoms in the matrix is 

c"Onsiderably 
reduced, in value, a slight modification can be made to the 

-meciýanism -of-seeding. that, was discussed above. The situation is 

'-'Ilustrated, ýýc4ematicallyjby Figure 7.8. Consider a binary alloy wj)ich 

tcontains -an atomic fraction X of solute atoms. If this alloy is direct- 

JWO, nched 
-to a low,, againg temperature TI then we may represent the fully 

811Pcrsaturatedýallqy--by#tbO point A on I-ligure 7.8. - Next, let the alloy 

be aged at,, T for., a jongperiod of, time during which G. P. zones are 

formed 
andthe, §_ol, ute concentration ýIn the matrix is considerably reduced in 

Ira I lje', ý _the 
diagramb. Suppose that at the 

., 
(rcj)resented, by the point B on 

e'ld,. Of-this treatment there. is a distribution In G. P. zone, sizes and that 

'1,8ignificant proportion of, 'these 
have radii much larger than the value 

a. 2 If,, the, alloy is now up-quenched to the temperature T (point C on 2 
Pigure 

,, 
7.8), then all the G. P. zones will Initially be unstable because 

Point C is above. t he G. P. 
IZOne 

SOlvus- All the unstable G. P. zones 

('low 
more, correctlycal led solute clusters) will start to dissolve and so 

feed- back,, Sol ute atoms into the matrix# . 
The process can be represcnted 
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on P igure 7.8. by the matrix solute concentration progressively increasing 

41onf; the line C D. Suppose that at the point D the alloy still 

contains a number of solute clusters which have radii greater than a.. 
51nce D-18, shown, to be on tile stability curve for solute clusters of radius a2 
t1len these solute clusters will become stabilised as G. P. zones, The pre- 

treatment, 
at. T 

I can-bcýdcscribcd as the "seeding" treatment by which these 

G. p.. zones were seeded for growth at T2 Clearly, the nearer Is T2 to 

T G. - (see Figure 7.8) tile less is the likelihood of this mechanism 

'OP"P4ting and, all G. P. ý zones formed at T will completely dissolve at T 12 

The results obtained -by the two-step ageing experiments which 

were carried iout-ýon the Al-17.5/1oZn alloyl which were reported in section 

7-2. It, can all be rationallsed if, the minimum reversion temperature Tris R 

c'n-sidered to be a function of both G. P. zone size r and the value. of the ' 

remaining, 
matrix supersaturation. For example, the G. P. zones will grow 

mor'-slowly 
at room temperature after a step-quench than after a direct- 

quench (OwIng: to, the, lower vacancy concentration). Tbereforeq after a 

given'pre-treatment 
at, room temperature, the hypothesis outlined above 

Predicts that the observed minimum reversion temperature will be lower for 

the step-quench sample than for the direct-quenched sample, which was the 

Observed behaviour. Tor, the sampleg which were direct-quenched and aged 

at. DOC the G. 11, zones, will have grown more rapidly than at room 

teMPerature-and, 
since the density of G. P. zones is lower at 90 0C than at 

temperature, th 'emaining solute 6upersaturation at T2 for equivalent 

zone sizes, grown at TI will be 111gher after pre-treatment at 90 0C than 

arter, pre-treatment. at room temperature. Thustfor a sample pre-aged for 

at-DOOC, the observed value of mininium reversion temperature is 

L')'Pccted'to be higher than for a sample pre-aged for the same time at room 

teR'Pcraturc. 
-ý, ý This again was the observed behaviour. 
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Letus-now consider: an idealized and hypothetical two-step float 

4'eatment, in which a sample,, which contains an atomic fraction X of solute 

atOms, (see Figure 7.8), is direct-quenclied, to a temperature which Is close 

to"the- critical temperaturc-,, T so that, only a very low density of G. 1), 
c 

zones isýformedj and let these zones all grow to a very large size such 

t1lat 
-the. effect of Izone, size on stability becomes negligible (see Chapter 4). 

't is assumed that,, during, the, growtil of, these G. P. zones, the solute 

concentration, between the zones is not significantly reduced in 
,, 
in, thc matrix, 

valuct So Ahat atthe,, end, of this hypothetical, heat-treatment we, have a few 

very,, large, G. P.,, zones -surrounded 
by a fully supersaturated matrix. ,ý From 

Figure 7.8 
, 
and, tbe', theoryof section 4.5.1 it will be seen that these G. P. 

will remain stable if the temperature of the sample, is now raised to 

a 'Iralue T which is fractionally less than T but that the zones will 
2 G. 1) 

nitely dissolve if T>T Clearly, then even in this Ideal case, 
2 G. 11. 

T 
IZ 

(where 'r' is" v'ery "large) ý cali 11 never' 
, 
ex6eed'T G. 11. 

-. -,,, Since,, the effect of zoncýsize on G. P. zone stability is pronounced 

only-10r,, veryý small zones,, it- is probably, only necessary to grow zones at TI 

tO radii >- 50, A0, (see, Chapter 4) for them to be considered as "the very - 

large G. P., zones", (liscussed, above. Nowever, in any real two-step ageing 

t"eatment, 
even-with a high value of T,, 'the solute concentration In the 

most 
"', 1trj, C will', always be', reduced, to some extentf so even with the/favourable 

exPer. i, mental conditions, the observed highest value of T will probably be 

Signi ficantly less-, than, T ý *, -, - 

In the case of the Al-17.51%Zn alloy, the results obtained with 

6"P'08 
which were pro-treated at 90 0C before being subsequently aged at 

T 
2,41dicated that the highest value of TR was between 170 0C and 1800C, (see 

jt. is of, interest to note that the results obtained by an 8oction 7.2.1). 

a"ditional, 
experiment, , which was not reported in section 7*2.111n, which 
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ated that T,, was 
OC for 15 minutes also indic, 

samples were pre aged at 15 
10 

between 170 0 0C. The same result was also obtained with th 

C and 180 

4 hours at room temperature. it is 

samples that were pre-aged 
-, 
f. or 0 However, 

considered 
I 
that T for this alloy is definite ly above 170 C 

G. P. 
present of obtaining an estimate of 

since there appears to be no way at 

T) it is deduced that the value of 
the temperature difference (T 

G. P. R 

T cannot be obtained from these experiments. 
G P. -1 1.11 f 1. in the temperature 

If account is taken of tile experimental error 

alueS of minimum reversion 

control of T then the experipjentally 
determined v 

2ý 
xamined, after a direct-quench and pre 

temperature, for tile three alloys e 

a 
can be listed as follows 

ý'ge 
at room temperature for 1 hour 

0) A1-107Zn, T. lies between, 108 0C and 117 0 

0 
n 1640C and-171 C; 

Al-17.5%Zn, -T 11 
lics, betwee 

QW Zn, T lies between 2190C and 2260C; 
Al 2GO 

minimum 

These results are all plotted on Figure 7.9 and a reasonable 

experimental points. When represented 

reversion curve drawn through the 

ersion curve (which is thoug t 

in this way, the relationship 
between this rev gh 

I (Wood's metal) and T 

to'be below, the"G. 1). ', zone Solvus curve) and the Tc c 

curves is illustrated-clearly. -refers 

V. " ýý it is emphisized, 
that"thc discussion of reversion given above 

8olelY`to 1G. P. -zones' and that if either intermediate or equilibrium 

then these need not 

, 
the pre-treatment at T 

Precipitates-are formed during 
I 

necessar'i ly, dissolve if the temperature of the alloy is suddenly raised to 

T2: >'- T, -.,, Thes C. more stable type' of precipitate may arise directly- 

G. 13. 

a8'the'"result of the growth and subsequent transformation of G; 11. zones at 

Tjý', ., or they-may b6 nucleated 
independently 

(either homOgenOOuSlY or beter- 

Ogeýe'ojjsly)ýand-for each type of precipitate there will be a corresponding. 
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6' (0) 
.', The more stable the precipitate, the more- dispir ctirv, e,.,, aced Is 

tottrards higlier tenilieratur nd lo er lut Correlsponding solvus, cur, ve es a lir so c2 7ý (9) 
concentration, s compared to the G. P. zone solms and therefore the higher 

be its, reversion temperature relative to that of a G. 11. zone. For 

"ample, jarge grain boundary precipitates of hexagonal zinc were formed 

in, Samples ýof Al- 17.5,92n. which were pro-aged at room temperature and these 

remained stable at All the Nalues of T investigated, which is not 2 
Surprising, since Ahe equilibrium solvus temperature M. 

1 
considerably above 

T 
for., this, alloy,,, (see Figure 7.9). The possibility exists that the 

I 
r4inimum 

ýreversion temperature of an intermediate of equilibrium precipitate 

ý14Y 
tbe, Oepenclent on, precipitate, size, but 

Lth'S point was not Studied in 

investigation. 

;,, ,,., _. 
Fjnally, it, should be mentioned that the ideas -developed above 

c, Iz' also'. proyide, an. explanation of , 
the phenomenon of partial-reversioll, for, 

48 tlle, v. llueof,, T is incroased towards TR, the-density of G. P., zones seeded 
ý 2, 

for growth, 
_at 

T2 progrc: ýiýiyejy decreases (compare Figure 7.6(a) with Figure 

). 
-and, for. examplej the, bardness,, of the alloy will progressively 

decrease,, towards, the flas- quenched". value. 

A general discussion of reversion 

One ofAlic earlier theories of reversion was put forward by 

(169) 40nobe'e''v'ski Ilis theory was in many ways similar to that d1scus'sed 

in section 7.3.1'above. Ile invoked the Giblis-Thomson relation to deduce 

that an upper temperature limit for the stability of a precipitate of given 

size will exist, 
, 
So' that precipitates formed at a low temperature T1, which 

smaller than tiie'critical size for stability at T, will dissolve at T'7. 

-1 1ý, ýý. -1 '. ,, 
2 

his theory lie took as an example the equilibrium Cu, %l,, formulating 

yr be modified if it is preciPitates in Al-Cu allo s and so his theory must m 

aPPlied to the reversion of G. P. zones. The two Important characteristics 
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ofýal G. P. zone that must be taken into account are (1) a G. P. zone is 

U'suallY completely coherent with the matrix whereas, in most cases, the 

"llilibrium preci ate is completely incoherent, and (2) the crystal 
ýPit, 
P "trUcture of aC zone is metastable with respect to the crystal 

"iýructure of the equilibrium phase. The first point was considered in 

"Ction 4.5.1 where it was shown that if a low value of interfacial free 

0 rgy is associated With a coherent, strain free, interface between a C,. p. 

'Zone and the matrix, the effect of zone size on G. P. zone stability is 

Pronounced only for zones of very small size. The second point, which was 

(". 80ussed in -Chapter 1, leads to the concept of a G. P. zone solvus, which 

located below the equilibrium solvus on the phase diagram. If these 

important points are incorporated into Konobeevski's theory then the 

eonclu-9ions of sections 7.3.1 can be derived, i. e. that the G. P. zone size 

dI ePendence of the minimum reversion temperature T,, is only pronounced for 

Zones of very small size and that, for large zones, T tends towards T R G. P., 

--- 
Kelly and Nicho Ison 

(9) 
have criticized Konobcovskiis"69) theory 

, 
nd say that it "cannot be correct since the minimum reversion temperature a 

is Constant for widely different zone sizes". However, very few carefully 

Controlled experiments have been reported in the literature in which a 

de 
. 
liberate attempt was made to detect small variations in T it , especially 

f or ho rt p re- ageing treatment (it is noteworthy that Katz and Herman 
(170) 

And Katz, Krishna Rao and Herman 
(171) interpreted their electrical 

resistance measurements, which were carried out during the ageing of Al- 

r. i Ch Zn alloys 4 to 25 wt. *%Zn), in a way which suggested that T It increases 

Wi, th (". P. zone size). Also, it cannot be emphasized too strongly that 

41 
: 
ccording to the model of section 7.3.1 (which is essentially a modified 

form Of Konobeevskils theory) there is no unique "critical size" which 

en,,,,,,, 
zone stability, for account must always also be taken of the 
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value of, renal - ing-solute' sýpe'rs'aturati-on-*slir'roun(ling the G. 111. zone at T in2 

-Sinc6 moSt exp6rimcntalýrcsults - have not revealed any variation 

or tile value of T 
It with thermal history of the alloy before the reversion 

tre-CAtment$ 
most workers have recontlY fOlIMCd tile approach of Kelly and 

11jive 
"assoc ja ted the minimum reversion curve with the Nicholson 

and 

cases the minimum reversion temperature T has "In" mos 
G61% zone-solvus, 

(48,172) 
been determiii6d by 't lie' 'I llj'aidness-- revers I on" technique of Beton and Rollason 

TIIIS techniqu&-6ýuallk involves pr I e-a I geing V, I, a sample for a sufficient time 

at room teiýipcrature to'produ6ý significant hardening and then raising its 

temperature -tiiitil softenlhý occurs. The lowest temperature at which the 

sample reverts- In- haidneisý to -the', las- quenched" value is then identified as 

t"O Minimum, reversion -temperature. : It'seems Jikely that if only a short 

Pre-treatment time is used, ý so Iliat only very small G. P. zones are formed , 

with 
-an associated, small increase in hardness of the sample, then it will, 

be, very difficult., to detect accurately the minimum 'value of T at wjqcjj 2 

hardness-reversionýoccurs- when using this technique care must also be 

taken to, ensure- that hardening jr, not derived from sources other than G. P. 

Zones, (e. g, dislocation loop-S or helices 
(173) )- 

". 11". -I Carpenter! and Garwood 
(174) 

have used the hardness-reversion 

tOclillique to determine tile' minimum reversion temperature of AI-17-XVn and 

41-22.47/2n, 
alloys, respectively- Each sample was quenched from 475 0C Into 

Water at, 200C, 'and pre-aged at room temperature for I hour before being sub- 

sequentlyýaged-at-an elevated temperature. All samples were then quenched 

to! 
-rOom temperature and their hardness determined. A similar technique 

was used by Graf 
(175) 

for an Al-10%Zn alloy. The combined results of 

tllcse two, 
_investigations 

were tabulated by Carpenter and Garwood 
(174) 

and 

Ailta. is-reproduced here as Table 7. A.. -These results are In fairly 40 2 

9POd, agreement with the determinations of the minimum reversion 
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ýU'n, )Pcratures jafter I bour,. at. room temperature) which were reported in 4. 

ýýction, 7.2,, and, wliicli, are. 'represojited 
in graphical form by ýilgure 7.9. 

''J ýý, ýý, ý- 'ý- , ", -, -I- TABLE 7.2 

Th' (174) (175) hardný r and Garwood and Graf 

z1fic content of AI-Zn alloy Minimum reversion 

,"1 11, - 
tempcrature 

wt o'g, at. 0,. ' 

1 

4.5 0 
10 104 C 

1 7.2 7.9 170 0C 

0 
22.5 10. '7 210 C 

-, It 
(174) (176) 

Both'Carpenter, and Garwood , and Laselc have commented on 

'fact'that"the 'mini mum-revers I on- temperature curve for Al-rich Zn alloys 

aPpei, ýrs'to'lle slightly; but significantly, below the metastable (a- at) 

Phase'-boundary wilich was'proposed by-Gerold and Schweizer 
(41) 

(see section 

1-3.4"and, FigurcA. 6)&ý , They suggested that this 
I 

is to be expected-if the 

'reversion curve i s-identified with, the G. P. -zone solvus and if'the zones are 

'thermodynamically'less stable than the platelike precipitates, -of the a'- 

Phase. Thisýpoint is discussed in more detail in Chapter 8. - 
(177) scatteriDV_ 

Niklewski et al have used the diffuse X-ray/it-ecUnTI-que to 

deterlmineýlthe minimum reversion temperature of G. 11. zones formqd (after an 

unspecifie&'time at room temperature)in an Al-15 wt. 0jSZn alloy. They 

deduced ihai T 
it 

for this alloy composition lies between 1450C and IGOOC, 

Which ;, 'Iýain'is`consistent with the . reversion curve of Figure 7.9. 

(133) 
The"evidOnce put forward by Cohen et al in support of 

vaoancy-trapping by G. P. zones in the Al-Zn system, which-was briefly 

InCýi! ýýedinf-s6ction 4.5.2, can conveniently be examined at this'point. 

TI'eY'cArrIed' out''a two-step ageing treatment, with an AI-28wt. lj, ýZn alloy, 
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'11"Ollich the^ sample wits, quenched, to room temperature and naturally aged for 

4ý bOurs before being subsequently aged at 178 0C for 5 minutes. They 

considered 
-this to be, a -Yreversion. beat treatment", so that all G. P. zones 

'*(? re assumed -to dissolve during the treatment at, 1780CO The final micro- 

Structure,, of-their sample t -, according- to their published electron micrograph, 

"s very similar to that illustrated by Figure 7.7(a) and they assumed that 

c0nira. '4ý-ýef'reýc'ts were due to dislocation loops formed by the clustering 

and subsequen't''colla'pse"ot viýýncles (122,123) 
released from -the dissolving, 

0 (134) 
P '! 'ýurl"ng-the -ageing tý reatment-at 178 C. Carpenter . zOnes has 

ques 'j, I' on - ed tSis'-in't'erpreiation'4oi `the'results and has pointed out that 1789C 

con's i ýerai. )Iy-below' the ými`nimum - r'eversion temperature 
(174) 

for' this'alloy 

C0mP-O-s-)*'txo'n'*`-: Ife'sugg'ested thýt'ýthe Contrast effects observed by Cohen 6t 

aýl 
(133) 

-ý,, ", --, ''. ,,,. - " -` ý, -- were'due to a!, -ýphase platelets produced by the growth and subsequent 
R 

tr-ýnsform'aji'ýý-ýf 
some 'of ý'tlle G. 1) zones at'1780C. This explanation'is 

OOnsisient "Wit'jjý'jjj ý"jnt'-- iion p Sic I ction 7.3.1 and the e er eta ut, forward in 

1t9 6f ection . 2. It is therefore thought, In agreement OxPer Imcntal'-jýsu 7 

wi til C-ý- -- ( 104) - -of Co , 1) en et al 
(133) 

arpenter %, -that the results do-not provide , 

c. oncijjýjýý 'proof -of" vacan cy trapping by G. P. zI on, es in the'A I-Zn system. 

Lot jLs 'now* 're turn'A'o"t lie hardness-reversion technique mentioned 

(178 
Graf ha-s"'Po'in'ted out that completc'hardness-reversfoný will 

oni Y. be exhibited by an . alloy If, (luring the second agoing, treatment, tile 

"; 'temperatu ; re' p- rec 1, pjLtaie does . not act as a nucleus for a more stable 

Phase. 11011 
(149,150) 

and Lorimer and Nicholson 
(77) 

have discussed the 

Possibility that G. P. zones may act as nuclei, during a second ageing 

treatment at an elevated temperature, for a more stable phase and, more 

recently, Lorimer and Nicholson 
(78) 

bave published a detailed account of 

their rilodel in wj)ich the factors controlling the ability of G. P. zones to 

transform to a precipitate (p) when the temperature of the alloy is 
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6"'IdOnly raised to a value T2>TG. 11. are considered. A brief account 

of tills model is given in Chapter 8. Clearly, if a high density of 

O-Precillitater, 'is- 
s"eeded for growth at T>T then hardness-reversion 

2 G. 11. 

not be observed. This illustrates the considerable care required in 

t lie interpretat'ion- of hardness- reversion experiments. 

CONCLUSrONS - 

''--In-, this Cbapter some experiments were described in which samples 

Or Al-10%Zn; Al-17. S%7, n ý and Al-26'/4Zn were subjected tO twO-stcp ageing 

treatments- in -which'T I<T and T2> Tc. ''' The object of, the work was 

to determine theýmlnimum value of T at which all the G. F. zones formed at 2 
T! -were dissolved. This minimum valueýof was identified with the so- I 1ý11 

called minimtim'reversion temperature TR The main conclusion obtained from 

these experiments"was"thýt T it , was not a unique temperature for a given 

alloy 7composition'but depended upon the thermal history of the sample 

d1iring the pro-ageing, treatment at TIa The general trend was for the value 

Of TI? to increase is the-time at TI was increased or"as the value of TI was 

increa. sedýtowa'rds'T,. An interp I retation of this result was put forward, 
c 

1*1111ch was, based on the, two-ýstep agiCing model 
(81) 

of Chapter 5, and It was 

deduc6dý-'that", although'the higher experimental values of T,, probably tended 
9 

towards the value 'of T -i '' the value of T could not be estimated 
G. P. G. P. 

with'ýany`certainty from, the experimental results. 

y 
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CI IA PTER -8 

GENERAL DISCUSSION -AND- CONCLUSIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

During the course of the experimental work described in this 

. 
diýsertation the response of an Al-I. Xi'Ag. Si'alloY and three compositions 

of 
, 'Al-base 

Zn alloy to a large number of different one-step and two-step 

4ageinn treatments was investigated. The aim of the work was two-fold 

,, 
(, I) to obtain a detailed knowledge of the various factors which influence 

the ageing behaviour of these two types of alloy and, more particularly, 

to determine the basic . factors controlling the nucleationg growth and 

stability of G. P. zones in these alloys, and (2) to use these experimental 

results to aid the development of a model for two-step ageing which would 

Provide a basis for predicting the response of a wide range of age-hardening 

IOYS to two-step ageing treatments. 

Ifi'Cha'ptýý 5ýa summary was'given of the" two-step'ageing model 

'*hich'wýs''Original'ly"iýýt", 'for-wýrd-by Dr. "D. Af. Pashley and described in 
(81) 

detail in the paper by. pashipyl;. Jacobsand Vietz .- In. Chapter94 to 7 

of ý this 
- dissertation many of the-concepts and ideas that were discussed in 

the-earlier,, model 
(81), 

were, amplified and. extended and it was shown that the 

, roodel, could be extendedjo accountýfor the occurrence of, grain boundary 

'-precipi tate- free, zones, and,, the, phenomenon of. reversion in AI-Zn alloys. 

The, onlyotherý recent, attempt. at an overall description of the 

basic, factors controlling two-step ageing behaviour has been made by 

Lorimer, 
-and Nicholson , 

77978,79 Their model was chiefly developed in an 

t 4ttempt,, to interpretAhe, observed two-step ageing behaviour of AI_Zn_ýIg, 

-Al-Cu and Al-Ge alloys, although a broader aim of their, work, too was to 

derive a model, that, could be applied to other age-hardening alloys. 
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Their 
model dý'iýi`fers in many respects from the model described by Pasbley 

et ai(81Y and the approach taken in this dissertation. 11) tile past, 'the 

(77; 78979) (81,82) model due to' Lorimer an'd Nicholson was referred to for 

C, ()"Onience, as the "thermodynamic model" in order to distinguisil It -from 

tile Iled "kii - ictic model" of Pasbley ei 'a- (81982), 
Since it is now 

P (78 82) agreed by' both groups of workers that each of the two models involves 

thermodynamic 
and kinetic cons iderations , this terminology will not be used 

W", here. As one of the chief aims of this Chapteý is to comýare and contrast 

these' two models it is, nevertheless, useful to choose an abbreviated form 

for referring to the r -two -models, as follows 

The or-iginal two-step ageing model due to Pashley (as described In 

(81) 
paper by Pashley et al )and the subsequent extensions and 

__TOdi 
fI cations to th'is model described in this dissertation will be 

referred to as the IfPash I ey-Ja cobs" model and will be abbreviated to 

the (P-J) model. 

(2), (77t78,79) 
The model, of, Lorimer and- Nicholson will be referred to In 

an abbreviated form as the, (L7N) model. 

Since ýboth'the'(p-j)ý'model and the (L-N) model represent two 

independent- attempts' to describ6' tho'basic factors controlling tile response 

Of age-hardening alloys to'twom-step ageing treatments, it Is clearly 

Important to decide-to'wbat 'extent they are competitive or complementary. 

Lorimer and Nicholsonhave claimed 
(78) 

that the effects described by their 

model 'Fare 'li'kely Ao 1, W'more*lmportant In most practical, cases". The 

validity of this stitement 4s'examined critically in ýthis Chapter and it 

i'S concluded below'that(a) the validity Of some of the concepts of the , 
(L-N) model is qu6stioniabile 'and, (b)'the (L-N) model is not sufficiently 

comprehensive Ao exp-lain'convincinglyall the, experimentally, observed two- 

stel) ageing phenomena of Al-1.21%Mg 
2 

Si and AI-Zn alloyse 
I 
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Summaries of the (P-J) and (L-N) models are given In section 

. 
13.2, so that the important points of each model can be brought to the 

attention of the reader. Then, in section 8.39 a detailed discussion of 

certain aspects of tile (11-J) and (L-N) models Is given, with the general 

4111)s of ascertaining the extent to which the two models overlap anti of 
I 

high lighting their differences. Finally, in section 8.4, the major 

'Conclusions of the research work reported in this dissertation are 

summarized and some suggestions for future work are given. 

. -SMARINS OF TILE, Biro-STEl) AGEING MODELS 

8.2.1 The Pasilley: jacobs model 

The following summary of the (11-J) model is included at t1lig 

Point to remind the reader of the various concepts and Ideas which were 

discussed in detail in Chapters 4-7. Since many aspects of the (P-J) 

Model are discussed at length in section 8.3 only the salient points are 

givOn here. 

(a) 

According to the (P-J) model, the three -important cOncePts which 

IDI-e relevant to this process are :- 

For an alloy of given solute concentration$ quenching to 

any temperature TI that is below a certain critical 

temperature TC will always, lead to the formation of G. P. 

zones. 

00 Under certain conditions (see (iii) below), quenching to 

a temperature T TO ( >-T ) may also lead to G. 11. zone CC 
formation, provided that sufficient excess vacancies are 

available to -lid the nucleations 

(iii) Even under the I most favourable conditions, when the 
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Figure 8.1 A schematic diagram showing the three stages 
, le of G. P. zone development envisaged by the pashley-jacobs 

/ 
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bigliestýpossible vacancy supersaturation is. retained 

(luring the quench, the highest value of T at which 

observable G. P. zone formation will occur (designated as 

T' (maximum)) may'be significantly below the so-called 
c '_' , 

zone solvus temperature T P 

The practical importance of tbe critical temperature T' Is 
c 

emPhasized, by- the (p-J) model since it is considered that Its value can be 

'determined 
quite accurately by means of suitable step-quenching experiments. 

Also; if, these are, carried out in conjunction with direct-quenciling 

experiments the, difference between ýT -and T' may be obtained. flowever, 
cc 

't'-is believed that the results of, quenching experiments cannot be useds at 
6 

Present, to determine the difference between Tc (or TC) and TG. 
P. This 

is an important point'and -ItIs considered again in section 8,3. 

(b) The Frowth of G. P. z'ones at TI 

The three distinct, but overlappingt stages envisaged by the 

(13-J) 
model are illustrated schematically in Figure 8.1. The Important 

Processes which are believed to occur during each stage are given below. 

Stage (1). Some G. P. zones may be nucleated during the latter 

part of the quench and further nucleation may occur during the initial 

Of ageing. The increase in the density of G. P. zones is accompan I ied 

by a progressive decrease in the solute supersaturation in the matrix. 

Stage (2). The density of G. P. zones remains approximately 

,. 
Constant during this stage and G. P. zone growth is accompanied by the 

, 
further progressive decrease in the matrix solute supersaturation. 

It is recognized that there will be a distribution in zone sizes during 

ýhis Stage, so that there will be a tendency for the larger G. P. zones to 

grow at the expense of the smaller ones. However, the decrease In G. P. 
j 

zone density due to thisprocess is assumed to be small* 
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Stage (3), Particle coarsening occurs during this final stage 

and the mean-G. P. 'zone"size increases while the density of G. P. zones 

Pro, -, re, t; s'ively-"decr'c'(1sest 

The final problem considered by the (11-J) model concerns tj)o 

factors which control - the ability of G. P. zones, formed during a pre-treatment 

atT, I to remain , stable at a higher temperature T2 It is assumed that the 

zones which are formed during ageing at TI are spherical in shape and 

th" i -_ -ý 11 11 
'It they give'-rise to no lattice strain. Then, as shown in Chapter 59 the 

rxibbs-Thomson 
equation may be u. sod to derive the following stability 

condition for a G. P. zone of radius a at the temperature T 2 

a' log, iR 

where is the value of the remaining matrix solute supersaturation 

(calculated' 
with" r, 

es, 
p,, ect to the G. P. zone solvus) which surrounds the G. P. 

zone at T, and K is the value of the stability constant appropriate to T 
2 

Thust the stabi li ty of a G. P. zone at T2 depends upon two factors: (1) 

the Size of the G'. 
1 
1). 

1 
zon e and (2) the value of the remaining sýolute super- 

saturation (the effect of introducing lattice strain around a G. P. zone is 

considered in section 8'o3). A G. P. zone which continues to grow -it TIIa 
2 

aid to have been' "seeded" by the pre-treatment at T It is emphasized 

). zone which is seeded for further growth at T2 is considered tbat'a G I" 

ý10 be identical, in all respects apart from size, to a G. P. zone formed 

during a pre-treatment at T, # 

the model (see 
_. 

Two. distinct modes of behaviour are predicted by 

"ChaPtCr, ' 5) depending upon whether T is above or below T 
2C 
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Mode (1) T. 
c 

For very'short prc-treatments at TI the final size and 

distribution'of'GA3. ' zones after a subsequent treatment at T2 will be very 

similar tolthat normally produced by direct-quenching and ageing at T 
2 

(H) For slightly longer pro-treatments at TI the: -9ize and 

distribution 
of G. p. zones established on subsequent ageing at T2 will be 

On a coarser scale than that produced in a sample which is either direct- 

quenched to T, or quenched to T and then immediately aged at T This Is 2 
ihe' im, portant coarsening behaviour predicted by the (P-J) model. 

'(-III) 'For long pre-treatments at T1a large proportion of the 

G. p. zon6s-may"be'seeded for I growth at T2 This may, under suitable 

COIIýItions`, give'ris6 to a G. P. zone distribution'which Is con. siderably 

finer than that, 'produced'by direct-quenching and ageing at T2 

Mode (2) TcT2 TG-1 

(I) After a suitably short pre-treatment at T the G. P. zones 

will have grown insufficiently in size to be seeded for further growth at 
11 1"ý. _I-ý,, ''I T2 and reversion will occur. 

(I! ) After a suitably long pre-treatment at T some (possibly 

all) Of t, fie G. 1). zones may have grown sufficiently in size. to be seeded 

for 'further 
growth at T For T' (maximum) <TTa significant 

2c2 
number of G. P. zones may be seeded for further growtht whereas none can'be 

nUcleated by direct-quenching to T 
2 

8-2.2', The Lorimer-Nicholson model 

The purpose of this section is to acquaint the reader with the main 
(77,78,79) 

concepts, and, ideas -of the (L-N) model, as reported in the literature 

NOAttempt_is, 
made in this section to criticize the model, although certain 

1)()'ntr, which are to be discussed In mo're detail in section 8.3 are indicated. 
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N 

(a) The formation of G. P. zones after quenching 

Lorimer and Nicholson considered a binary alloy for which the 

P"'eciPitation sequence at a low ageing temperature is 

CL --*- aI+G. P. zones -'Jw a 4- supersaturated saturated saturated 
p 

Where a and 0 are the two terminal solid solutions and G. P. zones are formed 

as a transition precipitate and where at >a The 
saturated saturated' 

finportant 
concepts involved in determining if G. P. zones and /or 0-precipitates 

a"e nucleated after quenching from T to T were reported to be as follows: 
C, SI 

If TI is less than the p-solvus temperature T0 then the alloy is 

metastable with respect to P-precipitates. 

(10 If T is less than the G. P. zone solvus te(nPerature T then the 
IG. P. 

alloy is also metastable with respect t. o G. P. zones (SOC (111) below). 

(ill) Since G. P. zones are less stable than P-precipitates then TG. 
p. 

< To * 

In their early paper 
(77) 

, the upper limiting temperature for 

G-P- zone formation in an Al-Zn-Mg alloy (as determined by direct-quenching 

experiments) was identified with the G. P. zone solvus tewperature T 
G. 11 

About a year later the work of Pashley et al with 
. 

an Al-1.2VIg Sj 2 

demonstrated the quench-rate dependence of the upper limiting 

temperature for G. P. zones In that alloy. Laterg Lorimer and N, c, lolson(78) 

reported the same effect with Al-Cu and Al-Ge alloys and modified their 

model to take this effect into account. Their interpretation 
(78) 

of this 

behaviour focussed attention on the G. P. zone solvus temperature T G. 11. and 

atated that a finite undercooling below T G. P. is required before G. P. zone 

nucleation occurs at an observable rate. This important aspect of their 

model 1.9 discussed again in section 8.3. 

x. P. zones at T growth of C 
(40941) 

Lorimer abd Nicholson adopted the Gerold model (see 
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I 

Figure 8.2 A schematic diagram, (reproduced from LOr"nor 

and Nicholson( 78)) 
showing -the variation of G. P. zOne-s'30 

distribution with ageing time at T, * N(d) is the number Of 

G. P. zones of diameter d. According to the Lorimer- T 
Nicholson model, all G. P. zones which'are larger than dc 

are, potential nuclei for precipitates at T2 0 

T2 
dc 
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ýIectlon 1.4.3) in order to describe the development of G. P. zones at T 
(although they said that their results were not qualitatively affected if 

the G uin'ier model' 
1 3175) 

was used). 

According to the (L-N) model, the size distribution of G. P. 

zones after any given ageing time at T is determined by the amount of 

particIL- coarsening that has occurred, so that for progressively longer 

ageing times at T tile zone density decreases and the mean zone size 

increases (see Figure 8.2). They assumed that all excess solute atoms 

are i. ncorporat ed within G. P. zones during ageing at TI and that the matrix 

surrounding the G. P. zones is a saturated solid solution. Thus, the 

mechanism of G. P. zone development according to Lorimer and Nicholson 

differs significantly from that proposed In the (P-J) model. This point 

is discussed critically in section 8.3. 

(C) The stability of G. P. zones at T 

Lorimer and Nicholson 
(78) 

concentrated on the particular case 

whenýT , and, considered in detail the possibility of unstable 
2 G. 

O-P. -, zones acting as, nuclei ýfor the morel stable A-phase. The following 

18, a, summary-of, their. argument., 

(I), Since 7ý T G. 11. , all G. P. zones formed at will be 

unstable at,,, T and therefore will start to dissolve, 
2 

The process of- dissolution will take a-finite, time to 

occur since 
. 
1-t. involves, the. re(listribution of solute atoms within the 

alloy' by_, solute diffusion. During this period the alloy contains a 

numb, or, of. wistable, solute clusters wbichlare far larger In size than the 

transient jhermally-activated solute fluctuations expected after a direct- 

quench to T 2 

JH0,1he, next step is the critical part of their argument, for,,, 

theY, then_j; ýstulated that those unstable solute clusters which exceed 
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a certain, critical size can act as potential nuclei for the more atal? lc 

0-phase. They also'postulated that the nucleation event requires only 

part of the' normal activation energy associated with the nucleation of 

Rfter direct-quenýching to" T2 'O. e. that part associated with the trans- 
4, ,- tl Fý. :--. ý -, I ltý - formation in 'crystal structure) since the change In solute concentration' 

has alieaýdy been achieved during the pre-treatment* They considered that 

those solu, teýclusters which are smaller than the critical size will 

COMPIctely dissolve. 

(10 they then pointed out that the nucleation rate of 

Precipitates' will 'be hlgl4st imm'ediately after the up-quench to T, since 2 

-1%, t SS when the hig)es proportion of tile 'unstable solute clusters exceed 

the critic ,g al'size. - As'Ithe a eing time at T2 increases, the nucleation 

rate progre"ively decreases and eventually becomes negligible. 

Thus, -according to this modelf G. P. zones may "seed" the trans- 

formation to'p at .1a temperatur eT2>TG.,,. (it must be emphasized t1lat 

the"'Seeding" 
mechanism proposed by Lorimer and Nicholson is fundamentally 

el 
f- -11 1 1- -1 d fferent"'fr'om' i'ýý'Ifseeding" of G-P- zones for further growth, at a 

temjý'r'a'iure' -T' betw6en T and TG 1). that Is described In the (P-J) model). 

Loj mer and NJL; ýh'o'lson also pointed out that the isothermal transformation 

Of G*P. zones to, p-precipitates can take place below T G. P. They did not 
(79) 

investigate the, implications of this extensivelyq "although Lorimer has 

ýUsed, tljjs. concept to propose an explanation of the "coarsening behaviour" 

a880ciated with -the delayed-ageing of A14%, Sl alloys. Ills explanation is 

fundamentally different from that proposed in the (P-J) model and is 

examined critically-in section 8.3- 

order to make a qualitative estimate of the number of P- 

Precipitates that are seeded after a given two-step treatments Lorimer and 

'Nicholson 
, 
78), 

made, the assumption'that the critical cluster size for 
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0 

seeding (d 

T2 

could be equated to the, critical 
11 

nucleus size at 
11 
T 21 as 

n theory for direct-quenching to 

given by classical homoýeneous nucleatio 

T2 (alt1jough they recognised that the 
I 
condit ion for a nucleus may actua Ily 

depend composition and defect concentration of the cluster 

upon the solute 
lidity of this assumption Is examined in 

in addition to its size). The va 

r,, e c t. I on 8.3. They, then suggested I 
that as T2 is increased above T G. P. 

towards TdT2 will become. large, r and so,, fewer p-precipitates will be 

seeded for a given pre-treatment at TI Also, as the time at TI is 

increased or the value, of T, is increased towards T G. P., 
the number per, 

unit, voiume of G. P. 
"zones, 

which exceed the critical size is increased and 

80 the density of seeded p-prec - ipitates, obtained after up-quenching and 

ageing at T will be correspondingly 'increased. 
"I , -, -2 

-nio-STEP AG 

8.3 
11 

A GE 
I 
NM I 1A L DISCUS-SION or, THE FACTORS CONTROLLING 

KING 

to examine the 

The object of this section is two-fold: 

-j) modell'and 
(2) to 

and ideas of the (p 

validity of some of the concepts it 
(p-j) model and the (L-N) model. 

compare and contrast critically 
the 

. each 
'ýT' -- 

the discussion into a number of sub-sectiOns 
is convenient to divide, 

or process, henomenon 
Of which will concentrate on one particular p 

(a)--The, relations 1 between TC and T G. P. 

roduce the concept of a 

Both the (p-j) and (L-N) models int 

erved to form* 

critical temperature above which G-P- zones are not obs 

erature T and 
on the critical temp C 

The (P-J) model focusses attention 

c Ons id e-is", tlia t_i ts value can be obtained quite accurately 
by means of step 

The model recognizes 
that G-P- zones can be formed 

quenching experiments- 
ficient excess vacancies are 

atý-a'temperature T' > TC9 provided that suf 
7C 

The (L-N) model focusscs attention on 

available -'toý aid the nucleationo 
'G' 

11 .' 
and recognizes that an undercooling 

the Gop, zone 501VLL9 temperature 
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11ý 1, ",,,, 1ý411-, ,, 
IýI 

is necessary below T before a finite rate of GoP. zone nucleation can 
"C G*P. 

take place. 

T hus, apart from a difference in emphasisp the two models are 

qualitatively very similar, e. g. both models predict that the experimentally 

observed upper limiting temperature for G. P. zone formation will be quench- 

rate dependent. The two models differ, however, in the significance 

attributed to the results obtained by direct-quenching experiments. 
'. ýI zo, - -"- "' 

According to the (p-J) model, the temperatures T and TI are both amenable cc 

to experimental determination whereas it is believed that the temperature 

dI Ifference ýetween TI and T Go 11. cannot be estimated, a prior 
. 
1, from direct- 

c 
(78) 

quenching experiments. According to the (L-N) model "a detectable 

rate of homogeneous nucleation will occur at undercoolings below T of 
1ý 

G. 11. 

the order of 10-200CIto This is a major assumption made by Lorimer and 

Nicholson and the danger of applying It too rigidly is demonstrated in the. 

following discussion. 

Some of the important experimental results which were reported 

In Chapter 4 are suýimarized in Table 8.1. The marked difference in 

behaviour between the Al-17.5%Zn and Al-1.2,, Mg2Si is reflected in the 

(TI T values. It Is possible that larger values of (TI -T ) would 
CcCc 

be obtained with a quench that is more rapid than that provided by Wood's 

t 

TABIZ 8*1 

E-xperimental results obtained by quenching studies 

Alloy' TI(oll) -T Tcl(salt) - 7ý TI(Wood's 
ccc metal) T 

Al ev 5, c e-v OC 

Al 1.20f 92 Sf -V 350C ev 53, C 
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metal. In view of the different response of the two alloys to quenching 
-, *, i, :ýI it would appear difficult to make even a reliable guess at the magnitude 

of (T T1 (Wood's metaMfor either alloy. It could be argued that G. P. C 
since T1 does not appear to be very sensitive to quench-rate in the case c 
Of the Al-17. VcZn alloy then T1 (Wood's metal) may be close to, although c 

still below, T G. P. . 
Even so, the amount below is still more a matter of 

opinion than experimental fact, which is not very satisfactory. It is 

therefore concluded that the results of direct-quenching experiments cannot 

be interpreted unambiguously if they are referred to the G. 11. zone solvus 

temperature that is, unless some method other than direct-quenching 

can be found for determining independently the value of T G. 11. The 

Possibility of using reversion studies to do this is discussed below. 

In Chapter 7 it was demonstrated that the minimum reversion 

tempera ture T It is dependent upon the thermal history of the sample before 

the "reversion heat treatment". In all experiments T,, > T1 (Wood! s c 

metal) and for, the. Al-17.51/2n alloy it was shown that (T - TO (Wood's 
it c 

metal)l 10 0 C. However, if the interpretation of reversion 

according to the (P-J) model is correct, then even this highest experi- 

menýally observed value of T may still he considerably below T and it It G. P. 

is thought that the amount below cannot, at present, be estimated from the 

experimental results. Theyeason for this is that, according to the (P-Jý 

modell, the observation of complete dissolution of all G. P. zones at T 
2 

does not necessarily mean that T but merely that the G. P. zones 2>TG. 11. 

formed at T were unstable with respect'to the reduced matrix solute 
,I, 1-. 

supersaturation at T Thus, it Is believed that reversion studies do 

not readily provide an estimate of the value of T 
G. P. 0 

Lot us now consider the exper imental observationg which was 

'reported in Chapter 4, that needle7shapcd precipitates can be nucleated 
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,, 
Si system after direct-quenciing on matrix dislocations in the Al-1.27uNg, 

0 to a temperature 330 C. Since the electron microscope Imilges of these 

nee(Ile-shaped precipitates were always identical tO the im, 19CS of llomo,,,,, cneous 

needle-precipitates nucleated at a temperature below T'(Wood's metal) it is C 

rl"&', gcsted that the heterogeneous and homogeneous needles m. y me be of the sa 

Phase and'may be described as the G. P. zones of the A '_ýIgP system' In 

Chapter 4 the marked catalyzing effect of some dislocations on the 

nucleation of the needle-shaped precipitates in this system was attributed 

to tHe ability of a dislocation of predominantly edge character to relieve 

Partially the strain energy nucleation barrier which is believed to be 

associated with G. P. zone formation in this alloy. If the above Inter- 

pretation of these experimental results is correct then the observations, 

that (1) qj). zones can be nucleated on dislocations at temperatures up to 

01" : 111 __ -IIII- 330 C and (2) that they can then grow rapidly in length so that a large 

part of the n. eedle is a ýelatlvely large distance from the influence of the 

0 
catalyzing dislocation, suggest that T 

G. P. 
> 330 C for this alloy. If 

0 809 then (T 
G. P. 

Tc> 140 C. A tentative explanation of this result 

is given below. ' 

Let us ignore the effect due to lattice strain for the moment. 

It, ChapterA it was mentioned that the needle-shaped zones in the A14162SJ 

system are. thought to be partially coherent. If so, then according to the 

nuc'leation model of section 4.5.11 the higher value of interfacial free 

energy y aýsociated with the incoherent interface (as compared to tile 

cofierent'ikerface) will result in a larger dependence of G. P. zone 

stability on 11 zone size (i. e. a large matrix solute supersaturation will be; 

required - to ýstabilizc a small zone and the-effect of zone size on stability' 

WIll-exte'nd3to'a: large zone size). The stabilitk curves for this alloy 

be wiqelý'sepaýate-d with respect to temperature, We can take account y 
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lattice strain around the zones by reference to equation 4.8 which 

811owed that lattice strain increases the critical size below which a zone 

, 
becomes, unstable with r spectto a given value of matrix solute supcr- 

saturation. 
- -Thus, the stability curves will be depressed towards high 

. 
JsOlutc concentrations and low temperatures. It then follows that a high 

IsOlute supersaturation will be required for homogeneous G. P. zone nucleation 

to occur. Also, the nucleation kinetics will depend very markedly on the 

ability of vacancies to aid the formation of nuclei (see Chapter 4). Edge- 

, 
tYpp, dislocations will 

'provide 
preferential nucleation sites, especially at 

,, 
ýOw, solute supersaturations, by virtue of their ability to relieve PIrtially 

ailn,, ejiergy barrier to nucleation. Thus, in a qualitative way, the 

, 
experimental results obtained by direct-quenching samples of an AI-1.20/algp 

a, IJ o3r can be explained. 

ýW' To summ. a, rize tbis section, it is believed that the parameters T 
C. 

and T' are of, great practical and theoretical importance for aiding the 
clýl 1ýý'o C 

interpretation of the expcrimentally observed response of alloys to 

q_uenciiing. It is acknowledged that the concept of a G. P. zone E; olvus 

, 
temperature T may in certain circumstances be useful, but it is thought 

G. P. 
that, its practical significance in relation to quenching experiments is 

0OUbtful because its value cannot be readily obtained, at present, with any 
ý. 1, _-, "II 

,. 
C, ert a 

"Inty. 
(b) The Isothermal growth of G. P. zones at TI 

f In section 8.2 it was pointed out that the (P-J) and (L-N) models 

differAt'j, the, mechanisms describing the development of G. P. zones at T10 

In, order, to distinguish the differences more clearly let us re-call tile so- 

Called, Guinler and Gerold models which were briefly described in section 1.4.3, 

According toýthe,, Guinier model 
(13,75) 

, each G. P. zone Is surrounded initially 

by -a, region, 'which iis depleted in solute atoms and the full solute suPOr- 
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14turation is retained between these regions. Subsequent growth of the 

O-P- zones causes the depleted regions to overlap and the matrix solute 

"Persaturation is progressiyely reduced In value. According to the 

00"91d model 
(40,41) 

the segregation of all excess solute atoms in the form 

of, clusters is completed within a very short time after the quench and the 

subsequent isothermal growth process is entirely one of competitive growth, 

the mean cluster size increasing as the density of clusters decreases. 

The mechanism of G. P. zone development envisaged in the (P-J) 

model includes, at least in broad outline, the concepts of both the Guinter 

and Gerold models, but as separate stages of the growth process. In terms 

of tile three stages of the (P-J) model, stage I and the beginning of stage 2 

correspond approximately to theGuinier approach, whereas the latter part of 

stage, 3_ corresponds approximately to the Gerold approach. By associating 

the Gerold approacii with the latter part of stage 3 it is assumed, as do 

Lorimer 
and Nicholson 

(78) 
that the Gerold model refers to the process of 

Os. twald. ripening, as described by Lifsbitz and Slyozov 
(179) 

1 Wagner"80), 

oiiý (182) Oriani 
' 
and Greenwood During Ostwald ripening it is assumed 

that the matrix 
"supersaturati 

on is negligibly small and that a quasi- 

Stationary particle-size distribution is maintained. It is suggested that 

the alloy tends progressively towards this situation during the latter part 

Ot, stage 2 and the beginning ot stage 3. 

It is also suggested that the relevant stage for any given beat 

treatment will depend upon the rate of solute clustering and the duration 

of ageing. For example, in the case of Al-Mg,, Si alloys, the rate of 

solute Clustering at roon. temperature is very slow (see Chapter 5) and 

continuesover a period of many years* It would therefore seem reasonable 

tO, assume that for heat treatments of the order of a few hours, or even 

days, the solute clusters never develop beyond stage 2. In the case of an 

4 
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AI-Zn sample, the initial rate of solute clustering Is very rapid at room 

temperature in regions of the sample where the quenched-in excess vacancy 

concentration I, s high (see Chapter 1), In'these regions, the G. P. zones 

will develop rapidly through stages 1 and 2 and further development will 

consist of competitive growth. It is believed, however, that the situation 

Will be different near to a grain boundary where, due to vacancy-depletion 

(See Chapter 6), the growth rate of G. P. zones will be slower. The zones 

in this region will progress less rapidly through stage 2, so that the 

ageing time-before the onset of competitive growth will be correspondingly 

increased. It th'erefore seems reasonable to assume that the density of 

G-P. zones will remain approximately constant in the vicinity of grain 

boundaries for fairly short ageing times, which was the assumption made In 

Chaptej'-G. ý--ýý 

(78) 
Lorimer and Nicholson have claimed that their model is 

equal icablý' if either the Guinier model or the Gerold model Is 

adopted, alihou'gh' the'detailed development of their model Is carried out 

nt, erms of ýt, fie Gerold -model. Lorimer 
(79) 

pointed out thato during tile 

early stages'(ýf'agefngý "the concentration of solute In the matrix will be 

higher than that -indicated by the equilibrium phase diagram due to the 

size of the G. P. zones and the associated Gibbs-Thomson effect". 

Whi ch I 'is'- if'n' agreemcnt with the (P-J) model. This point was subsequently 

, ýn6i; 6ýd iA'the later paper by Lorimer and Nicholson 
(78) 

where it was a8sumed 

tllattý""duýingA. P. zone growth, the matrix is a saturated solid solution and 

`tb; if'tý- z' ý6ýg- e on grow by a process of Ostwald ripening. Their model there- 

fore diffeit; Ej 6om the (P-J) model, which stresses the importance of taking 

I, - týe'reiýininj"ýiolute supersaturation Into account and emphasizes that at 

11114times'the''stability 
of a G. P. zone depends upon (a) its size and (b) 

even during ostwald týý va. 16e-of'the-surrounding solute gilpersaturation, 
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ripening (the matrix must remain supersaturated or else all G. P. zon. 08 will 

dissolve). It is believed that this effect is particularly important in 

t"10-step ageing, as will be discussed below in section (c). 

Finally, let us consider the possibility of spinodal decomposition 

Occurring in AI-Zn alloys at room temperature. Rundman and Hilliard 
(127) 

have calculated the position of the coherent spinodal curve on the phase 

diagram for Al-rich Zn alloys (see Figure 7.9). According to their 

results alloys with zinc contents 20 wt. *, Zn can decompose apinodally 

at room temperature. Clearly, any attempt to develop the (11-J) model for 

this alloy in a quantitative way would have to consider the Implications of 

spinodal decomposition during pre-treatment at room temperature for 

Concentrated Al-Zn alloys. 

Two-stej2 ageing 

Let us first of all examine the validity of some of the 

48SUmptions made by the (P-J) model. 

As discussed In Chapter 4, the assumption made by the (P-J) 

Model that the G. P. zones are spherical in shape and give rise to no lattice 

strain is believed not to be valid for the early stages of ageing in the 

Al-M92Si system, where needle-shaped G. P. zones are thought to' be formed. 

It was suggested by Pashley et al 
(81) 

that the curvature at the ends of tile 

fleedle-shaped zones will probably decrease with an increase in the size of 

the zone, so the same effect of zone size on zone stability (as deduced 

from the Gibbs-Thomson equation) is qualitatively to be expected. The 

effect of introducing lattice strain around a G. P. zone is to increase the 

critical size at which it is stable with respect to a matrix of given 

solute supersaturation (see Chapter 4). Thus, although a quantitative 

treatment would have to take the shape of the G. P. zo nes and the lattice 

strain into account, the same general effect of zone -.. size-and matrix solute. 
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BUpersaturation on zone stability is qualitatively to be expected. 

Next, let us compare the (11-J) model the U-N) model and 

consider, in detailt tile -following 
two topics (I) the "coarsening 

behaviour-$ 
. 

observed with an Al-Mg. Si alloy-, (I! ) the "seeding" mechanism 

oi ý1 t'll -,. r--t. I 0 models. 

Coarsening In A1419, Si alloys 

In Chapter 5 the excellent qualitative agreement between tile 

predictions of the (p-J) model and the experimentally observed two-step 

ageing behaviour of Al-1.2%Mg. Si was demonstrated. One of tile significant 

results of th 
. 
is work(81)'was a qualitative explanation of the "coarsening 

behaviour" exhibited by this alloy after a suitable heat treatment 
(80) 

with 

T, 200C and T 1600C (which is. below T 

,:,, 
2, -c 

Lorimer 
(79) 

has put forward an alternative explanation of this 

c- oarsening behaviour, which Is based on the U-N) model for two-step 

ageing. The first point to note is that Lorimer used the direct-quenching 

technique to determine that the upper limiting temperature for G. P. zone 

formation in inAl-1.2, %, %lgSi alloy after a salt quench was 230 0C+50C. 

This is in good agreement with the results reported in Chapter 5. fie 

ide ntified this value of upper limiting temperature with T G. P., which, as 

explained earlier in this Chapter, is believed to be incorrect. However, 

this does not effect the argument qualitatively if T= 200C and T= 1600C. 
12 

llis explanation of the coarsening behaviour may be summarized as follows: - 

Ii lion the temperature of the alloy is raised from T, to T2 (see 

Figure 6-3) the equilibrium volume fraction of solute in the form of G. P. 

zones will decrease in the ratio CD/AB- (This essentially saysq as is 

said in the (111-J) model, that the full solute supersaturation is lower at 

T2 than at T and so less solute Is available to form G. P. zones). Lorimer 

then Invokes this effect together with the concept of a 11G. P. zone to 

precipitate" transformation to predict three distinct modes of behaviour* 
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(1) For a short, or low temperature, pro-treatment -it TI, all the zones will I 
dissolve on up-quenching to T2 and the size distribution of G. P. zones 

formed at T2 will be characterist! I of direct-quenching to T2; (2) for a 

-sufficiently long time at T1, the zones will have reached a sufficient size 

to be able to transform to precipitates at T2 before the decreased super- 

saturation results in their dissolution, and the final precipitate density 

will be higher than that produced by direct-quenching to T2; (3) For an 

intermediate time at TI only a few zones will have reached a sufficient 

size to act as precipitate nuclei at ý121 0 These transform to precipitates 

(of lower free energy than the G. P. zones) which then grow at the expense 

Of the zones and therefore decrease the matrix solute supersaturation. 

During ageing at T2, zone growth is arrested (and therefore the zones will 

eventually dissolve) and the final precipitate distribution will be coarser 

than after direct-quenching to T2. 

The significant difference between this explanation and that of 

tile (11-J) model is that it requires the G. P. zones to "seed" intermediate 

precipitates. 11owever, since at the present time there is no convincing 

evidence which suggests that the small needle-shaped precipitates are 

preceded by a "G. 11. zone phase", it is difficult to accept this explanation. 

In fact, it is emphasized that. in Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation the 

needle-shaped precipitates were considered to be the G. P. zones of the 

Al-ýIgýSi system. 

The "seeding" mechanisms of both models, 

The (P-J) model has not been developedg so far, to consider the 

Po8sible consequences of a G. P. zone -0- intermediate precipitate 

transformation. The object of this section is to show that the (P-J) 

Model can easily be extended to include this process. 

Take as an example a hypothetical alloy which decomposes at a 

low temperature by the formation, of G. P. zones, which grow in size and 
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V10 ntually transform isothermally to a more stable P-phase (which, to be 

quite general, may be an intermediate or equilibrium precipitate). Let 

UýI 'RuPpose that the crystal structure of P-phase is very different from 

that of the matrix, so'that, the activation -energy 
for the direct homogeneous 

nucleation of, p-procipitates is-high and the probability of direct p 

nucleation is' negligiblet even at a low temperature. The hypothetical 

metastable phase diagram for this system is shown schematically in Figure 

8.4, together with some stability curves for zones and P-precipitates of 

small size. 

Let us now develop the (11-J) model for the case of two-step 

ageing with TT and T>T Consider an alloy Of COMPOsition X 
Ic2c 

(see Figure 8.4) which is quenched to TI (point A on the diagram) and then 

S ubs equently pre-aged at TI for a period of time during which G. P. zones are 

formed and the solute concentration in the matrix is reduced in value 

(point B on the diagram). Suppose the alloy is now up-quenched to a 

'temperature 
T and let us examine three particular cases where T. equals 

11 1-- 2-, 
T20)9 T (2) and T (3), respectively (see Figure 8.4). 

22 

Case (1), :,, T2 =, T2(1, ) 
- 

Immediately after the up-quench we may represent the solute 

-concentration in the matrix by the point CO which is shown to lie on the 
T 

C. 
- stability, curve for G. P. zones of radius a., This case has already 

2 
been adequately covered by the (P-J) model (see earlier Chapters In t1jis 

Aissertation) and the three possible modes of behaviour at T may be 2 

listed-as, follows: - 

(-I) Zones of radius r> a2 will be seeded for fur 
I 
ther growth 

at T 
2(1) and'these may subsequently transform to p-precipitates. 

(2) Zones of radius r which is just less than a will be 
2 

unstable initially at T2(1) but, Ii the alloy also contains a large 
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number of zones of , ra dI us ra2 which rapidly dissolve and so increase 

tie 'M'atrix' 's'up'e'rshturationt these zones may subsequently become restabilized 

fo r growth at T2 (1), in the manner already described in Chapter 7. 

(3) If all the'zones are very small (i. e. r << a2) then no 

seeding of zon'ýs will 'take placeo Reversion will occur, as described by 

i te p'-7j m`6 deI 

Case (2) TT (2) 
2, -2 

Immediately after the up-quench we may represent the matrix solute 

concentration by--tie point E on the diagram, and since E is above the G. 11. 

zone solvus curve all the zones will be unstable Initially. 
- 

Two possible 

ý, Ituations,, may,, arise during, subsequent, ageing at T2 (2)9 as follows 

1. ) ), 1 r qt,, of all, it is. to be. noted1that the point E is shown to 

bT 
, IF , 

on the C bi ý-, 
s tability curve for P-precipitates of radius bl, The 

7 
Possibility, therefore arises that an unstable solute cluster of radius 

rb may be able to seed the transformation to a 0-precipitate of 
ý 14 

-, 
b,, which will be stable at T2 (2)e This is, of course, radius r> 

Similar to the transformation process, described in the U-N) model, but in 

this case it occurs at a. tempcrature, T -4 T (see Figure 8.4). 
2, G. P.. 

(2) If all the unstable solute clusters at point E have radii 

r bl, then the transformation to P will not occur. All the solute 

Clusters will start to dissolve and the solute concentration in the matrix 

'41111 increase along the line E --? -- F. If some-restabilization of 

aoýute clus, -J) model, then a few G. P. 
_ 

ý"rs, occ, urs, as described by the (P 

zones may be seeded for further growth, otherwise reversion will occur. 

Case, 
_(3) 

TT (3) 

-1y ýepresent the solute limnediately. af ter, the' up-quench we m, 

concentration in the matrix by Ahe, point G- In Figure- 8.4. -- Since 
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> it- is impossible for G. P. zones to be stable at T2 (3) 

and two possible modes of behaviour may occur during subsequent ageing, 

as follows-: -- " 

(1)'All the solute clusters dissolve and reversion occurs. 

ý, t ,, 
T 

, (2) Since tile point E, lies on tile Cý stability curve for 

Precipitates--of radius b2, then clusters of radius r2 are capable of 

seeding 'the"transformation to 0-precipitates. 

It is believed that by this simple extension to the (P-J) model, 

all th e- 'experimental results reported by Lorimer and Nicholson can be 

.-4 . - 

expliqned. There are, however, several points in the arl.,, ument given 

Rbove which w'ýrmnt amplification. Let us first of all consider the 

"86lUte"cluster, 'to P-precipitate" transformation. According to the ideas 

outlined, above-the- critical cluster size at which this transformation can 

OCc ur ris 'dependent ! upon the value of the remaining solute concentration 

In 'the matrix; "as, reflected by the shape of the stability curves for 

precipitates-ýof-different sizes in Figure 8.4* Thus, for a given value 

t 
of thq"critical nucleus size increases as the solute concentration In 

(78) the`matrix-'ýdecreases, Lorimer and Nicholson did not consider the 

ý68slbiliiy that the critical nucleus size at T may be dependent on the 
21 

degr'ee' of'matrix solute depletion which accompanies solute clustering at T 
T2 

I ýut' aSSUýedýthat the diameter of the critical nucleus (d 
c 

in their 

notati'on) can ýe equated to the critical nucleus size for the homogencow; ,1 

nti'ýJejjtion--of 0 -ýafter direct-quenching to T2. Thus, the two approaches 

di6er in " this "respect. 

The second point which must be emphasized is that even if the 

Sizeý 'of -an" tiiiýta'ble cluster exceeds the critical size at r2, this does 

not"necessarily mean that the transformation to the p-phase will occur. 

lt, isýbeliev'ea that-the (L-N) model is correct in saying that the 
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Probability of tile transformation occurring will depend upon tile activation 

energy required for the transformation in crystal structure to take place 

and also upon a kinetic factor which arises because aiom movement is 

required within the solute cluster during the transformation. However, if 

tile model described above is correct, an additional factor which may be 

important is that as, very small solute clusters dissolve, and so feed-back 

Solute atoms into the matrix, the critical nucleus size for the trans- 

formation to occur will be progressively decreased. It is Possible that 

this effect may significantly influence the nucleation rate of p-precipitatcs 

at T 

A third point which must be emphasized is that, as described In case 

(2) above, 'a transformation from unstable solute clusters to stable p- . 

precipitates can occur at a temperature T2 -< T GIII. 0 This is included as 

a precautionary note, since it is believed that the experimental observation 

that G. P. zones dissolve at T, and "seeded" P-precipitates grow does not 

necessarily mean that T, >T 
G. P. * 

Finally, let us consider the conditions under which the seeding 

of intermediate or equilibrium precipitates will be a predominant effect. 

It seems likely that if the temperature difference between T G. P. and T0 is 

large (i. e. the two solvus curves are widely separated) then this will be a 

favourable situation for the transformation to occur. At a temperature 

T2 just above T G. P. I the alloy will be highly supersaturated in solute atom 

with respect to the p-solvus curve and so tho critical nucleus size will be 

small. This condition does not necessarily mean that copious 0-precipt- 

tates will be seeded at T2, for the other factors mentioned above may be 

equally important. On the other hand, if the two solvus curves are very 

Close togethe "then the critical nucleus size will be very large for r, 

TT and the transformation is unlikely to occur at To G 2) 
< To 
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Let us consider the AI-Zn system. According to Gerold and C2 
(41) 

, Schweizer the metastable at - solvus curve can be constructed on the 

phase diagram by extrapolating the high temperature (a - at) miscibility 

boundary down into the (a + two-phase region, as shown in Figure 8.5. 

Also shown in Figure 8.5 is the minimum reversion curve for G. P. zones 

after pre-treatment at room temperature for I hour, as derived in Chapter 7. 

Since it is thought that this reversion curve is below the G. P. zone solvus, 

it is believed that the a'-solvus and the G. P. zone solvus are very close 

together. According to the arguments given above, it is unlikely that the 

seeding of a' precipitates will occur on ageing at a temperature above 

TG which is consistent with the experimental results of Chapter 7. 

It is suggested that unstable G. P. zones are unable to seed hexagonal zinc 

precipitates at T2>TG. 11. 
because a high activation energy is associated 

with the transformation. 

Let us next consider an Al-7.4wt. OVn-2.8wtý%Mg alloy. Lorimer 

'(77) 0 
and Nicholson have shown that TI(oil) for this system is ^1155 C and c 

that G. P. zones formed at room temperature can easily seed the transformation 

0 to the intermediate )Z phase with T2= 180 C. It therefore seenis 

likely that the G. P. zone solvus and the -solvus are widely separated 

in this system, which again is consistent with the deductions described 

above. 

8.4 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGP'STIONS MR RJTURE. WORK 

In this dissertation the two-step ageing model which was 

ori ginally developed by Pashley et al to explain the two-step ageing 

behaviour of an Al-1.2,131g 2 
Si alloy has been applied to a study of the two- 

step ageing of Al-Zn alloys and has been shown to provide an adequate 

interpretation of the ageing behaviour. Many aspects of the model have 
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been amplified and extended and the concept of stability curves for G. p. 

4ones (or precipitates) of different siZes has been shown to be a useful 

way of reprc§enting the concepts of the model diagrammatically, The model 

bas been applied to, the problem of determining the basic factors controlling 

the width of precipitate-4ree zones in AI-Zn alloys and an excellent 

correlation between the predictions of the model a nd the experimental 

Pesults was 'Shown to'exiSt* It has also been shown that the model is 

capable of explaining the observed reversion phenomena of AI-Zn alloys. 

The'Pashley-Jacobs model for two-step ageing has been compared 

and contrasted critically with the alternative Lori mer-Ni ch olson mo(lel. 

Despite the claim by Lorimer and Nicholson 
(78) 

that the effectsdescribed by 

their model "are likely to'be more important in most practical cases" it jgg 

believed that the Pashley-Jacobs model can adequately explain all the 

experimental results reported in this dissertation and, moreovert can 

easily explain'many of the 'intricate effects associated with the formation 

Of prec jýj tate- free -zones, reversion and two step. -ageing. 

Both models assume that the temperature change between T and T 12 

is instantaneous. Experiments which are carried out with a thin foil 

rIamPle-that'is rapidly up-quenched from TI to T2 approximate to this 

a6sumption' closely. It is clear that both modcls will have to be modified 

if they'are applied to the two-step beat treatment of bulk samples where 

the heating rate'between T and T is slowcr- 2 

In their present form both models are still very qualitative and 

J)robably the most Important advance that can be made In the future is to 

make-the, models, more'quantitative. Any success in this direction may help 

to'clarify some ot the more controversial aspects of the two models. 

More quantitative experimental results would also be invaluable. 

For example, in Chapter 6 the assumption was made that solute-depletion 
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occur. -, in the vicinity of grain boundaries in AI-Zn alloys during the 

quench and, on the basis of the 11ashley-Jacobs model, an estimate of the 

shape of the solute concentration profile was obtained. It would be 

useful if an independent experimental determination of this solute con- 

centration profile could be made. At one time it was thought that the 

electron energy-loss technique of Cundy et al 
(183) 

would provide a suitable 

technique, but recently the work of Cook and Cundy 
(184) 

has shown that the 

AI-Zn system is not suited to electron energy-loss microanalysis because 

of the weak dependence of plasma energies on zinc concentration in this 

alloy. 

Since the processes which occur during and immediately after 

direct-quenching from TS to TI and also the processes which occur (luring 

and immediately after up-quenching from TI to T2 are so vitally-important 

with regard to the overall two-step ageing behaviour of an alloy, it is 

suggested that these processes should be studied in greater detail. Of 

particular importance is the mcchanism of the phase transformations (1) 

stable G. P. zones -*. intermediate precipitates and (2) unstable G. P. 

zones -->-intermediate precipitates, since the detailed knowledge of the 

processes taking place during these transformations is rather vague 

One possible way of studying these transformations is to carry out 

dynamic experiments inside an electron microscope. However, in view of 

the many experimental difficulties and-inherent limitations of this 

technique 
(85) 

a more profitable way of approaching this problem may 

probably be to use some other technique, such as X-ray small-angle 

scattering or the measurement of electrical resistivity changesl possibly 

in Conjunction with electron microscopy. 
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APPENDIX 

WX I PITA TE- Il ZEM, ZONES 13Y STEP-QUENCIIING TO TT 

In Chapter 6 some experiments were described in which samples or 

Al-17.5wt. a,, 'Zn (8 at. ýýn) were s tep-q uenc lied from 5600C, via 1800C, to an 

0 geing temperature T 140 C. In Figure G. S(a) the experimentally 

observed p. f. z. width established during ageing at 1400c is shown Plotted 

'as 
a function of tile holding time (in hou rs) at 1800C. It will be seen that 

wider P. f. ZIS were established at 140 0 C. after longer holding treatments at 

180 0C From this observation it was deduced that the longer the holding 

time at 1800C, tile wider was the corresponding region of solute-depletion 

adjacent to tile grain boundary* The object of this appendix is to 

demonstrate that t ýthe-rate of solute-depletion at 180 0C can be explained in 

terms of the diffusion of Zn atoms through the matrix, and towards the grain 

boundary, at the equilibrium rate. 

The assumption is made that, apart from during a transient period 

0 mmediately atter the quencli to 180 C, the Zn concentration immediately 

adjacentltoý'theý grain boundaries is maintained during the holding treatment 

a 80 a t. the equilibrium value (C ) which is characteristic of the 

temperature 180 0 C, as given by the equilibrium solvus curve of'Figure-4.8, 

Then', ý 
after a '' I1 101 

_. dI ing time of't seconds at 1800C, the solute-concentration 

profile near to a grain boundary will be as illustrated schematically by ', 

Pigure A. 1. C is the full Zn concentration of the allOY (= 8 at. O, ý2n). 

The problem is similar to'that of diffusion to the surface of a semi- 

I in-finite medium, whose surface concentration is maintained at a constant 

value E, assumed that the diffusion coefficient D Is constant 

O-e-ýindependent 
of both'time and Zn concentration) then the equation 
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which gives tho Zn concentration Cd at a distance d from tho grain 

boundary after a holding time t is as follows 

cc dE 
erf 

d 
F-- CE 2/D -t s 

(A. i) 

According to tile model described in section 6.2.19 the edge of tile p. f. 7. 

that -jr, formed on subsequent ageing at 1400C is defined by the distance 

d from the grain boundary where the local solute concentration 

CdC5 (140 0 C), i. e. the critical solute concentration (see Chapter 6) 

required for G. P., zone formation at 1400C. Thus, if w is the p. f. z. width 

, :, " -- -"-, --, -0 established at 140 C, after a holding treatment of t seconds at 1800C, then 

we may. rewrite, equation Ael as 

C 146 0 C) CE 
s 

'C c 
sE 

W/I erf 

( 
(A. 2) 

it is'assumed that all excess-vacancies are rapidly annihilated during 

the holding treatment at 1800C and the very small vacancy supersaturation 

that"is introduced by the quench from 1800C to 1400C is neglected then the 

value'of, Cý(14ooc). can be obtained from the T- curve of Figuýre 4.8. 
aC 

This g'ives'C 
S 

(1400C) = 7at. %Zn, Also, Cs= 8aWZn and CE= 4*3atOZn. 

BY substitution 'of these values Into equation A. 2 we obtain 

0.73 erf 
( 

(A. 3) 
2VD t 

from which (W/, ) 
(A. 4) 

The, variation of, pean p. f. z. half-width (wl ) with holding' time (t seconds) 2 

at 1800Cý is given in Table A. 1. In Figure A. 2 the p. f. zo half width is 
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TA 131Y. A 

Holding time 
at 180 C. 

. 
/-t 

t Seca. 

Number of 
grain boundaries 
examined 

300 17.3 
2 

900 30.0 2 

1800 42.4 2 

3600 60.0 
4 

7200 84.9 
5 

14400 120-0 
4 

p, f. z. half-width (W/., ) 

in 
Maximum Minimum 

ýJcan 
value value 

value I 

265 278 

475 Soo 450 

600 550 650 

1100 1350 1000 

1450 1100 
1380 

2000 1800 
1900 

rh these experimental 

shown plotted against t. A straight line drawn throug 

0; -7cmIr Substitution of this 

points yields a slope 
W12 1.67 x 'eci. 

(ý2 
t 

_value of the diffusion coefficient 

value o 
t:: 

) 
into equation A. 4 yields a 

t 

D me Ix jo7 
14 

cm 
2/sec. 

value of D is consistent with the equilibrium 

To see if this 

alloy at 180 OC we refer to tile radio- 

diffusion coefficient of Zn in this 
(188). 1; -rom their 

tracer self-diffusion measurements of 11illiard et al 

Al-8at. 'j'Zn, thý activation energy QCtV. 2 kcal/mol. 

results, for an alloy Of 

2a 0.24 cm2/seco 
and the frequency factor D0 

icient DT at a temperature 

The equilibrium self-diffusion 
coeff 

T0K may be calculated from the usual expression, (A. 5) 

D ex 
(- 

DT0pRT) 

14 2 value is in very good agreement 

from which, I) 2a 2x 107 cm Isec. This 

180, C although 

with the experimentally 
determined value of D 180'C 

derived above 

such good agreement is probably fortuitous- 
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It is therefore concluded that tile solute-depletion occurred by 

tile diffusion of Zn atoms at an equilibrium rate to tile grain boundary 

during the holding, treatment at 1800C. 
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